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Public hearings were held by the Planning Commission and the 
Redevelopment Agency, acting jointly as lead agency, on 9 February, 14 
March, 15 March, 23 March, and 11 April, 1978; the Final EIR (FEIR) was 
jointly certified by the two bodies on 25 April, 1978. This addendum 
volume contains the record of comments, both written and oral, and the 
responses thereto, as submitted earlier to the decision -makers (exceptions 
noted in the following). 
Except as noted below, paging is unchanged from the original submissions, 
to make comparison with the earlier hearing record more convenient. 
Similarly, the paging of the Draft EIR (Volumes I and II, Appendices, 
Summary) has been retained in the FEIR; added pages have been 
designated there by letters following the number of the preceding page, 
as: 2a 1 2b, 11a, 11b, etc. 
The contents of the hearing record are as follows: 
7 March Comments and Responses: 
This material, prepared in response to oral commentary at the 
9 February hearing and written commentary through 25 February I 
contains Comments 1 through 129. Pages 1 through 89 are reproduced 
here. Revised Appendix D. 4 I submitted on 7 March as pages 90 
through 126, has been incorporated in toto in the (revised) 
Appendices volume of the FEIR; it is not reproduced here. 
14 March Errata and Clarifications: 
These were pages 127 through 203 as submitted. They contained 
instructions for incorporating the 7 March responses in the FEIR, 
plus instructions for making other changes in and additions to the 
DEIR. Pages 127 through 203 have not been included in this 
addendum, as the changes and additionsnave all been incorporated in 
the FEIR (Volumes I and II 1 Appendices I Summary), with indicators 
therein for changes or added paragraphs, sections I tables, etc. 
I-1 
23 March Corrections to 7 March Comments and Responses: 
Not submitted formally to Commission and Agency. The changes have 
been made in the 7 March Comments and Responses as reproduced 
here. This two-page correction record is reproduced here as pages 
203a and 203b. 
19 April Comments and Responses: 
This material, prepared in response to written and oral commentary at 
the 11 April hearing, limited to comments on the 14 March Errata and 
Clarifications and on (revised) Appendix D. 4, is reproduced here as 
pages 204 through 227, as originally submitted. It required no 
changes in the earlier record, including the DEIR itself. It contains 
Comments 130 through 158 (continuing from the 7 March sequence). 
25 April Certification Resolutions: 
Reproduced here as pages 228 through 239. 
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B. ORAL COMMENTS MADE AT PUBLIC HEARING, FEBRUARY 9, 1978 
Commissioner Sue Bierman 
Comment No. 1: "(What is) the Planning Commission's role ... under 
the EIR law about seeing that mitigation measures are enforced?" 
Response No. 1: Mitigation measures described in the Draft Environmental 
Impact Report (DEIR) would be enforced in various ways. Some measures 
are an application of existing City policy, such as a City ordinance 
requirement for an allocation of funds to public art in public building 
projects. 
Other mitigation measures may represent commitments on the part of the 
Redevelopment Agency, such as the statement of intention to require the 
use of water-conserving fixtures in YBC projects. Such measures become 
City policy by reason of their inclusion in the EIR and their adoption by 
the decision -making body. 
Certain mitigation measures would require actions by other City agencies; 
in some cases commitments have not been obtained. For example, the San 
Francisco Parking Authority can recommend rates for a facility the City 
might operate within YBC; such a recommendation is subject to the 
approval of the Board of Supervisors. Rates could discourage long-term, 
commuter parking while providing for short-term visitors. In the absence 
of specific commitments to mitigation measures from other City agencies, 
however, the EIR places such possibilities on public record for future 
implementation by decision-makers who must approve ultimate development 
projects. 
The Redevelopment Agency and City Planning Commission would certify 
that the EIR is adequate, accurate, and objective, and has been completed 
in compliance with CEQA and the State and local guidelines. The entity 
with final decision-making authority in each instance would commit to the 
mitigation measures within its authority. 
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Chief Administrative Officer Roger Boas 
Comment No. 2: "My role in the City, among other things, is to forward 
the project of the convention hall. I would like to advise the Joint 
Commission that the City, working with the Redevelopment Agency, and 
working with the consultants, has taken great care in the preparation of 
the Draft Environmental Impact Report. We have spared no effort to dot 
every "i" and cross every "t" , and to meticulously adhere to every step 
that we could envision in the process. A careful examinaton by the 
members of this joint body and by the public can only be very healthy 
indeed." 
Response No. 2 : 
No response. 
Mr. William Shapiro, San Francisco Tomorrow 
Comment No. 3: "In the Summary . . . the first sentence . . . should 
mentiOn . . . the fact that the voter approval on the convention center 
was contingent on it being underground if possible. That is not 
mentioned." 
Response No. 3: A Summary, by definition, cannot include all the material 
it summarizes. Alternatives A and B indicate the basic plan of a Convention 
Center below ground, and the statement of policy is covered in Section I 
(page 1) of the DEIR. 
Comment No. 4: "I think it would be appropriate to have ... in the 
Summary . . . the fact that (the recreation/entertainment park) was 
included in the recommendations (of the Mayor's Select Committee) after 
extensive neighborhood hearings, at which time that aspect of this 
proposal was given the highest support by the people of this City, 
neighborhood after neighborhood." 
Response No. 4: The function of the Mayor's Select Committee, as 
described on page 10 of this DEIR, included a charge to "formulate a 
number of different plans for possible development of the YBC area, to 
obtain public comments and criticism, and finally to submit recommendations 
for a new plan." The DEIR noted that the Committee conducted "a series 
of public meetings". The inclusion of the "urban theme park" is described 
in the description of Alternative B on pages 32 and 47 as "based on 
recommendations of the Mayor's Select Committee". See also Response No. 3. 
Comment No. 5: "On page 251 a sentence appears: 'The actual balance of 
revenues and operating expenses for any of the facilities, new and old, is 
not easily determined at this point.' That's true, and the charts result 
from some wide guesses in the use of standard multiples in economic 
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projections. . . . We think . . . that more work has to be done, . . . 
that we need . . . a closer assessment of the economic realities and what 
the possibilities are, that we are not in an early stage any more, that this 
project has been taken very close to reality now I • • and we ought to be 
beyond an assessment that it's hard to have answers." 
Resfconse No. 5: Full paragraphs 1, 2, and 3 on pp. 250-251 are being 
rep aced by the following: "The convention consulting firm of Event & 
Facility Consultants, Portland I Oregon, in a report to the Project Director 
of the Yerba Buena Convention Center in January 1978, estimated that the 
convention center would lose $605,000 in its first year of operation, and 
that this loss would increase to $847,000 in its fifth year of operation. 
Lord & LeBlanc has prepared an expanded analysis of convention center 
operations and market demand, which appears as new Appendix 0.4. 
Lord % Le Blanc is of the opinion that on a 'worst case' basis the Yerba 
Buena Convention Center losses could be as much as $1.1 million in the 
first year. 
"Brooks Hall and the Civic Auditorium, in fiscal year 1976-77, experienced 
a net operating loss of approximately $365,000. It is projected by Lord & 
LeBlanc that this loss could increase 25% on a 'best case' basis -- to 
$460,000 per year; and 40% on a 'worst case' basis -- to $511,000 per 
year. 
"The new Yerba Buena facility and the old Brooks Hall I Civic Auditorium 
facility should be considered as a combined convention complex for fiscal 
analysis purposes. The new facility should focus on a small share of the 
total, national convention market -- approximately 1.5% -- which requires 
exhibit space in excess of 100,000 net sq. ft. The Brooks Hall I Civic 
Auditorium facility, with rental rates one-third as much as those projected 
for the new convention center, must focus on a much larger share of the 
total convention market (perhaps 10 to 15%), which requires exhibit space 
larger than that offered in local hotels and private facilities, but less than 
100,000 net square feet. If the new convention center attempts to capture 
a portion of the Brooks Hall I Civic Auditorium market, in order to 
enhance its own operating revenues, then there would be little net effect 
on the combined losses of the two facilities because the YBC gains would 
be Brooks Hall losses. 
"On a combined annual basis, both facilities together could be expected to 
lose $1.1 million annually on a 'best case' basis, and approximately $1. 6 
million on a 'worst case' basis for at least the initial years of combined 
operations . " 
Comment No. 6: "On page 252 (it is stated that) 'No agreement has been 
reached on the actual amounts of income in total that local residents and 
others might receive, but it is generally deemed to be large.' I think 
that's honest, but it suggests that there needs to be more work in that 
area. . . . At this stage we ought to have a better estimate on that." 
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Resfaonse No. 6: The paragraph referred to in the comment is being 
rep aced by the following text: 
"Estimates have previously been made on the various levels of net 
income and employment in San Francisco that might result from YBC 
development at full build-out, under variqr.s development alternatives. 
(See particularly Arthur D. Lit*, 1973, Chapter C; Rosenstein & 
Fulton, 1973, pg. I-54 to I-59; and Appendix D.3, p. 34, Office 
Space Trends in San Francisco). 
"Distinctions should be drawn between: a) permanent, direct, on-site 
YBC employment as shown on Table 34, pg. 255 ; b) permanent, 
direct, off-site employment in the tourist industry caused by 
out-of-town delegates visiting San Francisco to attend conventions in 
the proposed YBC convention center -- spending tourist dollars which 
create tourism and retail jobs outside the YBC area; c) employment 
impacts from a) and b) above, caused by decisions to build high-rise 
office buildings, or hold conventions in the YBC convention center, 
by corporations and associations which would not come to San 
Francisco unless YBC is built -- the whole question of YBC as a new 
San Francisco address for existing San Francisco office space users 
and convention center managers, vs. YBC as a magnet to attract new 
or net office space users and conventioneers who would otherwise not 
come to the City without YBC's being built -- and d) indirect jobs 
which are generated by persons who obtain YBC-related direct jobs 
spend their income and create secondary jobs in the San Francisco 
and the Bay Area economy. 
"The multiplier effect relates to this direct job - indirect job 
relationship. The 1973 EIR estimated that a multiplier of 2. 4 would 
be a reasonable indicator of secondary impacts. This means, that for 
every net YBC-related direct job, 1. 4 new or net indirect jobs would 
be created throughout the Bay Area economy when direct YBC 
jobholders spend their 'newly created' salary in communities where 
they live and work, and create new indirect job opportunities for 
merchants and service workers who receive this newly created money 
in the form of wages, interest, rent or profits. 
"Recent studies, based on surveys of a San Francisco bank's 
data-processing employees, have shown that approximately 60% of the 
clerical/computer office workers employed by the banks lived in San 
Francisco, and 40% lived in other Bay Area locations. a This ratio 
has been used as an approximation of City-regional distribution of 
YBC on-site permanent employees, because more than 80% of YBC 
on-site employment is projected to be office employment. (See Table 
34). Rosenstein & Fulton ~ve estimated the resident/commuter ratio 
in San Francisco at 11%/89% , pg. I-58. This ratio of San Francisco 
job-holders appears too low. Recent traffic studies tend to support a 
60/40 resident/commuter ratio. (See Appendix F, Table F-14, p. 84, 
of this [YBC] EIR.)" 
5aGruen, Gruen + Associates, September 1974, Survey of Bank of America 
Data Center Employees. 
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The following material is being added to page 253: 
"Convention center construction would generate 1,839 person-years of 
labor; convention center operation would generate a total of 1, 746 to 
3,360 new jobs (see Table 33A [later 37A] for further analysis)." 
TABLE 33A [Later 37A] 
CONVENTION CENTER NET IMPACT AT ANNUAL SUSTAINABLE LEVELS FROM 
OFF-SITE TOURISM SPENDING 
Conventions (NEW) 
Out of Town Delegates 
New DELEGATE SPENDING 1 Permanent new Jobs (Direct) 1 Permanent new Jobs (Indirect) 
TOTAL NEW PERMANENT JOBS 
(San Francisco residents=60%) 
ANNUAL TAXABLE PAYROLL2



















$29. 7 Million 
($22. 7 Million) 
ON-SITE CONSTRUCTION IMPACT identical for worst and best cases 
Total on-site construction LABOR 
Annualized on-site JOBS (2 yrs) 
TOTAL on-site Building Trades 
Payroll 
Annualized on-site Payroll 
(For a 2 year assumed build out) 
Wholesale value of Building 
Construction MATERIALS 





Does not include 65 to 85 city staff employees working in the YBC Complex 
and 90 to 112 private concession jobs within the YBC Complex. A multiplier 
of 2.0 was used to give total jobs; this means that the number of indirect 
2jobs would be equal to the number of direct jobs. 
3Annual taxable payroll=100% of all direct jobs and 60% of all indirect jobs. Refer to Table 11, new Appendix D.4, for explanation of derivation of S.F. 
resident payroll. 
SOURCE: Lord & LeBlanc 
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Page 256 of the EIR is being revised to delete Table 35 and to add the 
following revised Tables 36 and 37 pertaining to worst-case and best-case 
estimates of employment impacts within YBC. In the last paragraph on 
page 253 I the sentence beginning 11 As shown in Table 35 1 • • • 11 has been 
deleted. 
TABLE 36 
NET YBC EMPLOYMENT'1• AT FULL PROJECT DEVELOPMENT--"WORST CASE" 
ALT. A ALT. B ALT. C ALT. D 
Direct Jobs 7,275 3,450 1,475 8,725 
Indirect Jobs 10,185 4,830 2,065 12,215 
TOTAL JOBS 17,460 8,280 3,540 20,940 
SF Resident 
Jobs (60%) 4,365 2,070 885 5,235 
6,111 2,898 1,239 7,329 
TOTAL 10,476 4,968 2,124 12,564 
Estimated Annual 
Salary $10,500 (DIRECT)-$12,000 (INDIRECT) FOR ALL ALTERNATIVES 
SF Annual Taxable 
Payroll'1''1' (in 
millions of $) $ 76 $ 36 $ 15 
73 35 15 
TOTAL $149 $ 71 $ 30 
Estimated Total Annual 
SF Resident Payroll 
(in millions of $) $ 46 $ 22 $ 9 
73 35 15 
TOTAL $119 $ 57 $ 24 
*Does not include new tourist-related employment resulting from new 







**Subject to City Payroll Tax. Assumes 60% of all jobs are held by San 
Francisco Residents and 100% of all direct jobs are San Francisco jobs 
subject to any present or future San Francisco payroll tax. 
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TABLE 37 
NET YBC EMPLOYMENT":' AT FULL PROJECT DEVELOPMENT--"BEST CASE" 
ALT. A ALT. B ALT. C ALT. D 
Direct Jobs 14,550 6,900 2,950 17,450 
Indirect Jobs 20,370 9,660 4,130 24,430 
TOTAL JOBS 34,920 16,560 7,080 41,880 
SF Resident 
Jobs (60%) 8,730 4,140 1 '770 10,470 
12,222 5,796 2,478 14,658 
TOTAL 20,952 9,936 4,248 25,128 
Estimated Annual 
Salary $10,500 (DIRECT)-$12,000 (INDIRECT) FOR ALL ALTERNATIVES 
SF Annual Taxable 
Payroll;',;'' (in 
millions of $) $153 $ 72 $ 31 
147 70 30 
TOTAL $300 $142 $ 61 
Estimated Total Annual 
SF Resident Payroll 
(in millions of $) $ 92 $ 43 $ 19 
147 70 30 
TOTAL $239 $113 $ 49 
*Does not include new tourist-related employment resulting from new 







**Subject to City Payroll Tax. Assumes 60% of all jobs are held by San 
Francisco Residents and 100% of all direct jobs are San Francisco jobs 
subject to any present or future San Francisco payroll tax. 
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Comment No. 7: "The question of the relationship of the convention 
center to what goes above it -- the space that will be used by and 
available to the people of the City -- is a very important aspect that has 
not been clarified too well in this EIR. " 
Response No. 7: The following text is being added to page 44 of the 
DEIR. "The current design of the convention center is for a roof strong 
enough to support a variety of loads including some combination of park 
and buildings. The roof could hold three feet of earth spread uniformly 
over its surface (which could support a variety of shrubs and trees up to 
30 feet in height) or seven-foot mounds of earth at intervals to support 
large trees up to 50 feet in height. The roof could also support 
three-story steel structures. 
"The roof has been designed to give the top area as much clear and 
unobstructed space as possible given the intended use of the convention 
center. All protrusions through the roof are at the perimeter of the site. 
"The dropoff zone for vehicular passengers in front of the lobby has been 
sized and designed to allow a maximum area adjacent to the lobby for 
landscaping and for recreational and commercial use. 
"Structural and mechanical provisions have been made for a loading dock 
on Folsom Street to serve whatever use is selected for the area above the 
convention center." 
Comment No. 8: "We think it ought to be made clearer what the 
convention center has to do to make possible something usable by and 
beneficial to the people of the City above the convention center." 
Response No. 8: Alternative A indicates the use of the area above the 
convention center as a park. Although a park has not been designed, the 
convention center is being designed to accommodate trees up to 50 feet in 
height and buildings up to three stories in height within the park. In 
Alternative B, the area above the convention center would accommodate a 
portion of the recreation/entertainment park, a use which has not yet been 
designed in detail. See also Response No. 7. 
Comment No. 9: "The question of the relationship of the convention 
center to what goes above it, the space that will be used by and available 
to the people of the City. We think it ought to be made clearer 
what the convention center has to do to make possible something useable 
by and beneficial to the people of the City. Above the convention center, 
the above-ground portion I the reason it was to be undergrounded was 
partly an aesthetic consideration; but also I as the hearings made clear, 
the apparel mart was something that they could benefit from and use above 
the convention center 
"Perhaps the apparel mart should be considered in more detail, because 
where that goes affects what can go on above in the kind of use that we 
talk about as a recreation theme park." 
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Response No. 9: The apparel mart is presently programmed (under a land 
disposition agreement with the Redevelopment Agency) to occupy the 
eastern third of . Arcon-Pacific to be the developer of the apparel 
mart and is presently scheduled to submit evidence of mortgage financing 
for this development by 1 June, 1978. The balance of CB-2 could then be 
made available for the commercial recreation/entertainment park, as 
described in Alternative B. Any reduction in the site for the recreation/ 
entertainment park to less than the entirety of CB-2 may have a negative 
effect on the marketability of such a concept. 
The apparel mart was never intended to go above the convention center. 
For further information about job generation see Response No. 6 and new 
Appendix D. 4. 
Comment No. 10: "In Volume 2, pages 388 and 390, there is a reference 
to HUD's threshold criteria for pollutants, which refer to specific kinds of 
pollutants and their presence in the atmosphere in a specific place over a 
certain period of time, and their average presence in a part of the City ... 
If these criteria from HUD were applied, the proposed housing in A, B, D 
and the Redevelopment Agency tentative proposal would not be 
recommended. This housing matters a great deal. . . there is a list of 
potential mitigation measures. . . We think that there ought to be much 
more elaboration for the people who live in that area with regard to 
pollution. " 
Response No. 10: On 24 February, 1978, 49 days after the release of the 
DEIR, HUD released its Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) on 
the "Yerba Buena Center Redevelopment Area" (HUD-R09-EIS-78-2D). 
The HUD conclusions on air-quality impacts were based on the analysis in 
the DEIR. With respect to mitigation, the HUD DEIS states (page 
VII -197), "In order to meet HUD requirements, all housing within the YBC 
area must be mitigated in accordance with the following: ... 11 There 
follows a list of mitigation measures for interior and exterior quality, 
most of which appeared also in the Draft EIR (pages 481-482 and 488-489). 
The additional measures are being added to the Final EIR. The goes 
on to state: "HUD is requiring these to be part of the Land Disposition 
Agreements for all housing land uses within YBC. 11 
Commissioner Sue 
Comment No. 11: "If (the convention center) is going to run in the red, 
which may well be a smart thing to do for a City like San Francisco. . . it's 
a choice to be made, but it should be in the EIR as to whether it will or 
won't run in the black or the red. And then if it's anticipated for a few 
years it's going to be economically unsound, what provisions are made, 
and what's going to come from that." 
Response No. 11: Large conventions are often booked on a five-year 
forward contract basis I at rates which cannot always be escalated to cover 
inflationary pressures on operating costs -- including staff salaries. 
Rental rates can be expected to be kept below a level which would allow 
profitable operations 1 by the competition from other regional convention 
centers I and by pressure to draw from the hotel industry whose customers 
would finance the center through half of the proposed 8% tax on hotel 
bills. Annual operating losses beyond the first five years are difficult to 
estimate; however, if annual losses, in 1977 dollars I remain constant at the 
amount projected I the total combined operating losses of Brooks Hall I 
Civic Auditorium and the new YBC facility could range from $32 to $48 
million over the 30-year projected bond issue. 
Additional municipal revenues from a growth in hotel tax revenues (beyond 
the growth through 1981-82 which would be required to cover debt service 
on convention center bonds) could be used to finance operating losses on 
the two convention centers. The projected hotel tax allocations would be 
sufficient to pay the bonds and leave a sizable sum for convention center 
operations and maintenance 1 if needed, e.g. I $2,800,000 a year by 
1980-82. 
See also Response No. 5. 
Mike Davis, Member, Citizens' Committee on Yerba Buena Center 
Comment No. 12: "We realize the limitations of this EIR draft in the light 
of the fact that at this time there is really no project plan at all, only a 
set of alternatives I and we question the value of doing an EIR without 
having a plan. " 
Response No. 12: The intent of the EIR process is to provide information 
before decisions are made. This Environmental Impact Report is an 
evaluation tool for use by decision makers in arriving at a plan of action 
for the development of YBC. The EIR provides information regarding the 
relative impacts of various forms of potential development described as 
"Alternatives". Although a final decision regarding changes to the 
approved redevelopment plan for YBC remains to be made, a redevelopment 
plan does exist; the broad scope of the present EIR document covers any 
change in that plan which may ultimately be adopted. In addition 1 the EIR 
evaluates the impacts of the construction of the convention center and 
exhibit hall in the framework of the several alternatives and variants. 
Decisions upon a course of action without the benefit of the analysis in the 
EIR could have proven costly to the City and its concerned citizens 1 both 
in environmental consequences and in terms of the legal requirement for 
environmental evaluation prior to decision making. 
Comment No. 13: "How much will it cost to operate the convention center? 
... How much more will Civic Auditorium and Brooks Hall lose as a result of 
the loss of conventions to the new center?" 
Response No. 13: See Responses No. 5 and No. 11. 
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Comment No. 14: "How much will it cost the public to build the 
convention center? The actual bottom line costs are not stated in the 
report. . . There are another $10 million or so that must be financed for 
the concourse and other public areas. Financing these with tax allocation 
bonds, as is suggested in this report, means removing a tax source from 
the general fund and allocating it to this project. . . We are looking at a 
potential yearly cost to the City of over $9 million. . .. This is about half 
of the amount of public money now spent to operate San Francisco's 
Municipal Railroad for a year." 
Response No. 14: The total cost of building and financing the Convention 
Center is expected to be about $234 million over a period of 30 years. 
This cost includes the present construction and administrative cost estimate 
of $100 million, costs relating to financing and bondholders security and 
interest and principal payments over the life of the bond issue. This sum 
is based on the worst case assumption of an 8% interest rate and principal 
repayment over 27 years and 3 years of interest-only payment. Tax 
allocation bonds are not intended to be used. See also Responses No. 5 
and No. 11 concerning operating costs. The costs of the concourse and 
other public areas are not included in the convention center costs. 
Comment No. 15: "No attempt has been made in the report to determine 
the economics of the theme park. How much will it cost the City to 
develop the park? ... It will still cost the City some amount to prepare the 
site, especially if the convention center is built underneath the park." 
Response No. 15: Because the concept of a commercial recreation/ 
entertainment park is still being refined by the Redevelopment Agency and 
its consultants, no firm costs to be borne by the City can be projected 
now. The costs to the City would depend upon the response of private 
developers to the concept and on how much of the developmental and 
operational burden of the commercial recreation/entertainment park the 
private development community would be willing to assume. See also 
Response No. 7. 
Comment No. 16: "What will be the economic benefits to the City of the 
theme park? No attempt is made to determine the City's share of the 
profits of the park, although there has been considerable work done on 
the feasibility of this project... How much would (the theme park) benefit 
the City?" 
Response No. 16: Since the concept of the commercial recreation/ 
entertainment park is still being refined, it is not possible to determine 
the actual benefits to the City now. However, it can be stated that the 
park I if developed I would 1) provide additional job opportunities for the 
unskilled, the semi-skilled and the youth of the City I 2) increase the tax 
base of the City I and 3) add a downtown recreation/entertainment facility 
for the use of Bay Area residents and tourists. 
Comment No. 17: "What type of financing plan is being suggested for the 
project, and especially for the convention center? Are the bonds to be 
issued going to be lease revenue or general obligation bonds? 
"On page 113 the draft states 'The convention center bonds authorized by 
Proposition S in November of 1976 are likely to be issued as a general 
fund obligation ... ', but Proposition S was only a policy statement, not a 
bond issue, and certainly not a general fund bond issue, since G.O. 
bonds require a two-thirds vote. Or are these bonds to be lease revenue 
bonds as shown in the funding table on page 119? If so, won't they have 
to go to a vote as a result of Proposition P? The report seems to confirm 
this vote requirement on page 112 where it states: 'Proposition P amended 
the City Charter to depart from State law by requiring a majority vote on 
lease revenue bonds. As a result, lease-revenue bonds for YBC would 
require voter approval.' Just what type of bond are we talking about to 
finance the convention center?" 
Response No. 17: The last paragraph on page 112 of the EIR is being 
revised to read: "Proposition P amended the City Charter to depart from 
state law by requiring a majority vote on lease-revenue bonds other than 
for residential rehabilitation, unless such bonds were approved in principle 
before 1 April, 1977 by the Board of Supervisors. By Resolution No. 
186-77 the Board of Supervisors, on 14 March, 1977, gave such approval 
to lease-revenue bonds for the convention center. Any other YBC 
facilities which would be financed with lease-revenue bonds would require 
voter approval." 
The second paragraph on page 113 of the EIR is being revised to read: 
"The convention center bonds authorized by Proposition S, and 
subsequently approved in principle by the Board of Supervisors, would be 
a lease-revenue obligation payable from the general fund, with payment 
limited to the amount of hotel room tax revenues authorized by the voters. 
Because the amount of money is restricted I the bonds would be viewed in 
the bond market as limited obligation bonds." 
Comment No. 18: "What will happen should the 6% growth rate projected 
for the hotel tax not materialize? ... On page 443 the report states that 
'in the judgment of the EIR team, actual receipts are likely to exceed the 
annual growth rate of 6%, unless oil shortages curtail convention 
attendance.' This is a big unless ... especially in the light of information 
on page 37 of the draft appendix where it is stated that there may be a 
greater emphasis upon using the new facilities for commercial and 
recreational 'happenings' such as rock music festivals, pleasure fairs and 
flea markets, all involving non-overnight visitors who would contribute 
nothing via the hotel tax, but would support the earnings of the facilities 
through admission fees. If in fact this is true, what are the economics of 
supporting the center this way? Is the EIR not in fact being 
contradictory on this point? Considering that a quarter of a billion dollars 
of public money is at stake shouldn't we have a little more concrete 
analysis of the cash flows around this project?" 
Response No. 18: A growth rate of 6% a year has been used in discussing 
Convention Center financing. Although this rate is below that actually 
experienced, it is consistent with other assumptions used in the analysis I 
viz. , that construction inflation will moderate to 6. 5% a year, and that 
bonds will be marketable at or below an average interest rate of 7. 5% a 
year. Higher levels of inflation would tend to increase both revenues and 
expenditures; lower levels would tend to decrease them. 
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Since the hotel tax was enacted, effective 1 July 1961, hotel tax receipts 
have increased annually. The average rate of increase through June 30, 
1977, has been 16% a year compounded. Part of this increase has resulted 
from three increases in the tax rate. The average rate of increase in 
revenues, after subtracting the effect of rate increases, has been 10. 7% a 
year compounded. In 2 of the 15 years, hotel tax revenues, after 
adjusting for rate increases I declined (by 0. 9% and 1. 3%). In all other 
years I hotel tax revenues have increased (once by 3.8% and in all other 
years from 6. 7% to 19 .1%) I even without the effect of rate increases. 
Annual hotel tax revenues are shown in the table which follows this 
response. 
The assumption of a 6% growth rate is projected through 1981-82 only. 
For financing purposes I it is assumed that there will be no growth at all 
in the hotel tax revenue after 1981-82. Any funds in excess of the debt 
service could be used for operation and maintenance costs as noted in 
Response No. 11. 
The economics of operation of the convention center are discussed in 
Responses No. 5 I 6 and 11. 
Appendix D. 4 is being revised and expanded in the Final EIR. The 
emphasis on use of the new facilities for commercial and recreational 
"happenings" is not as great as previously envisioned by the economics 
consultant. 
Portions of this response are being added to DEIR material on page 443. 
HOTEL ROOM TAX REVENUES--City and Countx of San Francisco 
Average"'' Taxes Percent•'n'• 
Rate per Increase over 
Date Revenues (%) Percent Prior Year 
1961/62 $ 1,144,029 3.00 $ 381,343 
1962/63 1,224,615 3.00 408,205 + 7.0 
1963/64 1,271,247 3.00 423,749 + 3.8 
1964/65 1,477,198 3.00 492,399 +16.2 
1965/66 1,650,188 3.00 550,063 +11. 7 
1966/67 1,866,229 3.00 622,076 +13.1 
1967/68 2,950,610 4.00 737,653 +18.6 
1968/69 3,656,066 5.00 731,213 - 0.9 
1969/70 3,900,309 5.00 780,062 + 6.7 
1970/71 4,042,356 5.25 769,973 - 1.3 
1971/72 4,592,276 5.50 834,959 + 8.4 
1972/73 5,712,018 5.75 993,394 +19.0 
1973/74 6,923,226 6.00 1,153,871 +16.2 
1974/75 7,551,426 6.00 1,258,571 + 9.1 
1975/76 8,889,802 6.00 1,481,634 +17.7 
1976/77 10,587,179 6.00 1,764,530 +19.1 
*The average tax rate is shown by fiscal year. Tax increases have always 
been made effective January 1: rising from 3% to 5% on 1/1/68, to 5.5% on 
1/1/71, and to 6% on 1/1/73. 
**This is the annual percentage increase independent of the effect of rate 
increases. Over the period shown, the increase has averaged 10.7% a year 
compounded. 
SOURCE: Al Sekara, Assistant City Controller 
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Chester Hartman, Member, Citizens' Committee on Yerba Buena Center 
Comment No. 19: "There is, in fact, no approved YBC project at this 
time. The previous Redevelopment Agency approved project now has been 
superseded by a new tentative proposal the Agency has submitted to HUD. 
. . but which to the best of my knowledge has not been approved by HUD 
or the Redevelopment Agency. . . I know of no other specific instance 
where an EIR has been done before the specific project has been 
approved. . . what has been prepared. . . not only is illogical, but may be 
illegal as well. And that is something that may well be tested in the 
courts." 
Response No. 19: It is illegal to approve a project before environmental 
review. Under CEQA and implementing State guidelines, the "project" to be 
analyzed is the underlying activity proposed to be carried out, financed, 
or approved by the public agency. In this instance, the underlying 
activity, or the project, is 1) the convention center in the light of four 
alternatives and variants and 2) possible amendments to the redevelopment 
plan. Although a final project adopted as an amended redevelopment plan 
may well be different from any of the four alternatives presented, any 
such project would embody components analyzed under the four 
alternatives. 
See also Response No. 12. 
Comment No. 20: "It is impossible to tell from the data presented and not 
presented just what the various options will cost the public, particularly 
A, B and the Redevelopment Agency's new plan, which include the 
convention center. The principal cost not discussed is the cost of 
operating the facility. At various points the document makes clear the 
obvious: That because publicly owned convention centers must set their 
user fees at a level which will make them competitive with similar facilities 
in other cities, nearly all convention centers operate at a loss (p. 250), 
but nowhere does the EIR follow up with the obvious question that must be 
asked: How much will that loss be, and who will pay for it?. . . we ought 
to know about this cost, what we're getting into, because there's no way 
of avoiding that loss once the center is built. Yet the EIR (and those 
pushing the convention center) is silent on this. 
"A parallel defect is the EIR' s failure to state explicitly the full 
development costs of the convention center under alternatives A and B and 
the Agency's proposal. If one assembles from various parts of the report 
figures and does a little arithmetic, you can come up with it: It's $234.5 
million. 
"That's supposed to be paid for by the hotel tax, the present 2% allocated 
to YBC, plus an extra 2% when and if the tax is raised to 8% by July 1, 
1978, the date assumed in the financial calculations. The EIR doesn't 
discuss or mention what happens if the supervisors don't go along with 
this hotel tax increase, or don't do it by next July. And the projections 
on future hotel tax revenues are very weak and sloppy. The EIR goes 
back into recent history, asks what has been the rate at which the hotel 
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tax has increased in the past and uses that as the basis for future 
projections. Hotel tax revenues are based on three factors: number of 
hotel rooms I occupancy rates and room rates. The analysis does not say 
how much of the past increase has been due to changes in each of these 
three factors separately. . . The construction cost estimate given in the 
EIR is based on a 6% rate of inflation. But as the report acknowledges I 
such construction cost increases have recently been as high as 1% a 
month. . . The EIR ought to cost out the convention center and other 
parts of YBC based on assumptions of inflation rates very likely to occur, 
and what that means for financing alternatives." 
Response No. 20: See Responses No. 5 and 11 and the new Appendix D. 4 
for projected operating costs of the convention center. 
Development costs of the new convention center as of November 21 1 1977 
have been projected to be: 
Land 
Construction 
Design & Administration 
TOTAL 
$ 6. 7 million 
81. 3 million 
12.0 million 
$100.0 million 
In regard to attempting to make all future cost projections in the EIR on 
the basis of "future inflated dollars" -- this can be done, but when one is 
dealing with four project alternatives I a best- and worst-case scenario I 
and a projected 10-year development period for certain project 
alternatives I the permutations become nearly impossible to deal with I from 
both the point of view of economists/authors and the general public as 
readers and decision-makers. In the EIR I 1977 dollars have been used 
consistently. If these 1977 dollars were inflated 6% to 8% per year to 
account for inflation I and then discounted 6% to 8% per year to take into 
account the present value of future revenues and costs, the net effect 
would be the same as using 1977 dollars throughout the EIR. 
Total hotel expenditures in San Francisco increased from approximately 
$75 million in 1969 to $232 million in 1976, an annual average increase of 
approximately 30% (non-compounded). From 1969 to 1976 hotel room sales 
increased an average of 10% per year (non-compounded). Some 8,000 new 
hotel rooms added since 1970, a generalized level of high inflation, and the 
possibility of more accurate reporting of room sales revenues by the hotel 
industry could account for a portion of the large growth in reported room 
revenues since 1970. 
See also Responses No. 14 and 18. Additional information on hotel taxes is 
found in the new Appendix D. 4. 
Comment No. 21: "Another cost the EIR seems to duck entirely is the 
increased public cost of providing municipal services to the convention 
center and other YBC facilities. In one of the more incredible passages of 
the report I it is noted that 'Estimates of public service needs for each 
alternative developed to date with representatives of public works I fire I 
police I water I public health departments indicate that no additional capital 
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costs or staffing requirements are associated with the alternatives.' I 
submit to you that on the face of it, that's absurd. . . The EIR must 
include a clear statement of what additional public costs and services will 
come from building the convention center and the rest of YBC." 
Response No. 21: The sentence referred to, and the succeeding sentence, 
in Section VI. D. 3 on page 269 of the EIR, are replaced by the following: 
"Public service costs are estimated at the appropriate locations in Section 
VI. E. " In Section VI. E. 6, on page 302, the following is added to the first 
paragraph: 
"In a letter of 8 February 1978, Chief of Police Charles R. Gain stated 'It 
is the opinion of my staff that is it not possible to estimate, with any 
accuracy, the impact that the facilities planned for in Yerba Buena Center 
would have on police services. It is their belief that the number of calls 
for services, incidents, and subsequent costs on the Police Department 
would depend in large part on the character of the neighborhood as it 
develops, and not just based on the increase in population.'" 
Concerning public park space, (old) Table 36 on page 257 of the DEIR 
shows the estimated number of personnel required for maintenance of the 
public park areas in Alternatives A and C. Based on the experience of 
the Recreation and Park Department for intensively used park spaces 
requiring approximately one person per acre, Alternative A would require 
10 persons and Alternative C would require 20 persons. At an average 
cost of $1,750 per person per month, including overhead and fringe 
benefit costs, the direct personnel and maintenance costs of the park in 
Alternative A would be approximately $200,000 and in Alternative C 
approximately $400,000 annually. 
On page 310, the following is being inserted after the first full sentence: 
"Costs of maintaining the park are estimated to be approximately 
$200,000." In the third paragraph on page 310 the following has been 
inserted before the last sentence: "Costs of maintaining the park are 
estimated to be approximately $400,000." 
As stated on page 304, "the fire protection requirements of each of the 
alternatives can be met by the San Francisco Fire Department without any 
increase in firemen, inspectors, or equipment, as the level of service now 
offered is consistent with full urban development." 
The relocation of the water line under Howard St. , referred to on Page 
292, is included as a redevelopment project cost and will not be borne by 
the Water Department. 
Other service costs--water, sewage, solid waste, power, and the 
like--would be paid directly by users of the service. 
Comment No. 22: "Somewhat unnoticed, the notion of tax allocation bond 
financing creeps back into the YBC project, to pay for the public areas. 
Former YBC plans relied on this method, which then ostensibly was thrown 
out and replaced by the hotel tax as the means to finance the 
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project. . . . The EIR gives no description of the impact of using tax 
allocation bonds, what the opportunity costs are of using property tax 
revenues way as opposed to having them go to the general fund, 
likelihood of the adopting a scheme of this type. Yet 
another cost remains undescribed in the EIR: The method of 
financing the convention center is lease-revenue bonds -- actually, as 
shown in the EIR, general obligation bonds, but in an incredible sleight of 
hand these get renamed, solely for the purpose of avoiding having to go 
to the voters and getting two-thirds approval. Well, if the Redevelopment 
Agency and City choose to take their chances with the voters and finance 
the center with the G. 0. bonds I it turns out the project would be a lot 
cheaper. . . . The EIR should cost out that method of financing, 
compared with lease-revenue bonds, and describe the impact of that 
difference. . . . The EIR slides much too easily over the question of 
whether so large a bond issue for the convention center -- amounting to 
about 40% of the City's total bonded indebtedness at present -- will affect 
future bond issues and in effect impose costs on all of us in the form of 
higher interest rates for future general obligation bonds of the City 
issues. The EIR says only that if the convention center were perceived 
by bond buyers and analysts as a positive economic force, the bonds 
would not increase the cost of City borrowing for other purposes. Credit 
impact would not hinge on the issuance of the bonds, but on the economic 
success of the convention center (p. 276). Maybe so. But what about 
the other possibility? What if the center is not a success. The implication 
is clear: It would have a negative impact on the City's creditworthiness. 
The EIR fails to give a complete and honest picture by not laying out the 
magnitude of these additional costs for all of us. . . . The EIR assumes 
without question that passage of Proposition S authorized the YBC bond 
issue. Proposition S was a voter opinion statement, and no more .... 
It is at best questionable that vote amounts to legal authorization. 
That will be something the courts likely will wind up deciding. If 
Response No. 22: Tax allocation bonds are described in the EIR as one of 
the alternate means of financing the public area and facilities. As 
definitive information not available on the proposed design or extent of 
the public area I it is not possible to perform the financial analyses 
suggested by Mr. Hartman. The DEIR does address the impacts of using 
the different types of financing alternatives (see pp. 258-287). 
As noted in Response No. 17, the proposed and voter-approved method of 
financing the convention center is with lease-revenue bonds. The 
following paragraphs concerning the use of general obligation bonds are 
being added on page 453 to Section VII. D. 
"The capital cost of the convention center could be lowered by the use of 
general obligation rather than lease-revenue bonds. General obligation 
bonds are not under consideration, and unlike the lease-revenue bonds, 
have not been the subject of a public vote and action by the Board of 
Supervisors. However, if general obligation bonds were authorized by 
November 1978 and sold about 1 January 1979, an issue of $81,300,000 
would be needed to supplement hotel tax revenues and other YBC 
allocations then available. Interest on the issue, assuming the bonds were 
paid in 27 years from issuance (3 years earlier than the lease-revenue 
bonds) would add $104,000,000 in interest cost. The total capital cost 
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would be $204 I 000 I 000 versus the $207 I 000 I 000 assumed for the 
lease-revenue bonds. This estimate assumes an interest rate of 7-1/8% for 
general obligation bonds under the same market conditions as would 
require a 7~% interest cost for lease-revenue bonds. In a more favorable 
bond market I such as exists at the time of this EIR I either kind of bond 
would probably sell at a lower interest rate than stated I but the difference 
in cost would be comparable. The $3,000 I 000 difference between the G. 0. 
and revenue bond estimates is within the probable error of the estimate; 
i.e. I there is no significant difference in the total capital costs for the two 
types of bonds. The bonding concept for the convention center is based 
on a lease-revenue issue which is to be paid out of hotel tax revenues. 
Even if the convention center were not a success, there would be no 
direct impact on the City's credit-worthiness I as the financial obligation 
for the bonds is not dependent on the successful financial operation of the 
convention center, but is based solely on hotel tax revenues." 
The impact of the lease revenue bond financing upon future general 
obligation bond issues is reviewed in the DEIR I Section VI. D. 4. 
The authorization for the lease-revenue bond issue is reviewed in Response 
No. 17. 
Comment No. 23: "But I want to raise as a final point the EIR 's failure to 
take into account alternatives for the area that are far more beneficial to 
the City than any of the four given. Simply stated I what the City needs 
from YBC is jobs and tax revenues. In equally simple terms 1 the 
convention center I the keystone of the only three proposals that are taken 
seriously in the EIR -- A, B I and the Redevelopment Agency's late 
entry -- is the worst possible use of space and money when measured by 
those criteria. . . . The hotel tax . . . is public revenue I just like 
property tax revenues I sales taxes 1 dog licenses, and every other penny 
that now comes into City Hall. And it's good money -- progressively 
raised, for the most part 1 from well-to-do out of towners. We can assign 
it to a convention center if we wish. But by doing so it cannot be used 
for other municipal services we all need. " 
Response No. 23: The Environmental Impact Report analysis covers a 
broad range of development possibilities for YBC. The EIR is organized in 
such a way that the components and data presented under the four 
alternatives can be split up and recombined to represent the effects of any 
possible combination of uses which the City's decision-makers may 
determine to be appropriate. The costs and benefits of the various 
components which could be chosen for the YBC Plan are presented as a 
basis for informed decision making. The presentation of four alternatives 
in the EIR was chosen as a method of organizing the data and does not 
imply that a choice will be made between four prepackaged plans; the 
analysis of the Redevelopment Agency tentative proposal demonstrates how 
the data can be used to analyze a plan which combines elements of the 
various alternatives. Alternative B without a convention center could be 
another such plan. The alternatives discussed cover a range of (net) jobs 
from 3 I 540 to 20 1 940. Labor-intensive I large-scale industrial uses should 
go to other I appropriately zoned areas of the City in accordance with 
existing City plans. 
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Comment No. 24: "As far as jobs (are concerned) the EIR says it all: 
160 of them. Even throw in the multiplier effect they use of 2.4 -- even 
though they say it's based on very little hard evidence -- and you're up 
to 380 jobs. At $234. 5 million, it comes to well over $600,000 a job. 
Surely there are lots better, more effective ways to use that money for job 
creation. And that's really the weakest part of the EIR and the whole 
YBC plan. The counter-argument to all this expenditure of public money 
we get from the boosters of the center is that it will bring back that and 
more in new convention business. But the simple fact is that we don't 
know whether this is the case. . . . An alternative that maximizes jobs 
and revenues for the City, plus creating new amenities for the South of 
Market area, would be to combine the theme park (1, 600 permanent jobs, 
as much as six million a year in City revenue) mixed income housing, 
office and light industry. This is the kind of alternative the EIR should 
have chosen to study, and it is something that must be looked at in the 
final draft. " 
Response No. 24: The "net" effect of the proposed commercial 
recreation/entertainment or theme park has not been studied, because 
market demand studies currently under way by consultants to the 
Redevelopment Agency have not been completed and therefore are not 
available for use in this EIR. New induced tourism employment from the 
theme park, and other effects from new out-of-town tourism spending can 
be analyzed, when the recreation/entertainment (theme) park study is 
completed, in the same way as convention center impacts have been 
analyzed in the report on the convention center market demands and 
operation which is new Appendix D .4. See Response No. 6 (new Table 
33A) for estimated indirect employment effects of the convention center. 
The cost/benefit relationship of different alternatives can then be 
evaluated. 
The recreation/entertainment (theme) park, mixed income housing, offices 
and light industry are discussed as a part of Alternative B on pp. 47-50. 
See also Response No. 34. 
Mr. Paul Tieck 
Comment No. 25: "I don't think we should build a twelve hundred fifty 
space parking garage . . . There is no reason for not providing the 
public with a comprehensive regional transit system so they don't have to 
bring their cars into the city to come to the convention center." 
Response No. 25: If the public parking garage were not built in 
Alternatives A or B, as proposed and considered in the Draft EIR under 
those Alternatives, the parking deficiencies in Table 56, page 348 of the 
Draft EIR would be higher by 1260 spaces (Alternative A) or 1250 spaces 
(Alternative B). The implications of the stated parking deficiencies are 
discussed on page 352 of the Draft EIR; these implications include the 
relationship to transit use. The Transportation Element of the 
Comprehensive Plan for the City and County of San Francisco has 
established City policy to encourage the development and use of an 
effective public transit system by all means within its power. This 
document is available for public review at the Department of City Planning. 
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Peter Mendelsohn, Tenants' and Owners' Development Corporation 
Comment No. 26: 
"If (the TODCO) housing is built and the money is gotten from the federal 
government and the state government, it will save $30 million that would 
be given to (TODCO) from the City by agreement with the court. This 
$30 million could be . . . paying off some of the costs of the convention 
hall .... 
"On the housing that we're building there, we have been getting a lot of 
kickback on the EIR, especially on the noise question. We have a spot 
over on . . . Harrison and Fourth, which there is a big doubt whether we 
can build on because of the noise question. If the noise there is that 
bad, how bad is it going to be for the convention (center)?." 
Response No. 26: The reference to the potential savings of $30 million by 
financing housing from federal and state funds is to Resolution No. 225-73 
of the Board of Supervisors. Under terms of that resolution approximately 
8. 3% of the 6% hotel tax is allocated to low-income housing on an annual 
basis for a period of 35 years starting in July 1973. This low-income 
housing fund is expected to average $1 million per year, hence the 
projection by Mr. Mendelsohn of $30 million. To the extent that 
low-interest state or federal funds are used for financing the low-income 
housing , the hotel tax funds so reserved would be available for other 
uses. 
The commitments for housing in YBC are described in the EIR, including 
the housing sponsored by TODCO as a result of the TOOR settlement. 
Noise mitigation measures are cited for housing built in YBC on 
pp. 492-494, including the site at Fourth and Harrison Sts. 
Mary Jane Irwin 
Comment No. 27: "I live in the Yerba Buena vicinity. . . . I still 
maintain . . . that Alternative A is the best, but without any parks or 
recreational center. . . . (but with) something that's beautiful, clean, and 
safe. . . . The convention hall is the proper thing, underground. . . . " 
ResRonse No. 27: The EIR does not make a selection of an alternative for 
imp ementation. Expressions of opinion as to desirability of approving or 
disapproving any particular YBC project should be directed to the relevant 
decision-makers. 
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Mrs. G. Bland Platt, President, San Francisco Landmarks Preservation 
Advisory Board 
Comment No. 28: "On pages 22, 67, and 213 through 217 ... there 
seems to be insufficient attention paid to the additional buildings at the 
corners of Third and Mission and on Mission. . . . They have selected 
only four buildings and the Landmarks Board thinks that for the EIR that 
is an inadequate number. . The National Trust for Historic 
Preservation in 1974 wrote to the Redevelopment Agency . . . a number of 
buildings in the area . . . should be looked at. . . . 
"The EIR indicates that a 
could be very helpful . . 
have been renovated, and 
participation agreements." 
number of structures have been renovated. It 
to have an indication as to which structures 
. . . which structures are subject to owner 
Response No. 28: Page 22 is part of an overall description of YBC and 
refers to the two buildings designated as landmarks by the Board of 
Supervisors upon the recommendation of the Landmarks Preservation 
Advisory Board. It also refers to the more complete Section V. M, the 
setting section on historic structures. Page 67 refers to the number of 
buildings scheduled for demolition; it does not pertain to their history or 
architectural style. 
The following paragraph is being added to Section V .M. of the EIR: "In 
consultation with the State Historic Preservation Officer, in compliance with 
National Advisory Council Procedures, 36 C. F. R. , Part 800, the San 
Francisco Area Office of HUD recommended that buildings on the northeast 
corner of Third and Mission Sts. (the Blumenthal Building, 87 Third St.) 
and the southeast corner of Third and Mission Sts. (the Williams Building, 
693 Mission St.), together with the Mercantile Building, be included in the 
National Register as an historic district. HUD suggested that there was 
no reasonable approach for the preservation of the district as a whole, but 
that records be established of each of the buildings and of the district for 
future public observation. The State Historic Preservation Officer stated 
on February 14, 1978 'the proposed demolition of the buildings located at 
693 Mission and 87 Third Sts. will adversely affect the . . . historic 
district . . . A new cost evaluation is requested. ' (See Comment No. 79). 
These latter two buildings were noted in the 1974 EIS as architecturally 
interesting as part of an 'urbanistic ensemble,' but of less significance 
individually, by architectural consultant Paul V. Turner. This evaluation 
was the basis for consideration by HUD of the historic district listing on 
the National Register. tt 
Among the buildings which have been renovated are the four which were 
noted for their architectural interest in the 1974 EIS and which were 
identified on page 217 of the DEIR ttat 653, 657, and 665 Harrison St. and 
250 Fourth St." The 42 buildings which have been rehabilitated or which 
are scheduled for rehabilitation, according to a status report from William 
F. McClure, Chief of Rehabilitation for the Redevelopment Agency, dated 
29 December 1977 are listed by block and lot number: 
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CB-1: 13, 13A, 14; 26; 9 
EB-1: 32 
EB-2: 28; 27 
EB-3: 
SB-1: 
9; 10; 12; 56; 46; 55; 13-17 
10; 2; 11; llA 
SB-2: 
SB-3: 
32; 34; 105, 112; 150; 79; 28; 33; 29; 78 
50; 9; 13; 53; 54; 13, 15; 45 
SB-4: 93; 94; 95; 96; 99, 100, 101 
WB-1: 5 
WB-2: 18 
WB-3: 88; 8; 93 
Owner retention parcels are: 
CB-1: 13, 13A, 14 
EB-1: 32 
EB-2: 27, 28 
EB-3: 9, 10, 12, 56, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 46, 55 
SB-1: 2, 3, 10, 11, llA 
SB-2: 28, 29, 32, 33, 34, 78, 79, 105, 112, 150 
SB-3: 9, 13, 14, 15, 45, 50, 53, 54 
WB-1: 5 
WB-2: 14, 18 
WB-3: 8, 93 
Comment No. 29: "The Landmarks Board is concerned over mention in the 
EIR as to the pedestrian overpass situation. This is a matter that came 
up in 1974 and is a matter that I think should be of great concern to all 
of us. We were pleased to see on page 228 that that matter would come to 
the City Planning Commission as a master plan referral and would then be 
subject to public hearing if at no other time." 
Response No. 29: No response. 
Comment No. 30: "Our concern about the inadequacy to us, at least, of 
the archaeological section under mitigation: . . . we are the local agency 
that must follow through on archaeological matters as well as other historic 
preservation matters, we would like to ask for review of that document. u 
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Response No. 30: Section VII. M .1. is being revised to read as follows: 
"As indicated in Section VI. M. (revised), the Chief Administrative 
Officer, as the developer of the convention center, had a testing program 
developed by Allen Pastron, archaeological consultant, for the convention 
center block, CB-3. This program 1 scheduled for completion not later 
than 1 June 1978 I is based on the recommendations found on pages 134 
through 136 of the Report on Historical Cultural Resources I Yerba Buena 
Convention Center, prepared by R. R. Olmsted, N. L. Olmsted, and Allen 
Pastron in November 1977. This report is on file and available for public 
review at the Office of Environmental Review of the San Francisco 
Department of City Planning. The testing would be done on two sites in 
the convention center block where the earliest buildings of the 1850s were 
built and would consist of trenching. Test borings would also be made at 
other potential sites. Further mitigation measures pertaining to this block 
would be developed I if needed, based on the findings of the testing 
program. These may include a specific program of controlled excavation I 
construction monitoring and a program for the collection I identification I 
and storage of any artifacts by a suitable public agency. 
"An approved archaeological identification and monitoring program for the 
entire YBC area is being developed by the San Francisco Area Office of 
HUD I the San Francisco Redevelopment Agency I and the State Historic 
Preservation Officer, and is expected to be the subject of a three-party 
agreement. No construction is expected to occur except for the convention 
center until the terms of the agreement have been formulated." 
Comment No. 31: "The EIR says, page 509 I that 'all four buildings 
indicated are protected by owner participation agreements.' That's not 
really true. . . . We would recommend a further indication in the EIR 
that the demolition of the Jessie Street Substation and/or any of the other 
buildings in the area would cause an irreversible and disastrous 
environmental impact." 
Response No. 31: Page 509 is being revised as follows: "The owner 
participation agreement between the Redevelopment Agency and St. 
Patrick's Church assures that improvements to the church would be made 
in conjunction with the development of the concourse and plaza and with 
related improvements as needed. Such improvements would enhance the 
appearance of the church in relation to the concourse. 
"The disposition agreement between the Redevelopment Agency and the 
owners of the Mercantile Building assures that improvements would be made 
so as to retain its historical architectural qualities while restoring it to 
productive use as an office building with ground -level retail uses. 
"The disposition agreement between the Redevelopment Agency and the 
Salvation Army requiring a review of long-term plans, coupled with the 
indicated desire of the Salvation Army to retain the building I provides an 
opportunity for action which could assure retention of this building. 
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"Finally 1 the Redevelopment Agency has indicated that it probably would 
retain the Jessie Street Substation as a viable feature of the pedestrian 
concourse to preserve a visual link with the past. If the Jessie Street 
Substation is demolished by the Redevelopment Agency in the absence of a 
land disposition agreement requiring the retention and rehabilitation of the 
structure for adaptive reuse 1 the link with the past and the special quality 
which this structure would give to the pedestrian concourse and plaza 
would be lost. However I because the Jessie Street Substation has been 
placed on the National Register of Historic Places, the obligation to 
preserve the structure must be passed to the selected developer of the 
Jessie Street Substation property." 
Comment No. 32: "There is (an) indication on page 231, that Alternative 
C would provide the least view impairment of historic buildings I but it 
doesn't say why. " 
Response No. 32: The park would provide the least impaired view of the 
buildings of architectural or historic interest which surround it by virtue 
of its openness which would serve as a foreground to most of the buildings 
and provide longer and more distant views of all of the buildings. The 
other alternatives would have buildings in the two blocks which would 
impede and foreclose the range of distant views and the number of vantage 
points provided in Alternative C. 
Comment No. 33: 33a: "On page 73 I there is a comment on the Mercantile 
Building 'standing out in isolation' which must be the author's view, and I 
find it a very subjective comment. . . . 
33b: "(There are) similar subjective comments on page 64; there are two 
which I think give a negative view. One is . . . the discussion of stores 
and the bottoms of houses which seems to be a little bit obnoxious to the 
Landmarks Board. The discussion of people in doorways; some of 
the residents in the area felt that this was not appropriate to the EIR." 
33c: "The Landmarks Board asked me to remind you that there are 
documents dated June 18 1 1975 I from a committee of the Landmarks Board 
to the full Board regarding this project, which we felt could be helpful; 
and a September 3, 1975 letter to Mr. Arthur Evans, Executive Director of 
the Redevelopment Agency (at that time) which we also thought would be 
helpful for inclusion, either in the appendices or in the main body of the 
text, or all or part, as might be helpful in expanding the background 
information . . . for decision makers. " 
Response No. 33: 33a: The Mercantile Building is deemed to stand out in 
isolation by virtue of its being "set apart" (Webster's Seventh New 
Collegiate Dictionary) from other buildings. Buildings which were 
immediately adjacent to it on Mission and Third Sts. have been razed as 
have all the buildings opposite it on Mission St. All of the Alternatives 
provide for new buildings adjacent to it which would restore it to an 
integral part of an urban building complex. 
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33b: Sixth St. , one and one-half blocks west of YBC, contains a physical 
and social environment different from those described to the south and 
southeast of YBC. Reference to bars pawn shops, soup kitchens and 
other service centers reflects a which may be obnoxious to some 
readers, but is a real condition which distinguishes the street from 
other areas described. The use of sidewalks and doorways as social 
gathering places is also a fact of life on Sixth St. 
33c: The cited letters were obtained from Secretary of the Landmarks 
Board and were used as reference sources in the preparation of the DEIR 
and are on file at the Office of Environmental Review in the Department of 
City Planning. Also on file is a letter to Mrs. Platt from Mr. Evans, 
dated November 24, 1974. 
Robert J. Sullivan, General Manager, San Francisco Convention and 
Visitors' Bureau 
Comment No. 34: "In the Appendix . . . with respect to the area of 
economics on jobs, there is only reference to the jobs _that are created 
within the project itself. The real purpose for building this facility 
was to create jobs in San Francisco and to sustain the jobs in the service 
industry that already exist. The EIR does not relate to the jobs 
that are created for the citizens in the community because of the 
developments which are outside of the geographic boundaries of the YBC 
area." 
Response No. 34: New Appendix D.4 on convention center market 
demands and operations by Lord & LeBlanc contains the following 
pertaining to projections of jobs created by the convention center: 
DELEGATE SPENDING 
Table 8 projects net delegate spending for worst and case 
scenario, then allocates jobs on the basis of new spending. 
For the "worst-case" set of assumptions, net spending in the tourist 
and retail sectors of the San Francisco economy has been projected at 
$26.2 million annually. For rough estimation purposes, $30,000 in annual 
sustainable tourist-related spending will generate one direct permanent job 
in the tourist industry. Using this rule of thumb, $26.2 million in net 
delegate spending per year could be counted upon to generate 
approximately 873 direct permanent jobs in tourist-related industries. 
Table 8 allocates these jobs between Hotel/Motel (307); Restaurants (240); 
Retail (119); Local Transportation (33); Sightseeing (20); Entertainment 
(71); Auto- Related (27); and Other (56) for "worst case" assumptions. 
Most of these 873 direct permanent jobs in tourism-related fields 
would be relatively low-paying white collar service or clerical positions 
with a salary range of $9 I 000 to $12,000 per year or an average of $10 I 500 
per year. Thus, 873 estimated permanent direct YBC jobs would be expec-
ted to generate a payroll of approximately $9 million per year. Sixty per-
cent of this payroll would be spent in San Francisco, 40% would be spent 
in other Bay area locations by employees living outside San Francisco. 
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TABLE 8 
INDUCED TOURISM EMPLOYMENT FROM YBC 
NEW DELEGATE EXPENDITURES 
1977 DOLLARS 
WORST CASE BEST CASE 
Net delegate spending in 
San Francisco annually $26.2 million $50.4 million 
Direct net new employment 
















































TOTAL $26.2 873 $50.4 1,680 
1spending estimates are based on San Francisco Convention and Visitors 
2Bureau estimates displayed in Table 7 (Appendix D.4). One direct job per $30,000 in tourist-related spending is based on 
previous studies done for the 1973 EIR, and on U.S. Department of 
Commerce estimates of one (Direct & Indirect) job per $15,000 in 
tourist spending. 
See: Yerba Buena Center Public Facilities and Private Development 
EIR Draft, May '73, Arthur D. Little, Inc., URS Research Co., 
pg. V-A-102 and V-A-103. 
The entire earning and spending chain or cycle, as it ripples through 
the local economy I could generate (worst case) another 873 indirect jobs. 
(Employment multiplier of 2; i.e. I one indirect job for each permanent 
direct job caused by tourism-related spending by new convention 
delegates). These 873 indirect jobs would not necessarily be in the 
tourism sector, nor would they all be in the San Francisco economy. Many 
low-paid tourism-related employees could be expected to live and spend a 
large portion of their income in northern San Mateo County or Alameda or 
Contra Costa County. For estimation purposes 1 perhaps 60% of both direct 
and indirect jobs could be expected to be held by San Francisco residents 1 
and 40% of direct and indirect jobs would be held by non-San Francisco 
residents. 
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Table 9 below shows a breakdown of Bay Area and San Francisco YBC 
delegate-induced jobs: 
TABLE 9 
YBC DELEGATE INDUCED JOBS 
HELD BY SAN FRANCISCO RESIDENTS 
YBC Tourism Jobs - To Bay Area Residents 
Direct Jobs 
Indirect Jobs 
TOTAL YBC JOBS 
YBC Tourism Jobs - To San Francisco Residents 
Direct Jobs (60%) 
















Tables 10 and 11 display all YBC exhibition center related jobs --
both direct and indirect, "off-site" and "on-site". Also shown are 
projections of San Francisco payroll income subject to any present or 
future payroll tax, and estimated payroll income of employees who would 
live within San Francisco city /county limits. 
Under the "worst case" assumptions, a total of 2,056 direct and 
indirect new jobs I with an annual taxable San Francisco payroll of 
approximately $18 million might be anticipated. Of these 2, 056 total jobs, 
1,234 or 60% would be held by San Francisco residents who would, in the 
aggregate I earn approximately $14 million each year from convention 
centerrelated employment. 
Under the "best case" assumptions, a total of 3, 746 direct and 
indirect new jobs I with an annual taxable city payroll of approximately 
$32. 5 million might be anticipated. Of these 3 I 7 46 total jobs I 2 I 248 or 60% 
would be held by San Francisco residents who would collectively earn 
approximately $25.7 million annually from YBC exhibit hall-related jobs. 
At an estimated construction cost of $100 million including land I the 
YBC facility would require $97,280 in capital investment per direct job 
under "worst cast" assumptions I and $53,390 in capital investment per 
direct job under "best case" assumptions. National private industry 
averages are approximately $37,000 per direct job, but individual 
capital-intensive private manufacturing industries have averages as high as 
$500,000 per job. 
Temporary on-site construction employment has been estimated to total 
1 1 839 person years of direct construction trades labor. If construction of 
the exhibition facility requires two years I then an equivalent of 919 
building trades jobs lasting for two years would be generated by the 
project. If construction of the facility requires three years I an equivalent 
of 613 building trades jobs lasting for three years would be generated by 
the convention center project. 
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Indirect jobs would be created when construction laborers spend their 
incomes ; these indirect jobs could be estimated on the basis of a 1 to 1 
ratio, or one indirect job for every direct construction job. 
Direct construction payroll would amount to approximately $16. 5 
million per year for 2 years or $11.1 million each year for three years. 
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TABLE 10 ---
YBC CONVENTION CENTER-RELATED EMPLOYMENT 
"WORST CASE" 
ESTIMATED 
ESTIMATED TOTAL ANNUAL 
DIRECT INDIRECT TOTAL ANNUAL S. F. ANNUAL 1 SF RESIDENT SF RESIDENT JOBS JOBS JOBS SALARY TAXABLE PAYROLL JOBS (60%) PAYROLL INCOME --
Delegate-induced jobs 873 1746 $10,500 $ 9,166,500 524 $5,502,000 
873 12,000 6,285,600 524 6,285,000 
YBC staff jobs 65 130 17,000 none 39 663,000 
65 12,000 468,000 39 468,000 
(.N YBC concession jobs 50 100 9,000 450,000 30 270,000 
f-' 
50 12,000 360,000 30 360,000 
YBC crafts jobs 40 80 18,000 720,000 24 432,000 
40 12,000 288,000 24 288,000 --
TOTAL PERMANENT JOBS 1028 1028 2056 $10,500- $17,738,100 1234 $14,268,000/YBC 
$17,000 
Construction jobs 919 1839 $18,000 $16,542,000 551 9,918,000 
(Annual/2-year duration) 
919 12,000 6,616,000 551 6,616,000 
TOTAL TEMPORARY JOBS 919 919 1839 $12,000- $23,158,000 1102 $16,534,000/YBC 
(2-year duration) $18,000 
1Assumes 100% of all direct jobs and 60% of all indirect jobs will be subject to any present or 
2future San Francisco payroll tax. Assumes 60% of all jobs are held by San Francisco residents. 
SOURCE: Lord & LeBlanc 

TABLE 11 
YBC CONVENTION CENTER-RELATED EMPLOYMENT 
"BEST CASE" 
ESTIMATED 
ESTIMATED TOTAL ANNUAL 
DIRECT INDIRECT TOTAL ANNUAL S. F. ANNUAL 1 SF RESIDENT SF RESIDENT JOBS JOBS JOBS SALARY TAXABLE PAYROLL ·JOBS (60%) PAYROLL INCOME 
Delegate-induced jobs 1680 3360 $10,SOO $17,640,000 1008 $10,S84,000 
1680 12,000 12,096,000 1008 12,096,000 
YBC staff jobs 81 162 17,000 none 49 833,000 
81 12,000 S83,200 49 S83,200 
V-1 
YBC concession jobs 62 124 9,000 SS8,000 37 333,000 
N 
62 12,000 446,000 37 446,000 
YBC crafts jobs so 100 18,000 900,000 30 S40,000 
so 12,000 360,000 30 360,000 -- -- -
TOTAL PERMANENT JOBS 1873 1873 3746 $ 9,000- $32,S83,200 2248 $2S,77S,200 
18,000 
Construction jobs 919 1838 $18,000 $16,S42,000 SS1 $ 9,918,000 
(Annual/2-year duration) 
919 12,000 6,616,000 SS1 6,616,000 --
TOTAL TEMPORARY JOBS 919 919 1838 $12,000- $23,1S8,000 1102 $16,S34,000 
(2-year duration) $18,000 
1
Assumes 100% of all direct jobs and 60% of all indirect jobs will be subject to any present or 
2future San Francisco payroll tax. 
Assumes 60% of all jobs are held by San Francisco residents. 
SOURCE: Lord & LeBlanc 
Comment No. 35: "National convention attendance is not getting smaller. 
The fact that in the past there have only been so many conventions of a 
certain size in San Francisco, and therefore, the market for this facility 
would probably be used for other purposes, is an untrue statement. San 
Francisco cannot entertain a convention it cannot handle. I would 
hope that in your process of review, that a more thorough analysis and a 
more accurate portrayal of the convention industry in its relation to the 
basic economics of the City, as well as the operating costs and revenues to 
this project through the hotel tax and through the revenues to the project 
itself, plus the employment, could be given a better analysis, as I fell that 
if these sections were more adequately addressed. . . . that many of the 
other arguments that we have heard today would be moot. " 
Response No. 35: An expanded review and discussion of convention 
center attendance is included in new Appendix D. 4 on convention center 
market demand and operations. Extracts from that section follow: 
CONVENTION CENTER MARKET DEMAND 
San Francisco has a reputation as one of the most attractive tourist 
and convention cities in the United States, and in the world. The City's 
unusual topography, ethnic mix, tourist attractions, moderate climate, and 
dining and hotel accommodations, have endeared it to travelers throughout 
the world. Recent studies by the San Francisco Convention and Visitors 
Bureau indicate that most conventioneers (approximately 73%) bring their 
spouses to San Francisco· conventions; a majority either arrive a day or 
two early or leave a day or two after attending meetings of conventions. 
The San Francisco Convention and Visitors Bureau estimates that the 
average convention delegate spends approximately $75 per day, and stays 
4. 5 days -- for an average expenditure of approximately $338 per visit. 
State, regional, and national groups account for approximately 85% of 
all groups arriving in the city for conventions, according to surveys 

















San Francisco's market share of total San Francisco Bay Area 
convention activity is shown in Table 1 below. San Francisco, in 1976, 
captured approximately 56% of Bay Area conventions, and approximately 
68% of Bay Area convention delegates. Oakland, San Mateo County and 
San Jose attracted smaller sized conventions as indicated by the fact that 
their share of delegates was less than their share of total conventions. 
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TABLE 1 
BAY AREA CONVENTION ATTENDANCE 1976 
COMMUNITY CONVENTIONS DELEGATES 
SAN FRANCISCO 878 (56%) 753,785 (66%) 
OAKLAND 165 (11%) 60,000 ( 5%) 
SAN MATEO COUNTY 224 (15%) 142,200 (13%) 
SAN JOSE 227 (18%) 180!000 (16%) 
1,544 1' 136,000 
SOURCE: Lord & Le Blanc; 
San Francisco Convention & Visitors Bureau 
Table 2, following, shows total conventions I convention attendees I 
convention delegate expenditures, and tourism expenditures for the years 
1965 to 1976, which was the last year for which tax return data has been 
tabulated, and compiled. 
During the eleven year period shown in Table 2 I there was a 4% 
average annual growth (non compounded) in the total number of 
conventions held in San Francisco. In 1967, 1969 1 1970 and 1971, San 
Francisco experienced a net decrease in the number of conventions it 
hosted over the previous year's total. This occurred again in 1976 1 when 
there was a decrease of 10 conventions, from the total of 888 conventions 
which were hosted in 1975. 
Total convention delegates, over the eleven year period from 1965 to 
1976, increased at an annual average rate of 8%. In 1969 I 1971 I 1973 and 
1975, the total number of convention delegates meeting in San Francisco 
declined below the previous year's level. 
Convention delegate expenditures in San Francisco I an important 
economic factor in the City's economy I since the vast majority of delegates 
are from out of town and are spending nnew money" which is not 
subtracted from other expenditures within the City--increased at an 
average annual rate of 21% during the 1965-1976 period I according to the 
San Francisco Convention and Visitors Bureau statistics. Total convention 
delegate expenditures in San Francisco dipped in 1969 I 1970 and 1971, 
below the levels experienced in 1967 and 1968; this decline amounted to an 
8% to 12% decline in delegate expenditures over previous levels. Although 
the average annual growth rate in convention delegate expenditures from 
1965 to 1976 was 21%, the growth rate between 1965 and 1971 was only 6% 
per year I non compounded. Since Brooks Hall was constructed in 1959 I 
with approximately 100,000 net square feet of exhibition space, and Civic 
Auditorium was completely remodeled in 1964, the relatively slow rate of 
annual growth in convention delegate expenditures between 1965 and 1971 
cannot be traced to a lack of first rate convention hall space I but rather, 
has been frequently attributed to the lack of quality hotel rooms and hotel 
convention facilities prior to 1971, and to the lack of convention halls 
having more than 100,000 net square feet of exhibition space. 
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From 1965 to 1976 I total tourism expenditures increased at an average 
annual rate of approximately 25%; convention delegate expenditures over 
this same period ranged from 37% to 48% of total overnight tourism 
expenditures. 
TOTAL 



























ANNUAL AVERAGE GROWTH, 
non compounded over 
11-year period 
(1965-1976) 4 % 
TABLE 2 
CONVENTIONS & ATTENDEES 








































































fDenotes year in which there was a decline from the previous year. 
2Includes only those tourists who remained overnight in a hotel/motel. SF Convention & Visitors Bureau cautions that figures after 1969 were tabulated by 
computer and may not be entirely comparable with data for previous years. 
SOURCE: San Francisco Convention & Visitors Bureau 
Lord & LeBlanc 
Table 2 does not give an indication of the demand for public exhibit space; 
for although total delegates visiting San Francisco, have increased an 
average of 8% per year since 1965 I and delegate spending has increased an 
average of 21% per year I much of this annual increase is captured by 
exhibit space in private hotels. This fact was pointed out in the 1973 EIR 
on p. V-A-81: 
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"A majority of the conventions between 1960-1970 were 
held in the various hotels which have meeting 
rooms and halls in addition to 
accommodations. For example, in 1967, only 19 of the 
684 conventions held in the city required exhibit 
space. In 1968, only 15 out of the 740 held, required 
exhibit space larger than could be provided by hotels. 
However, to avoid a misimpression, 15-19 conventions 
requiring exhibit space can comprise a delegate number 
of 180,000-200,000." 
Published data on total United States convention experience is both 
scarce and subject to reporting error. Some cities, in their tabulations of 
"Scheduled" conventions include only those conventions requiring 50 or 
more rooms of hotel space; some cities include annual meetings of corporate 
stockholders, some do not; some cities do not report their convention 
activity at all. 
Data compiled by World Convention Dates suggests that between 9,000 
and 12,000 scheduled conventions are held in this country each year. 
Roughly half of these scheduled conventions, or 4,500 to 6,000, require 
exhibit space, and only 6% of those requiring exhibit space (3% of total 
conventions) require exhibit space of between 50,000 and 250,000 net 
square feet -- the space which would be available in the proposed YBC 
facility (The convention center would have approximately 225,000 net 
square feet of space in the main exhibit hall; two sliding partitions would 
allow the main hall to be divided into three smaller units, the smallest of 
which is proposed to be approximately 50,000 net square feet in size. ) 
The YBC exhibition hall would therefore be focusing on 
approximately 3% of the total U.S. convention industry, or from 270 to 360 
total U.S. conventions each year. 
If Brooks Hall's exhibition are put into the equation 1 the 
total U.S. market share reduced even further I because Brooks Hall has 
approximately 100,000 net square feet of exhibition space. The total U.S. 
demand for exhibition space above 100,000 net square feet is estimated by 
World Convention Dates to be 1. 5% of total U.S. convention business, or 
135 to 180 conventions per year. YBC exhibition facility, if it is 
intended to capture a share the national market for exhibition space 
above 100,000 net square feet (and not compete with the 100,000 N. S. F. 
offered by Brooks Hall), would therefore have to attract and hold, on some 
annual sustainable basis, a market share of a total national market of 135 
to 180 large conventions. 
Table 3 shows the relationship between exhibit space requirements of 
U.S. registered conventions, and the terms of delegates attending 
U.S. conventions. 
TABLE 3 
EXHIBIT SPACE NEEDS FOR CONVENTIONS 
BY NUMBER OF DELEGATES 
NUMBER OF DELEGATES EXHIBIT SPACE REQUIREMENT 









20,000 and over 
1,000-20,000 sq. ft. 
1,000-70,00 II II 
1,000-80,000 II !I 
2,000-90,000 II II 
3,000-100,000 " " 
3,000-120,000 II II 
3,000-150,000 II II 
5,000-160,000 II II 
7,000-200,000" " 
8,000-320,000 If II 
SOURCE: Directory of Trade and Industrial Shows; Lord & Leblanc. 
Published reports on conventions held throughout the United States 
indicate that approximately 84% of total scheduled conventions had fewer 
than 11000 delegates; 10% had between 11000 and 3 I 000 delegates 1 and 6% 
had more than 3 1 000 delegates . San Francisco I in 1977 1 experienced a 
distribution of total conventions I by size, which was almost identical to the 
United States distribution. 
Table 2 has displayed 11 years of San Francisco convention 
experience. If past growth rates are used to project the number of 
conventions visiting San Francisco in 1981 1 the first year that the new 
YBC facility would be open for convention business I then approximately 
11010 conventions I and approximately 979 I 921 total delegates could be 
expected to visit San Francisco in 1981. 
When these total estimated San Francisco convention delegates are 
broken down by convention size 1 using the published national ratios 
discussed above I the following size distribution could be anticipated: 
ESTIMATED 1 CONVENTION SIZE 
DELEGATE AVERAGE 
SIZE RATIO CONVENTIONS REGISTRANTS DELEGATE SIZE 
Fewer than 1,000 84% 848 352,768 416 
1,000 to 3,000 10% 101 163,620 1,620 
3,000 and above 6% 61 463,533 7,598 
100% 1,010 979,921 970 
Applying the 1. 5% ratio of total U.S. conventions requiring exhibition 
space of the size being offered by the proposed YBC facilities (in excess 
of Brooks Hall capacity) to the total 1981 San Francisco convention size 
breakdown shown above, results in a further breakdown of the 3, 000 and 
above category of convention registrants as follows: 
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SIZE 
3,000 and above, 
requiring YBC-type 
exhibit space (more 
than 100,000 net 
square feet) 
3,000 and above, 
requiring less than 
100,000 net square 













195,000 Est. 13,000 Est. 
268,533 Est. 5,838 Est. 
463,533 7,598 
From these projections, it is estimated that approximately 15 of the 
largest conventions could be expected to use the YBC exhibition facilities 
in 1981, without interfering with the 100,000 net square feet of exhibit 
space in Brooks Hall. An estimated 46 other large conventions could be 
expected to use Brooks Hall and other exhibit facilities (shown in Table 4 1 
Appendix D. 4) in 1981. The 15 conventions requiring more than 100 1 000 
net square feet of exhibit space could have an average size of some 13 1 000 
delegates; the 46 conventions requiring less than 100,000 square feet could 
have an average delegate count of some 5 1 800 registrants. 
The new and modern facilities offered by the proposed YBC exhibition 
complex might attract many conventions that could be accommodated in the 
space offered by Brooks Hall. If the YBC facilities are constructed I it 
may prove difficult to persuade many convention managers to use the 
Brooks Hall/Civic Auditorium complex. Rental rates for the Brooks Hall 
complex would be less than for the proposed YBC hall, but in the initial 
years at least I many convention managers requiring less than 100 I 000 
square feet of exhibition space may prefer to pay higher rents in order to 
use the newer, more interesting and convenient YBC facilities. Although 
private convention center managers have considerable latitude in 
scheduling only the most desirable or profitable conventions for their 
facilities, a manager of a public convention facility must schedule on a 
first come-first serve basis, and smaller convention sponsors, willing to 
pay higher YBC rental rates, could create bottlenecks in the operation of 
the YBC complex, and vacancies in the Brooks Hall I Civic Auditorium 
complex which would not appear likely strictly on the basis of market 
support for the combined facilities. 
Whether or not the proposed YBC complex can attract 15 of the 
largest U.S. conventions requiring the largest amount of exhibit space I on 
an annual sustaining basis, out of a total U.S. market having only 135 to 
180 conventions of this type each year, is the key issue to any decision on 
whether or not the center should be built, and whether or not, in 
combination with Brooks Hall, it would prove to be a financial benefit or a 
financial drain on San Francisco's municipal and tourist industry budgets. 
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The most obvious method of determining if the proposed YBC 
exhibition facility can capture roughly 10% of the total of 135 to 180 of the 
largest U.S. conventions requiring 100,000 to 250 1 000 square feet of 
exhibit space--would be to ask the 135 to 180 associations sponsoring these 
conventions if they will use the YBC facilities, if so I how often I and how 
many delegates and use days would be contemplated. A survey of this 
type could best be validated by asking the trade association managers who 
respond affirmatively to the survey to book space in the proposed YBC 
facility. Although such a survey sounds relatively easy to conduct, a 
survey of this type cannot be conducted and validated until a preliminary 
design for the proposed facility has been worked out, and some assurance 
can be given to prospective facility users, that the convention center will 
in fact be built. Although comprehensive surveys were conducted in 1972 
to determine annual total demand for the earlier YBC Exhibition and 
Sports Arena complex, no valid recent surveys of this type currently exist 
on the present YBC exhibition facility. 
The San Francisco Convention and Visitors Bureau has conducted a 
recent survey which purports to show that over a five year period, some 
53 association managers have indicated that they would hold their 
conventions in San Francisco only if the YBC hall is built. Some of these 
association managers have already booked space in the proposed facility. 
A survey of this type is absolutely critical in any analysis of the "net" or 
nmarginal 11 effect of the proposed new center on new jobs and income in 
the San Francisco- tourist industry. Unfortunately, this Convention and 
Visitors Bureau survey appears to be incomplete in several areas: a) it 
asks various association managers if they will hold their conventions in San 
Francisco during the next five year period, but it does not ask how 
frequently each association holds conventions (one meeting in the next five 
years, not to be followed by another meeting for ten years, would not 
provide a sustaining demand for YBC space); b) it fails to ask how much 
exhibit space would be required and how many use days would be 
required; c) many of the associations responding to the survey represent 
organizations having 10,000 or fewer delegates (30 out of the total 52); 
unless these associations have an inordinate requirement for exhibit booth 
space, their space requirements might be met by private hotel construction 
or other convention center construction in other Bay area or regional 
locations before the proposed YBC center is completed. 
Recognizing that additional survey work must be done to validate: 1) 
Total annual sustainable demand for the proposed facility (to determine 
profitability and justification for the facility vis a vis Brooks Hall I Civic 
Auditorium) and 2) Total "net" or new demand for YBC Exhibit facilities, 
by those convention managers who will not come to San Francisco unless 
the YBC hall is built (to determine the number of new delegates, new 
tourist spending and the entire issue of new "off site" tourism jobs and 
payroll income to San Francisco)--a "worst case" and "best case" scenario 
still can be developed. 
The "best case" scenario will be largely based on survey work 
already done, and on the 1981 projections discussed earlier in this report, 
and will be founded on the fact that many convention managers consider 
San Francisco to be one of the best convention cities in the nation. The 
ten features most often cited by convention managers as promoting a 
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successful convention area are: 1) a good supply of nearby "quality" 
hotels; 2) year around cultural attractions; 3) centralized location in 
terms of scheduled air routes and proximity to a portion of association 
membership; 4) scenic beauty; 5) good retail facilities; 6) moderate 
climate; 7) an international reputation or image ("snob appeal"); 
8) availability of reliable local transportation; 9) a safe day and night 
environment; and 10) adequate convention facilities. 
The "worst case n scenario is largely based on the difficulty in 
validating existing survey data, a perceptible trend among certain 
professional organizations toward holding smaller conventions of specialists 
and sub-specialists, · and the large number of new convention centers 
currently being planned throughout the country--a trend which could 
dilute the total annual convention business in each city having a major 
convention center, and could lead to severe price or non price competition 
among a large number of marginally successful convention centers in order 
to attract a larger share of a very narrow market. With only 135 to 180 of 
the nation's largest conventions, requiring exhibit space of 1001000 to 
250,000 net square feet each year I and with a requirement of "capturing" 
roughly 10% of this market each year, in order to meet current 
assumptions on annual use and operating revenues and costs I then San 
Francisco could find it necessary to capture one convention in 10 each 
year, or to put it another way I San Francisco might only be able to allow 
itself the luxury of having nine other cities in the nation which are as 
attractive as it is, in terms of the ten features most often cited by 
convention managers as promoting a successful convention. 
Operationally I the Brooks Hall I Civic Auditorium complex, and the 
proposed YBC Exhibition facility should be considered to be complementary 
facilities. Attempts to improve the profitability of YBC by broadening the 
market base and seeking smaller sized conventions I could decrease the 
Brooks Hall market share I and decrease the Brooks Hall profitability, with 
no net effect on the combined operating revenues (losses) of the two 
facilities. This effect would be moderated to the extent that conventions 
with calendar constraints I which presently may be turned away I would 
have a broader range of convention/exhibit space to select from with San 
Francisco. 
EXHIBIT HALL MARKET SURVEYS 
The most comprehensive survey of market demand for YBC exhibition 
space was conducted in 1972 by McCue I Boone I Tomsick; Robert Sullivan; 
and John McGillis. Questionnaires were sent to major firms, trade 
associations I and exhibitors of all types throughout the United States I 
asking how often previously planned YBC exhibit facilities would be used I 
estimated out of town and local attendance I exhibit area needed in square 
feet I show days required, and total use days required. 
Of the 63 associations who responded in a positive manner to the 
survey five associations (28 show days) were planning to use the facility 
once a year or more often; six associations (22 show days) were planning 
to use the facility once every two years; 26 associations (200. 5 show days) 
were projected to use the facility once in five years; 21 associations (85 
show days) once in ten years; three associations (13 show days) once in 
20 years; two associations (8 show days) once in 50 years. 
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Of the 63 associations who responded, six were deemed to require 
exhibit space considerably in excess of the 350 I 000+ square feet planned 
for YBC in 1971. 
The conclusions to be reached from the 1972 McCue 1 Boone & Tomsick 
et al. survey would seem to be 1 that over an extended period, YBC could 
expect, on an annual sustainable basis, an average of 15 major associations 
or trade shows having an average of 208,400 out-of-town delegates and 
289,085 local visitors. Delegates would use the YBC exhibition facilities an 
average of 164 days each year, with 67 of those days actual show days, 
and 98 days used for setting up and taking down exhibit booths, and 
removing decorations and promotional material. 
Based upon the results of the McCue, Boone & Tomsick et al. survey, 
particularly as they related to local attendance and averagelength of 
convention use days, and setup/take down days, and based upon 
projections of 1981 San Francisco delegate attendance and published data 
on national convention attendance, the following "best case" and "worse 
case" total annual YBC use estimates have been made: 
TOTAL ANNUAL USE 
Conventions 
Out of Town Delegates 
Local Visitors 












Comment No. 36: "It would be interesting environmentally to compare the 
cost of undergrounding the convention center versus some high-speed 
transit link to the Cow Palace. Is it impossible that conventioneers would 
come to San Francisco, take a fast ride to the Cow Palace? Is the Cow 
Palace good for twenty or thirty years of this kind of activity, which the 
center would be built for? Is this a good solution? . . . The use of that 
facility by a high-speed transit link from downtown San Francisco should 
be investigated. n 
Response No. 36: The alternative of increasing use of the existing Cow 
Palace facility for Convention Center type events and developing a high 
speed transit link for this purpose was not explored for several reasons. 
First, the Cow Palace is not within the jurisdiction or ownership of the 
City and County of San Francisco. The City has no control over use of 
this facility I which was built by a regional agricultural district as a 
livestock exhibition hall. Second, the installation of a high speed transit 
link would require detailed analysis of the available forms that transit 
might take, available routes, potential ridership, community disruptions 
during construction, public costs and benefits I energy requirements and 
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localized impacts. Such an analysis would be beyond the scope of the 
present report. Third I the setting of the Cow Palace is relatively remote 
from existing activity centers which the City is seeking to reinforce in the 
redevelopment of YBC. Intensified use of an outlying facility would not 
likely result secondary patronage effects upon providers of goods and 
services I and hence, employment, within the City. 
Comment No. 37: "Are Howard and Folsom and Third and Fourth Streets 
really gomg to be in our future forever? If we are going to move away 
from the motor car and move toward mass transit, and we are going to 
bury something in Yerba Buena, if we are going to build a hole in Yerba 
Buena, doesn't it make sense to ask which of these streets can be phased 
out first? Could Howard Street, going between Third and Fourth 
Streets, just be severed I dead-ended, cul-de-saced? I think this 
is a question environmental planners should ask. If Howard Street can 
go, and this hole is built I can Third and Fourth Streets I for not very 
much money -- since you are building the hole -- can they be 
undergrounded here? In doing that, can we pick up twelve to 
thirteen percent of the land area over again?" 
Response No. 37: The alternative of making major modifications in the 
public rights-of-way which traverse the YBC project area was not explored 
for several reasons . 
First I the streets which pass through YBC have been found through the 
analysis of transportation impacts to carry high traffic volumes including 
local and regional transit lines which serve Downtown San Francisco. Any 
disruption of these streets which would affect their capacities would have 
potentially severe adverse effects upon the flow of traffic, including 
transit vehicles, in the Downtown area. 
Second, transportation planning for the downtown area, conducted by the 
Department of City Planning (Alan Lubliner, Transportation Planning 
Coordinator I Department of City Planning, telephone , 
February 22, 1978) I demonstrates a continuing need for the system 
of roadways, even with an increasing commitment to the use of public 
transportation. 
Third I modification of the downtown street system would have such far 
ranging impacts throughout the entire downtown area as to require 
extensive analysis beyond the scope of the present report. 
Undergrounding Third and Fourth Sts. would disrupt traffic and transit 
flows during construction and would require the relocation of water and 
sewer mains (see Appendix Figures E-1 and E-2). 
Comment No. 38: 11 There should be some major recreational facility down 
here. . . If we are going to be imaginative about a Tivoli Center, can we 
also be imaginative about a recreational center I multi-level styled, with 
swimming pools, with therapeutic facilities, public sports, courts I 
handgames, every sort of health and recreational thing. . . Can we make 
Yerba Buena a big pedestrian sort of place for all people?" 
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Response No. 38: Some or all of the facilities mentioned could be 
accommodated in the commercial recreation/entertainment park in 
Alternative B or in the public park in Alternative C. Neither park has 
been designed; studies currently under way pertaining to the 
recreation/entertainment park will assist in determining the feasibility of 
types of activity facilities. 
Piero Patri, Whisler-Patri, Architects for the San Francisco Apparel 
Mart, Fourth and Market Streets 
Comment No. 39: "I would like specifically to give a point of clarification 
on the economic section, which is really best expressed in a brief letter by 
a major apparel mart manufacturer and distributor, Esprit De Corp. , here 
in San Francisco. 
'Dear Commissioners: In reviewing the draft EIR for the Yerba 
Buena Center dated January 26, on page 249, we note what appears 
to be an implication that it is possible to have two apparel marts in 
the City, one in the existing and expanding market at Fourth and 
Market, and another that is proposed in the Yerba Buena Center. 
Historical and economic facts in all other cities with apparel marts 
gives point to the impossibility of splitting the apparel marts' 
functions for the industry, that is, it has never happened in any 
instance. We note that the San Francisco Apparel Mart and its 
addition is already over fifty percent leased with signed leases, one 
of whom is and will be Esprit De Corp. , and at a one and a half 
million dollar renovation. As a manufacturer in San Francisco with a 
considerable labor force, we respectfully submit this letter to 
underscore that there cannot be two marts in the City. Signed, 
Esprit De Corp. , Lee Rosenberg, National Sales Manager.' " 
Response No. 39: The EIR does not intend to imply that two apparel 
marts could be economically viable. What is intended by the statement on 
p. 249 is that the balance of space within the YBC apparel mart that would 
not be used by apparel business could be occupied by general office uses. 
That page is being revised to clarify this point. 
Leland Meyerzove, City Coalition 
Comment No. 40: "If there is going to be a convention center, we feel 
one of the best aspects would be a Tivoli Garden." 
Response No. 40: The Tivoli Garden concept is reflected in the commercial 
recreation/entertainment park in Alternative B. 
Comment No. 41: "The EIR . . . does not reflect . . . how to save South 
Park as a residential area." 
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Response No. 41: South Park, which is one and one-half blocks south of 
YBC I is in an M-1~ Light Industrial, zoning district. Residential uses at 
South Park have a non-conforming zoning status; new residential uses 
would not be permitted under the existing zoning. Residential uses in 
YBC, especially those in Alternative C, may cause a reconsideration of the 
zoning and land use pattern south of YBC I as part of the Department of 
City Planning's anticipated Commercial and Industrial Zoning Study. 
Comment No. 42: "I personally have always opposed the convention 
center, and I oppose it because I don't think the hotels need it. I 
know that most convention people like to stay in the hotel they are at for 
the facilities, and then like to go out for entertainment. I find Tivoli 
Garden to be much better for people that come here instead of the 
convention center itself. . . . We should stop building the convention 
center and tear down Candlestick Park, and build Tivoli Gardens (with) a 
large arena inside that could hold conventions like the Lions Club, that 
had to have places for thousands, including the Democratic and the 
Republican conventions. That would also allow us to have a baseball team 
in San Francisco. . . If you had a ballpark downtown, no matter how bad 
the Giants were playing, the people would come. " 
Response No. 42: The EIR on p. 9 includes a brief history of a proposed 
sports arena, indicating reasons for discontinued consideration of such a 
facility. Pages 48 and 49 of the EIR describe a recreation/entertainment 
park with reference to a Tivoli Gardens concept which would not include a 
sports arena. 
The projected use or need for a convention center facility vis a vis the 
available hotel conference space is reviewed in Response No. 35, as well as 
in the new report on the convention center market demand and operations 
(new Appendix D. 4). 
Comment No. 43: (Referring to evaluations of noise impact on dry 
residents), 11 I think the EIR is based too often from the perception 
reflective of living in the suburb or in a very, very quiet part in the 
Richmond or Sunset. " 
Response No. 43: The DEIR discusses noise impacts on YBC residents in 
terms of applicable City, State and Federal regulations and guidelines, 
which take into account documented effects of noise on human health and 
well-being. 
Keith Davis I San Francisco Coalition 
Comment No. 44: "We wish assurances that affirmative action guidelines 
will be assured for minorities and third world people, both before, during, 
and after construction of YBC." 
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Response No. 44: The Redevelopment Agency has an agreement with the 
San Francisco Coalition to coordinate community manpower efforts regarding 
job generation activities in the YBC Redevelopment Project area. The 
convention center construction and operation, which would be the 
responsibility of the City, would adhere to Chapter 12. B of the City 
Administrative Code and to the affirmative action guidelines established by 
the Human Rights Commission. 
Commissioner Sue Bierman 
Comment No. 45: "(Re page 21) history is history, and if you're going to 
call it history, tell a little bit of the history. This YBC clearance . . . 
may be one of the last of the major people mover clearances, and we 
should acknowledge that. And then the later stuff about housing makes 
sense." 
Response No. 45: The following is being added to Section II. B. of the 
EIR: 
"Clearance of the YBC area began in 1970 and, except- for the few 
remaining buildings intended to be demolished in accordance with the 
redevelopment plan, was completed in 1974. The clearance process 
required the relocation of approximately 3, 000 residents most of whom were 
single and/or elderly. This activity was resisted in the form of the 
litigation described in Section I. 7 which led to judicially mandated 
settlement agreements requiring new housing in YBC (see Table 7, page 
88)." 
Comment No. 46: ". . . the whole business of how the tentative proposal 
of the Agency is being handled in the EIR. . . . a person should be able 
to look at the tables and see where it fits in. The reason I am 
asking is because it would seem that (Alternative) A and the tentative 
proposal have a bigger impact than (Alternative) B. Most of the times it 
says A and B, that the tentative will fall somewhere between A and B. 
But it just seems to me that that needs to be spelled out pretty clearly, 
because you know, there are an awful lot of major problems, and it could 
be that that needs to show up in better form. " 
Response No. 46: These remarks were responded to in some detail at the 
February 9 hearing. Mr. Thomas Conrad of the Redevelopment Agency 
covered the rationale for the treatment of the tentative proposal; Dr. 
Richard Cole of ESA covered the suggestion for inclusion of the tentative 
proposal in the data tables. Key points in both responses follow: 
Mr. Conrad: "We have in essence one environmental review process going 
on. However, there are two players at the moment; one is the City and 
County and the Redevelopment Agency as one body. And, secondly, 
(there) is the (U.S.) Department of Housing and Urban Development. 
They are doing an Environmental Impact Statement, which is presently 
under preparation, as well as the document presently in front of you. 
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"The local office of Housing and Urban Development advised us some time 
in late October that there was a necessity to have in their judgment a 
'project' before they could begin their Environmental Impact Statement. 
"To do that, there needed to be some attempt to clarify in a definitional 
sense what the project really was. Our attempt was a letter from staff 
signed by Mr. Hamilton (Executive Director, San Francisco Redevelopment 
AgencyL which went to the HUD area office, defining potential 
redevelopment plan amendments without making any commitment per se as 
to precisely what was going to happen. There was a very delicate balance 
we had to strike and try not to upset the state environmental impact 
report process . 
"So, what is in front of HUD now in the way of a letter and is referred to 
there as the Redevelopment Agency tentative proposal, is in essence a 
mixture of Alternative A on one hand I and Alternative B on the other 
hand. And it's really a mixture in between I taking various parts and 
parcels of it and treating it really as alternative permitted uses which may 
go on some of the parcels in the Yerba Buena Center project as alternate 
uses I without changing at the moment any of those permitted uses in the 
Redevelopment Plan I which is the adopted document." 
Dr. Cole: ". . . I would like to make one point about the nature of the 
tentative proposal as it relates to what you can do quantitatively. You 
may think many things about these four alternatives I and about the impact 
analysis I but one thing that can be said is that each one of the 
alternatives is entirely unambiguous as far as specification of the land uses 
on every parcel (goes) . 
"Not only do we specify in the definition of each of the four alternatives 
what, for example this particular use consists of I but there are tables 
which break down this parcel into sub-parcels and specify in detail the 
usable square footage of . . . the . . . land uses within that parcel. I 
say that only because it means that when you want to analyze the traffic 
impacts, etc. . . you define the area completely (and unambiguously) 
within that alternative. 
"Now the tentative proposal is much vaguer than that. Within it, there 
are alternative uses for some of the parcels, and therefore you could not 
produce a table which has for traffic or air quality I (Alternatives) A, B, 
C and D, and the tentative proposal. You (would) have to have a whole 
series of sub-analyses for the tentative proposal (itself)." 
The upshot is that the tentative proposal would always lie between 
Alternatives A and B. Depending on which of the variations within the 
tentative proposal were being analyzed and on which kind of impact were 
being discussed I the tentative proposal would lie closer to A or closer to 
B I as the case might be. These distinctions are made at the appropriate 
impact discussions in the DEIR. 
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Comment No. 47: "If there isn't a definite building, I realize you can't 
have a shadow diagram. But where there is a tentative or proposed 
building, I think we ought to have shadow diagrams . . . . The park. I 
really want that place I and I want it to be livable. . . . Attention ought 
to be given to the wind I and then also to the shadows with diagrams." 
Response No. 47: The following is being added to the EIR in Section VI. 
G.: 
"The definitive analysis of localized wind and shadow patterns established 
by the development of tall buildings in downtown areas requires specific 
project designs. The generalized discussion in the EIR (pp. 356-357) 
describes the parameters for such analysis. Because the one project well 
enough defined at this time to in fact trigger the preparation of this EIR 
is the convention center I and because that project is to be built 
underground I there is no information regarding specific buildings upon 
which to base a definitive wind or shadow analysis. 
"Generally, it can be derived from a review of the four alternatives that 
the range of impacts of potential development would vary from site to site 
over a variety of uses. As noted in the EIR (p. 357) I of particular 
concern would be pedestrian comfort in park and plaza areas. 
"Because the sun shines from the south and west, seldom from the east 
(due to frequent morning fog), and never from the north, only 
development to the south and west could create discomforting shadows in 
the major park areas during much of the year. 
"Generalized conclusions about shadows on proposed park and concourse 
areas that may be produced by existing and proposed high-rises are as 
follows. They are based on the assumption that proposed high-rises would 
have no setbacks, and take into account the northwest-southeast and 
northeast-southwest alignment of the YBC street grid system. Summer 
conditions are for June 22; winter conditions are for December 22. 
Morning is represented by the 8 a.m. conditions; afternoon by 4 p.m. 
(sun time). 
"CB-3 (Park in Alternatives A and C, Recreation/Entertainment Park in 
Alternative B) -- Summer mornings: a strip of shade along the Third St. 
edge (northern end of block--strip does not cover entire length of Third 
St. edge) (Alternatives A and C). Summer afternoons: a strip of shade 
along the Fourth St. edge (northern end of block) (Alternative B). 
Winter mornings: more than one-half of the block in shade (Alternatives B 
and C about equal, Alternative A more shadow). Winter noon: a strip of 
shade along the Folsom St. edge (western end of block) plus a strip of 
shade along the Fourth St. edge (northern end of block) (Alternatives A, 
B and C). Winter afternoons: block almost entirely in shadow 
(Alternatives A, B and C). 
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"CB-2 (Park in Alternative C, Recreation/Entertainment Park in Alternative 
B) -- Summer mornings: a strip of shade along the Third St. edge 
(northern end of block) (Alternative About one-third of the 
open-space part of the block in shade (Alternative B). Summer 
afternoons: a strip of shade along the Fourth St. edge (southern end of 
block) (Alternatives B I C). Winter noon: a strip of shade along the 
Fourth St. edge (northern end of block) (Alternatives B, C). Winter 
afternoons: block almost entirely in shadow (Alternatives B I C). 
11 Concourse in CB-2 (Alternative A) -- Summer mornings: concourse 
almost entirely in shadow. Summer noon: concourse partially in shadow 
(less than one-fourth). Summer afternoons: concourse almost entirely in 
shadow. Winter noon: concourse almost entirely in shadow. Winter 
afternoons: concourse entirely in shadow. 
nconcourse in CB-1 (Alternatives A, B and C) -- Summer mornings: 
concourse about one-third to one-half in shadow (Alternatives A I B). 
Less than one-third in shadow (Alternative C). Summer noon: concourse 
partially in shadow (less than one-fourth) (Alternatives A, B and C). 
Summer afternoons: north end of concourse mostly in shadow (Alternatives 
A I B and C). Winter mornings: concourse mostly in shadow (Alternative 
A); less in shadow (Alternatives B I C). Winter noon: concourse mostly 
in shadow (Alternatives A I B and C). Winter afternoons: concourse 
almost entirely in shadow (Alternatives A, B and C). 
"Conditions when proposed open space would be entirely free of shadows 
are as follows: 
CB-3 summer mornings, Alternative B 
summer noon I Alternatives A I B, C 
summer afternoons, Alternatives A, C 
CB-2 summer noon, Alternatives A, B, C 
winter mornings, Alternatives B, C 
Concourse, CB-2 -- winter mornings, one hour around 8 a.m. (sun 
angle aligned with concourse length) 
Concourse, CB-1 -- never entirely shadow-free 
"The effects of structures on localized winds are so highly dependent on 
the forms of the buildings involved and their siting in relationship to 
nearby buildings that speculation as to potential effects would be unlikely 
to be very accurate. In the future, specific design proposals will be 
subject to analysis under individual project environmental review as 
necessary. The proposed pedestrian concourse and other plaza areas and 
any park which may ultimately be developed would be the focus of such 
future studies." 
Comment No. 48: (With reference to information on transit capacities and 
peak-period demands on transit now and in the future. In particular, 
with reference to the table on p. 330 in the DEIR), ". . . it has to do 
with the figure 44 in the existing column, Market Street west from 4:00 to 
6:00. Because if that means what I think it means I which is that it's just 
44 percent full, then I just think you had better do some more figuring, 
because you can't get a seat. " 
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Response No. 48: The EIR consultants responded to this comment at the 
February 9 hearing. The following is a summary of those oral responses, 
plus new information. For the P. M peak transit capacity and demand 
analysis of the DEIR, a two-hour period was the basis. A two-hour period 
is the standard for collection of monthly data by most transit agencies. 
The DEIR recognized (p. 329, Appendix pp. 88-89) that the Muni system, 
for example, was at or above capacity for periods of the order of 15 
minutes or longer, but noted the lack of data over such short time 
periods. From a transit-system-design point of view, it is not practical to 
design to meet the (short) peak periods of the peak demands. That is I it 
would be unreasonably expensive to provide enough vehicles to meet the 
short-peak demands; this is the reason for the collection of data on a 
two-hour basis . 
In addition I in general the collection of data for the peak of the peak 
would itself be an unreasonably expensive task. Some idea as to the cost 
of the normal two-hour data collection is of interest here. The 
Planning-Operations-Marketing study commissioned by the MUNI in 1975 
(which was the DEIR's data source) was the most recent study of this 
magnitude for the MUNI. The study was conducted to gather a broad base 
of information concerning ridership characteristics as well as provide a 
basis for future route design. The entire study cost approximately 
$300 I 000 and the on-board survey which provided the demand data in 
Table 15 of the DEIR cost $70 1 000 of the total. In the opinion of the 
MUNI (T. Standing, telephone communication I February 23 I 1978) I the 
approximate cost for a study to determine the citywide peak-of-the-peak 
conditions would be one million dollars. Institution of such a study would 
be made by Mr. Curtis Green I General Manager of the MUNI. 
Of all the agencies included in the transit analysis I only two had 
information available that identified the peak-of-the-peak conditions. 
Those agencies were AC Transit and BART. AC transit has a continuing 
program of comprehensive counts at the Bay Bridge conducted under the 
auspices of a federally funded BART impact program. The ITS Traffic 
Survey Report A-48 (Footnote 9 I p. 92 I Appendix F) is the result of this 
program. BART has data available from its Data Acquisition System (DAS) 
which monitors entries and exits from BART stations. The DAS is a 
computer tally of exits at each station broken down by point of entry into 
the BART system. The results of the tallies can be broken down to 
five-minute intervals. A system of this type is unique to BART of all the 
local agencies. 
The information in this response is being added to the DEIR at Appendix 
page 89 and in Section VI. F. 
Comment No. 49: "And one place I am wondering about is how many cars 
are coming to the place. On page 88, it says that you used 1. 4 persons 
per (auto) 1 and I am just wondering ... how you decided to use 
1.4 ... ff 
Response No. 49: The EIR consultants responded to this comment at the 
February 9 hearing. The following is a summary of those oral responses. 
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The average of 1. 4 occupants per auto is used by the Transportation 
Planning Section of the Department of City Planning as a reasonable figure 
for downtown San Francisco. An independent assessment by the EIR 
consultants showed that it was reasonable also for the traffic generated by 
future YBC development under the four alternatives and the Redevelopment 
Agency tentative proposal, in that it is based on a 1970 City survey in the 
downtown area. While it is true that vehicle occupancy for visits to the 
recreation/entertainment park, for example, would be expected to be 
higher than 1. 4 persons, occupancy for trips to the office uses would be 
expected to be closer to 1. 0. Within the accuracy of the overall traffic 
analysis, a weighted average of 1. 4 over all proposed land uses within 
YBC is reasonable, particularly for the peak hour, which was the basis for 
the traffic analysis. 
Comment No. 50: "Page 317. I would like to know from somebody whether 
those are supposed to work with the figures that I think are the same 
thing in the Appendix, which is page 65 through 71." 
Response No. 50: As noted in the oral responses at the February 9 
hearing, the table on page 317 (Table 49) contains errors of data 
transcription. The data-transcription errors, which occurred in the 
assembly of the printed DEIR, did not affect the data actually used in the 
traffic or other analyses, and therefore had no effect on the conclusions 
or recommendations in the DEIR. The table is corrected as follows: 
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TABLE 49 
OVERALL YBC TRAVEL PROJECTIONS - Person Trip-Ends 
EXISTING ALTERNATIVES l 1980 
TIME A, B ~ 
Weekday (24-hr) 24,100 93,400 30,900 
Weekday Peak Hour 
(4:30- 5:30P.M.) 2,800 15,400 3,400 
Nighttime 
(7:00 - 8:00P.M.) 400 6,600 600 
Saturday 
(3:00- 4:00P.M.) 800 1,000 1,000 
ALTERNATIVES, 1988 
A B c D 
Weekday (24-hr) 222,200 144,700 64,000 194,500 
Weekday Peak Hour 
(4:30- 5:30P.M.) 30,800 22,300 7,000 21,100 
Nighttime 
(7:00 - 8:00P.M.) 12,600 9,100 1,200 4,800 
Saturday 
(3:00- 4:00P.M.) 9,800 7,000 3,100 14,300 
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Comment No. 51: "(The EIR) talks rather fliply, I think, that it isn't 
It says: 'Estimates 
to date with 
going to cost much to serve 
of public service needs 
representatives 
, Water 1 Public 
indicate that no additional capital 
associated with alternatives. 1 
Response No. 51: See Response 21. 
of Works 1 Police, 
Francisco School District, 
or staffing requirements are 
don't see how that's true." 
Comment No. 52: (Referring to information on parking supply and 
deficiencies on page 348) 11 • • • deals with just the boundaries of the 
area. . . There also ought to be a study of the walking distance to the 
parking facility, which will give you quite a bit more parking than 
probably is available. However I then you've got the problem of the people 
who are using the now I and I don't think any place in the report 
gives anything about where those cars are going to go. 11 
Res~onse No. 52: The DEIR (pp. 345-346) discussed the supply of 
par ing spaces outside the YBC boundaries I and noted that the tabulated 
deficiencies in parking spaces did not include consideration of the autos 
currently parking within YBC I but stated that this current demand would 
have to be added to the tabulated YBC-land-use demands. Expansion of 
the parking analysis, with additional attention to the effects of the 
convention center (essentially alone) in 1980 (1981), presented in the 
following I being added to the at 346. 
"In 1980 (1981), of the convention center would have removed 
1,240 parking spaces -3. center users would require 
about 1,000 to 1,350 parking (estimates TJKM and by 
Skidmore-Owings-Merrill, urban consultants to the Redevelopment 
Agency); this range takes account national vs. local conventions, with 
their differing design -day attendance fraction of users arriving at the 
convention center by auto, , and parking space 
turnover. 
"Thus, the maximum deficiency in 1980 (1981) would be 1,240 + 1,350, or 
2,600 parking spaces. This deficiency could be made up by the available 
parking spaces outside YBC, area bounded by Market, Bryant, and 
Ninth Sts. , and the Embarcadero. The number of these available outside 
off-street parking spaces range from 3,650 to 5,100; the 
availability within this range depends on rate at which spaces east of 
YBC are demanded by drivers to new construction north of Market St. and 
east of the Financial District. 
"In 1988, the YBC deficiencies (Table 56, page 348), augmented by the 
current YBC parkers displaced by further YBC development, would 
saturate the available outside-YBC spaces. The amount of the total 
deficiency is uncertain, as we do not know how many of the current YBC 
parkers work/shop, etc. in YBC (they are counted in the total 1988 YBC 
demand, so adding the full current YBC parking demand would be 
double-counting, to some extent). 11 
Comment No. 53: (Noting some inconsistencies in the table on page 71 of 
the Appendix), "Under 'person' in the middle of the chart, the hour thing 
seems to add up. . . The second column where the total is, and it says 
6,160, and I see 160." 
Response No. 53: Table F-7, page 71 of the DEIR Appendix Volume 
contains errors of data transcription. The data-transcription errors, 
which occurred in the assembly of the printed DEIR, did not affect the 
data actually used in the traffic or other analyses , and therefore had no 
effect on the conclusions or recommendations in the DEIR. The table is 
corrected as follows : 
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(Jl _.,. 
APPENDIX F, TABLE F-7 
1988 ALTERNATIVE D, WEEKDAY TRIP GENERATION 
P.M. Peak Hour Night Hour 
Person 24-Hour Outbound Outbound 
TE/Day Person % of Person Outbound Person % of Person Outbound Person 
Land Use Sq. Ft. Per Sq. Ft. TE 24-Hr. TE Percent TE 24-Hr. TE Percent TE 
Retail 2,225,371. .030 66' 761. 6.5 4 '33,9. 60. 2,604. 5.0 3,338. 40. 1,335. 
Office 6,956,843. . 012 83,482. 14.5 12,105 . 80. 9,684. l.O 835. 50. 418. 
Comty. Serv. 86,000. .025 2,150. 4.0 86. 60. 52. 4.0 86. 20. 17. 
Lt. Indst. 1,551,704. . 008 12,414. 12.0 1,490 . 90. 1 ,341. l.O 124. 50. 62. 
Subs. E1d. 612. 3.000 1,836. 4.0 73. 20. 15. l.O 18. so. 9. 
Hsg. (DU) (Per DU) 
Dntn. Supt.;';· 621,338. .006 3,728. 6.5 242. ---- 60. 145. 0.0 0. 0. 0. 
TOTAL 170,400. 18,300. 13,840. 4,400. 1,840. 
Weighted Outbound Percent= 75.5 Weighted Outbound Percent= 41.8 
Weighted Inbound Percent = 24.5 Weighted Inbound Percent = 58.2 
P.M. Peak Hour 4:30 - 5:30 P.M. 
Night Hour 7:00 - 8:00 P.M. 
*Services fraction only; equal to 10% of the downtown support area permitted by the zoning ordinance. Of the 
latter, 60% would be in office use (it is lumped with other office space above), and 30% would be in retail use 
(it is lumped with other retail space above). 
Comment No. 54: "I was really shocked . . . when I began reading this 
and saw how bad the pollution is. . . In all . . . our meetings . . . 
nothing indicated to me that we wouldn't be able to breathe. . . I just 
think we should do a really careful analysis of what each kind of thing 
brings and send it to the Redevelopment Agency and hopefully we'll get 
some suggestions. . . If we're overbuilding I we shouldn't do that." 
Response No. 54: Apparently the DEIR did not make a clear-enough 
distinction between the calculated concentrations of air pollutants produced 
by proposed YBC development and the projected air-pollutant 
concentrations in San Francisco which would occur even if no further 
development were to take place in YBC (the so-called base-year 
concentrations of· Table 59 I page 373). Both kinds of information bear on 
the air-quality environment to which current and future occupants and 
residents of YBC would be exposed in future years. EIR changes which 
would make the distinction clearer are being made in response to specific 
comments by the California Air Resources Board and the Bay Area Air 
Pollution Control District (see Responses 80 and 123 following). It was not 
intended that the DEIR give the impression ". . . that we wouldn't be able 
to breathe. . . " The emphasis was on the violation of air-quality 
standards I which are not to be exceeded more than one day a year I and 
which are based on statistical effects on the very young I the elderly and 
the sick. 
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C. WRITTEN COMMENTS 
Barry Pearl (Written remarks, submitted at February 9 1 1978 hearing) 
Comment No. 55: "The EIR should be more specific in potential rental rate 
structures for the convention center and its effect on possible uses other 
than strictly convention type uses." 
Resbonse No. 55: Rental rates have not yet been established for the 
Yer a Buena Convention Center. A discussion of rental factors is 
presented in the new Appendix D. 4. 
In projecting the potential revenue for the rental of the convention center I 
the consultants used $10 I 000 per day rental for the entire facility with no 
charge levied for move-in and move-out. 
Rental of space rates can vary depending upon whether an event is held 
by a profit or non-profit organization; whether an event is a sit-down 
function such as a sporting event or a concert where admission is 
charged I or an exhibition or trade show I where floor space for booths is 
required rather than seating space for spectators. Rates also fluctuate 
depending upon whether or not a hall or arena is used in the daytime or 
nighttime, or for one performance per 24-hour period or more than one 
performance. Rates for exhibitions vary depending upon whether booths 
will be experiencing heavy visitor traffic on "show days", or whether the 
delegates or visiting public will be excluded and the space will be used by 
sponsors and craftsmen for set-up or take-down of booths and equipment. 
Rental rates can fluctuate depending upon whether an entire hall or 
exhibit area is used I or only a partitioned portion is used. Rents can 
vary depending upon whether an exhibition is charged on the basis of net 
square footage used I rooms occupied I or actual floors pace (footprint) of a 
typical 10 foot by 10 foot exhibit booth. Since an efficient exhibition 
facility may be able to fit only 1200 - 10 foot by 10 foot (100 sq. ft) 
booths into an exhibit hall having a total floors pace of 240 I 000 net leasable 
square feet/ actual "net, net" leasable area may be only 120 1 000 sq. ft. I 
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in a hall having twice as much floors pace. With such "net, net" leases I an 
exhibitor is charged only for the actual floors pace occupied by the booth I 
and not for aisles or open space within an exhibit hall. Rental rates will 
also depend upon who rents the space. A sponsor of a large trade or 
consumer show could typically rent an entire hall from a convention center 
manager, and then sub-lease booth space to individual exhibitors. Some 
convention center managers eliminate the middleman and lease booth space 
directly to the ultimate users at higher rental rates. Some convention 
center managers charge fixed rates for use of space I others charge fixed 
rates plus a percentage of admission fees. 
Managers of many privately owned and managed centers skillfully set rental 
rates based upon the users' ability to pay, and upon an evaluation of 
revenues which can be earned by the center's catering service, bar or 
parking lot. Since bar I parking and catering charges do not come from 
the pocket of the sponsor of a large show or function, a convention 
sponsor may decide to hold an event at a private facility which will rent 
him the space for a nominal fee in return for his assurances to center 
operators of large profits from bar, parking or concession sales to the 
visiting delegates. 
Convention centers owned by municipalities have far less leeway in their 
pricing policies, because what might be perceived as astute business 
pricing policies on the part of a private facility manager could be 
perceived as unfair discrimination, extortion, or corruption on the part of 
the manager of a facility which is financed with taxpayers' dollars. 
Paulina W. Barton (Written remarks, submitted at February 9 I 1978 
hearing) 
Comment No. 56: "I don't feel we should build market-rate housing (or) 
family housing; children are apt to be destructive -- besides, the area is 
not appropriate for bringing up children. . . We need more housing for 
the elderly (and younger disabled). Also, how about an artists' colony. 
San Francisco is known for its artists and there is a need for a 
so-called artists' colony. This area would be ideal for artists." 
Response No. 56: 
decision -makers. 
This comment is noted for consideration by 
The Foundation for San Francisco's Architectural Herita e, Robert Berner I 
Ur an Conservation Officer, February 7, 1978 
Comment No. 57: "In the discussion of mitigation measures with respect to 
historic structures, the DEIR states that the preservation of the Jessie 
Street Substation is assured (p. 509). Although three of four buildings 
"slated for retention" are subject to owner-participation agreements or 
commitments to retain them, the Redevelopment Agency, which owns the 
Substation, has not formally adopted a position with respect to the 
preservation of the Substation (p. 445). 
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"In order for the EIR to completely and accurately assess significant 
environmental impacts with respect to historic structures, the disposition 
of the Jessie Substation the most significant architectural and 
historic building be formally indicated action of the 
Redevelopment Agency." 
Response No. 57: The Redevelopment Agency owns the Jessie Street 
Substation and has not yet taken action to dispose of . The indicated 
probable policy of the Redevelopment Agency pertaining to the Substation 
would be the retention this building as a feature of the pedestrian 
concourse which would retain a visual link with the past. HUD requires 
that final plans for development of the Substation be submitted to it for 
review prior to the execution of a land disposition agreement, and, if 
appropriate, would then request consultation with the State Historic 
Preservation Officer on the plans. Action would be taken by the 
Redevelopment Agency after completion of the EIR. See also Response No. 
31. 
Comment No. 58: "In identifying buildings of architectural interest in the 
project area, the DEIR seems to rely solely on the 1974 EIS. In 1976, the 
Department of City Planning published an Architectural Inventory which 
identified over 10,000 structures citywide as having positive architectural 
qualities. Our research indicates that this inventory identified 14 
structures within the YBC redevelopment area. The DEIR should use the 
1976 Architectural Inventory as an information base with respect to 
historical and architectural resources. . . " 
Response No. 58: The text of Section V.M. is being revised to include 
the following: In 1974, , and 1976, the San Francisco Department of 
City Planning conducted, under the direction of Richard Hedman, a parcel 
by parcel, citywide inventory of architecturally significant buildings. An 
advisory review committee of architects and architectural historians 
assisted in the final evaluative determination of ratings 1 000 
buildings that have been entered in an unpublished 60-volume of 
the inventory. The buildings have also been mapped on a set of 
color-coded maps which identify locations and relative 
The inventory was not an historical inventory; rather, it was an inventory 
of buildings that were considered to be architecturally significant from the 
standpoint of overall design I or particular design features. Contemporary 
buildings were included as well as those more than 50 years old. Each 
building was coded as to its overall architectural rating I ranging from a 
low of "011 to a high of "5" I by its style I and by a summary rating I based 
on the first two codes as well as on the building 1s environmental and 
urban design setting I and also ranging from "0" to fl5". Within YBC I 
eleven buildings were included in the inventory. Of these I one is listed 
in the National Register of Historical Places. The eleven buildings are 
listed below I each with its architectural rating I style key and summary 
rating. 
Central Block 1 (A.B. 3706): 
(1) St. Patrick's Church, 2-Bl-3 (B1 indicates Gothic Revival style) 
(2) Jessie Street Substation, 4-D7-5 (D7 indicates a vernacular variation 
of a classical root style) 
(3) Mercantile Building, 3-D7-4 
Eastern Block 1 (A.B. 3707): 
( 4) Mission St. (Lot 23) (between Blumenthal Building, at northeast 
corner of Mission and Third Sts . , and Building ( 5) , following) , 
1-F3-1 (F3 indicates the Prairie School of Modern Root Style). This 
building has been razed. 
(5) 676-78 Mission St. (Lot 22), 1-D7-l. Intended by San Francisco 
Redevelopment Agency to be razed. 
Eastern Block 2 (A.B. 3722): 
(6) Southeast corner of Mission and Third Sts., 2-D7-3 
Southern Block 1 (A.B. 3752): 
(7) Southern Police Station, 2-A4-3 (A4 indicates Spanish Colonial Revival 
in the California Tradition) 
Southern Block 3 (A.B. 3750): 
(8) New telephone building at Third and Harrison Sts., 1-F8-1 (F8 
indicates a related variation of a Modern Root Style). This new 
building was developed as a part of the redevelopment process. 
Western Block 2 (A.B. 3724): 
(9) Imperial Hotel, 1-D7-l. This has a low overall rating. The building 
is intended to be razed. 
(10) #1 Holland Court, 2-D1-3. (D1 indicates a Beaux Arts-Neoclassic or 
later Greek Revival style.) Under owner-participation agreement. 
Western Block 3 (A.B. 3733): 
(11) Clemen tina Towers, 0-F8-0 (F8 indicates related variations of Modern 
Root Style) 
Other buildings which were identified in the 1974 EIS, but were not 
included in the City inventory, include the Blumenthal Building (87 Third 
St.) at the northeast corner of Mission and Third Sts. 
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Comment No. 59: "Authors of Draft EIR are to be commended for 
including within the document an analysis (pp. 485-88 Volume II) of the 
relationship of four project alternatives to several of the air quality 
impact mitigation measures listed in the Draft Bay Area Environmental 
Management Plan. Staff requests that the Draft EIR be expanded to 
include within this analysis a discussion of the relationship of the 
Redevelopment Agency's Tentative Proposal to the same mitigation 
measures." 
Response No. 59: We thank ABAG for its commendation. The EIR is 
being revised by addition of the following sentences on page 485 just 
preceding the table of objectives and rankings. "All references in the 
table to 'all alternatives' or 'all four alternatives' should be read as 
including the tentative proposal. The compliance of the Redevelopment 
Agency tentative proposal lies between those (rankings) of Alternatives A 
and B. Where Alternative D lies between Alternatives A and B in the 
rankings, the location of the tentative proposal should be taken as between 
Alternative D and Alternative B." 
Comment No. 60: "In the recent Draft EIR for the (San Francisco) New 
Residential Zoning Policy it was noted that fewer housing units would be 
built under the proposed zoning changes than would be built under 
existing regulations. An alternative for Yerba Buena Center which would 
include provision of substantial amounts of housing would help mitigate this 
unit loss as well as respond affirmatively to air quality impact mitigation, 
and regional policies. n 
Response No. 60: The alternatives considered in the YBC EIR cover a 
range of (numbers of) housing units. Alternative D has the fewest 
(1,136); Alternative C has the most (2,436). The air-quality and 
regional-policy effects (rankings) of this range of housing provision are 
presented on pp. 486-488 of the EIR. 
Comment No. 61: "(The) FEIR should indicate whether the higher 
occupancy uses shown on SB-1 could be shifted to more stable sites to 
mitigate seismic impacts. u 
Response No. 61: The only higher-occupancy residential use shown on 
SB-1 is the new Silvercrest Residence built in 1971. It is earnestly to be 
hoped that this 10-story tower would never be shifted to another site by 
any cause. Proposed uses on SB-1 include a 6-story light-industrial 
structure and a 5-story retail-commercial structure. 
Comment No. 62: "The FEIR should indicate whether evacuation plans will 
be prepared for use in connection with the Convention Center." 
Response No. 62: Discussions by the EIR consultants and the convention 
center architects with the Fire Department and provisions of the design, 
described in Section VI. E, page 305, Section VII. E I page 465, and 
Appendix E. 4 I page 52, provide the basis for an evacuation program. 
The following sentence is being added to the EIR in the Appendix Volume, 
p. 53 (Appendix E. 4). "Evacuation plans would be part of the Fire Safety 
and Security Management Program for the convention center. n· 
Golden Gate Bridge, Highway and Transportation District ( GGB 1 H & TD) , 
Jerome M. Kuykendall, Assistant to the General Manager for Planning and 
Research, February 15 1 1978 
Comment No. 63: "(On) pp.138-139 (there is) no mention of (the) 
Transbay Terminal and plans for SamTrans access via freeway ramps 
rather than via surface streets. 11 
Response No. 63: The statement that AC Transit is providing indirect 
access (defined on p. 138 of the EIR) to YBC was made on p. 139. No 
explicit mention was made that the Transbay Terminal serves as the San 
Francisco terminus for all of the AC Transit Transbay routes. That 
statement is being added to the EIR on p. 139. 
Future changes in Sam Trans service and routing were not considered. At 
the time of report preparation I Sam Trans had just begun service to this 
part of San Francisco; see p. 336 1 EIR. 
Comment No. 64: "(In re) p. 141 1 Table 14, our policy is 'a seat for 
every passenger' - no standees. Current District 4:00-6:00 p.m. Civic 
Center northbound (out) service capacity is 46 buses at 45 passengers 
each I which equals 2 I 070 1 not 1 1 600 as in Table 14. 11 
Response No. 64: The source of data for all of the statements in the 
DEIR concerning the GGB 1 H & TD (Golden Gate Transit) had been Mr. 
Bruce Richards, Senior Planner, who is no longer with the District. Mr. 
Richards had provided access to GGB I H & TD monthly patronage 
printouts. These primary sources were used for the DEIR analyses I and 
were the most current information at the time of preparation of the DEIR. 
All of the information in Table 14 comes from the detailed, 
computer-compiled, monthly patronage summary for May, 1977. After 
District comments were received, the EIR consultants (TJKM) talked to the 
commenter, who had been unaware that the DEIR had been based on 
District patronage printouts. Except where further corrections or 
expansions are indicated in Responses 66 - 72 I the District concerns are 
removed by this understanding. 
In TJKM's understanding, the Golden Gate Transit union contract allows 
up to 10 standees per bus. Golden Gate Transit schedules on a 
one-seat-per-passenger basis on transbay runs. The standees were 
included to reflect total available capacity. 
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Comment No. 65: "(On) p. 143, Table 15 does not include non basic Civic 
Center bound buses - (Golden Gate Transit) routes 4, 18, 22, 26, 30, 36, 
40, 52, 54, I 74, 76, 78. 11 
Response No. 65: Response No. 64. All of information in Table 
15 comes from the detailed, computer-compiled, monthly patronage summary 
for May, 1977, was current as of that time, and was applicable to routes 
starting or ending at the Trans-Bay terminal, serving YBC indirectly and 
directly. All of the routes listed in Table 15 and referred to in the 
comment are included in the patronage statistics. 
Comment No. 66: "(On) p. 318, (the) checkpoints noted in Figure 35 are 
for Muni lines only, not 'transit' lines as stated." 
Response No. 66: 
follows: "Figure 
The appropriate sentence on p. 318 is being revised as 
, page 331, shows the Muni checkpoints. . " 
Comment No. 67: "(On) pp. 329, 335 and 336, the stated analysis 
procedure is misleading since future patronage are not 
considered, and downstream loading/capacity ignored. Our demand/ 
capacity ratios are much higher at our points of peak load downstream 
from Yerba Buena Center. Additional loads at YBC could increase volume 
over capacity, especially in the future as development south of 
Market Street occurs." 
Response No. 67: See Response . 64. The reason for omitting 
consideration of future patronage increases DEIR was presented in 
Appendix F, p. 55. With respect to demand capacity, see 
Response No. 48 (peak of the the data source gave total 
transbay passengers and only passenger statistics were taken 
from the system reports, the demand/capacity ratios reflect the loading on 
the buses after the last San Francisco stop and before the first Marin 
County stop. Passengers boarding in Marin and Sonoma Counties and 
debarking in Marin County are not counted; likewise passengers boarding 
in San Francisco and debarking in San Francisco. 
For each of the routes listed in Table 15, the number of weekday trips 
made and the number of weekday transbay carried in the month 
for each of the five time periods (a.m. off-peak, a.m. peak, midday, p.m. 
peak, p.m. off-peak) were transcribed the computer printouts. To 
arrive at an average weekday capacity and patronage for the time periods 
shown, the monthly totals were divided by the number of weekdays in the 
month of May. This was done to insure that the capacity and patronage 
numbers were from the same period due to the understanding that the time 
periods used by Golden Gate were for on-the-road checkpoint 
times. Con:::;equently, the number of scheduled runs leaving YBC in the 
p.m. peak differs from the number of trips on-the-road at the checkpoint 
during the p.m. peak. 
Comment No. 68: "(On) page 337, how do the resultant traffic impacts 
affect transit travel times? Will congestion increase transit trip times and 
affect patronage?" 
Response No. 68: The following is being added to the EIR on p. 33 7: 
"As traffic congestion increases, travel speeds become lower. Transit 
vehicles operating in the traffic stream experience this same slowdown, 
with resulting increases in headways and greater occurrences of buses 
bunching together. The bunching occurs from a variety of causes; the 
primary cause is that transit vehicles operating at faster travel speeds in 
less-dense traffic catch up with vehicles slowed down by traffic 
congestion. The situation is further aggravated by longer loading times, 
resulting from the longer headways which allow a greater number of 
patrons to collect at affected stops. 
"The use of transit preferential lanes exempts the transit vehicles from 
traffic congestion slowdowns by removing other vehicles from the transit 
stream. The result is better schedule adherence and less chance for 
bunching; the use of transit preferential (or exclusive) lanes usually 
allows the transit vehicles to maintain decreased or competitive travel times 
with the automobile traffic on the streets, thus providing a transit-riding 
incentive." 
Comment No. 69: "(In re) p. 474, explain the toll subsidy mitigation 
measure; expand HOV lane discussion to include mitigation of congestion 
impact on transit travel times; (and) what about discussing (the) 
mitigation of (the) traffic impact on transit travel. H 
Response No. 69: A toll subsidy mitigation measure could reduce fares to 
transit riders by providing specially priced commuter tickets or similar 
measures, as a possible means of making transit more attractive to 
automobile users. A separate plan would have to be tailored to each 
transit agency and each agency would have to accept the plan before any 
transit incentives of this type could go into effect. Funding for such 
subsidy-related measures would most likely have to be provided by local, 
state or federal governmental agencies. 
With respect to the suggested expansion of the HOV (high-occupancy-
vehicle) lane discussion and to the effect of traffic mitigation on transit 
travel, see Response 68, which pertains to transit preferential lanes. The 
mitigation effects on transit are being added on p. 474. 
Comment No. 70: "(On) pp. 55 (and) 56 (Appendix F), the assumed 
walking distance of greater than 800 feet for Golden Gate Transit patrons 
is in error since we have pickup/discharge points along Howard and Folsom 
Streets at Third and Fourth Streets. (The) assumption that transit would 
carry (the) existing level of ridership through 1988 is questionable." 
Response No. 70: The walking distance of greater than 800 feet was 
applied only to those passengers destined for the financial district routes 
which to the EIR consultant's (TJKM's) understanding terminate in the 
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Comment No. 73: " to be a 
description and evaluation which may be 
impacted by the project. inadequate 
to identify the historical area and there is no 
statement as to probable of the material. (a) 
The possibility of the shellmound at west of Street' 
( 4-SFr-2) extending into the redevelopment not addressed 
should be. (b) The Olmsted and was undertaken 
this specific project and intended to probable 
features and sites which have significance to the record of San 
Francisco yet there no mention of report here. Olmsted, 
Olmsted and Pastron Report is an historical and archival 
document. However, it only covers the block of proposed Convention 
Center. (d) The fact that vandalism of archeological record was an 
on-going pursuit this area until terminated by the should be 
evaluated in terms the significance area. (e) No archeological 
testing program has occurred this to firmly identify and 
evaluate specific resources." 
Response No. 73: Section V. M. is being revised to refer to the report 
by R. L. Olmsted, N. L. Olmsted I and Allen Pastron I and to summarize 
their description of the area in various historic time periods. The 
significance of material in the area cannot be determined until the 
recommended testing program I described in a revised Section VI. M. I is 
carried out. This will be done in the convention center block by June 11 
1978. 
Archaeological Consulting and Research Services I Inc. , which reported on 
the shellmound in a letter report dated July 28 I 1977 I stated that "there is 
no evidence to suggest that any vestige of the Harrison Street shellmound 
has survived the various stages of construction and redevelopment in the 
area of YBC." See Response No. 30. 
Comment No. 74: "(In) Section VI. M. l. we suggest that the statement 
'it seems improbable that any prehistoric archeological resources would 
remain intact within the area' is premature for the entire YBC 
redevelopment area. A more correct sentence I given the data available I is 
that 'there is a reasonable possibility that prehistoric resources could exist 
within the project area I most specifically in the vicinity of 4-SFr-2.' 
"The descriptive account in this whole sub-section is not a statement of 
environmental impacts and should be moved bodily to section V .M. --
Environmental Setting." 
Response No. 74: The quotation in Section VI. M. that "it seems 
improbable that any prehistoric archaeological resources remain intact 
within the YBC project area" was taken from the letter report by Thomas 
L. Jackson of Archaeological Consulting and Research Services, Inc. , 
dated July 28 I 1977. On page 131 of the Olmsted report (November 4 I 
1977) it is stated of the convention center block that "the proximity of a 
recorded shellmound ( 4-Sfr-2) bears witness to the possibility that 
prehistoric period artifacts (ca. 2000 B.C. -1775 A.D.) might be located 
somewhere within the present project area. However, on the basis of 
present evidence I such an assertion remains nothing more than conjecture I 
with no firm data to either confirm or refute the possibility. 11 Section V. 
M. is being revised. 
Comment No. 75: "There is no statement within Section VII. M. 1 which 
can be considered to be mitigation. All measures stated are identification 
of values with the possible exception of collection and storage. " 
Response No. 75: See Response No. 30. 
Comment No. 76: "Section VIII makes no mention of the loss to the 
archeological record which will inevitably occur if the proposed project 
proceeds. " 
Response No. 76: Testing and/or monitoring programs before and during 
construction should serve to identify archaeological resources which may 
exist and provide methods and programs to preserve and expand the 
records. See Response No. 30. 
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Comment No. 77: "Since the Office of Historic Preservation is listed as a 
that this document should have stated that 
testing program instituted as 
nature of the archeological 
Section VI. M. being revised as follows to indicate 
a program scheduled to be completed by June 1978 in the 
convention center block and to refer to current consultations with the 
State Historic Preservation Officer I whom Mr. Seidel serves as 
Archaeologist: 
" impacts of construction on archaeological resources in the YBC areas 
cannot be identified at the date of publication of this EIR because cultural 
resources which may require protection I study, or removal have not been 
identified. Based on an archival study /1/ I a program for preliminary 
testing has been developed by Allen Pastron I Archaeological Consultant, 
for the convention center block (See Section VII. M. p. 508). This 
testing program was developed for the Chief Administrative Officer as the 
convention center developer and is scheduled to be completed by June 
It is expected to determine whether cultural resources exist in CB-3 
which would be affected by construction. If such resources are found I a 
mitigation program would be enacted (see Section VII. M. , p. 508). 
"A determination of nature and extent of an archival and testing 
program for the remainder of the YBC area is expected to be made by the 
Redevelopment Agency when it receives a final program definition and 
directive from HUD based on consultations with the State Historic 
Preservation Officer and the Secretary Interior. 
"FOOTNOTE: /1/ Olmsted, R. R. and N. L. , and A. Pastron, November 
Yerba Buena Convention Center, Report on Historical Cultural 
Resources. On file at the Office Environmental Review, San Francisco 
Department of City " 
Comment No. 78: "As a result of the shortcomings in this DEIR, we 
suggest the following specific measures: 1. The archival study of the 
Convention Center Block be expanded to cover the entire YBC 
redevelopment area. 2. Subsurface testing be conducted within the 
Convention Center Block as recommended by the Olmsted, et al report. 
3. Subsurface testing conducted within the entire YBCredevelopment 
area in accordance with archival research and suspected values. 
4. Existing Section VI. M. 1 and VII. M. 1. be included with Section V. 
M. 5. The significance or potential significance of the YBC area be 
assessed within Section V. M. 6. This section be upgraded to adequately 
reflect the archeological values within this area and cite the Olmsted et al 
study as a specific reference to be considered as part of this DEIR--:- -
7. Section VI. M. 1 to be rewritten to describe the impact on the values 
discussed in Section V. M. 8. Section VII. M. to be rewritten to discuss 
meaningful mitigation and avoidance measures. 9. Section VIII be amended 
and address the unavoidable loss of the archeological record should the 
project proceed. " 
Response No. 78: 1. The on-going consultations with the State Historic 
Preservation Officer will lead to a determination regarding the expanded 
archival study. 2. Subsurface testing in the convention center block is 
scheduled to be completed by June 1978. 3. On-going consultation with 
the State Historic Preservation Officer will lead to a determination 
regarding subsurface testing elsewhere in YBC. 4. Section V. M. , VI. 
M. , and VII. M. are being revised. 5. The archaeological significance of 
YBC, to the extent known, is being described in the revised Section V. 
M. 6. The Olmsted study is cited in the revised Section V. M. 
7. Section VI. M. is being revised. 8. Section VII. M. is being revised. 
9. See Response No. 76. 
Comment No. 79: "a) Properties located at 250 Fourth Street and 653, 657 
and 665 Harrison Street are not eligible for the National Register. The 
St. Patrick's Church, Salvation Army Building, and the Aronson Historic 
District are properties eligible for inclusion in the National Register of 
Historic Places. b) The Jessie Hotel, located at 179-181 Jessie Street, is 
also a property eligible for the National Register as an architecturally 
notable structure that embodies distinctive characteristics of the type, 
period 1 and method of construction based on Italian Renaissance origins 
. . . demolition of the Jessie Hotel would present an adverse effect. As 
the San Francisco Redevelopment Agency has expressed a willingness to 
consider the retention of the Jessie Hotel, I recommend amending the 
Redevelopment Plan to study alternative proposals of converting the 
structure for subsidized housing. c) Individually, the Mercantile Building 
is eligible for the National Register as an architecturally significant 
structure. d) The proposed demolition of the buildings located at 693 
Mission and 87 Third Streets will adversely affect the Aronson Historic 
District. Decisions based on 14 year old estimations invalidate the 
rationale that rehabilitating the two buildings would be prohibitively 
expensive; the Rehabilitation Cost Estimate prepared by Leonard Mosias 
and Associates fails to consider the additional economic factors such as the 
Tax Reform Act of 1977. A new cost evaluation is requested. Amending 
the Urban Renewal Plan to retain the buildings in the Aronson Historic 
District in accordance with the Use Plan is consistent with the concept of 
conserving the urban environment. Conservation of the urban environment 
serves to promote the identity and continuity of urban core areas. e) 
Demolition of the Salvation Army Building would adversely affect a 
property eligible for the National Register." 
Response No. 79: a) These properties are discussed in the revised 
Section V. M. On-going consultations with the State Historic Preservation 
Officer are described in Section VI . M. and VII . M. b) The Jessie Hotel 
is slated for demolition. The Redevelopment Agency has not expressed an 
interest in retaining it. c) This building and its status are described in 
Section V. M. d) On-going consultations between HUD and the State 
Historic Preservation Officer I which are described in Section VI. M. (p. 
445) would lead to a final determination by the Secretary of the Interior. 
Retention of these buildings would constitute a variant to all of the 
alternatives and the Redevelopment Agency tentative proposal, resulting in 
different uses or mixtures of use and lesser floor areas than those 
indicated in each alternative. e) The interest of the Salvation Army in 
retaining this building is discussed in the revised Section V. M. 
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California Air Resources Board William C. Lockett Chief 
Comment No. : "A large amount and information is presented in 
the (Draft Environmental Impact) report. Perhaps because of this I the 
report appears confusing. Therefore, we recommend changes in the 
presentation including the DEIR Summary, page S-13, which needs to rank 
alternatives in relation to existing air quality and the state or national 
ambient air quality standards (NAAQS) which are of most concern. For 
example, the carbon monoxide (CO) 8-hour standard could be ranked: 
A > D > B > C > Existing air quality > NAAQS 
This relationship expresses the condition that the air quality standard 
would be exceeded regardless of the alternatives and indicates actions are 
needed to improve even the existing situation. " 
Response No. 80: It is true that a large amount of data and information is 
presented in the DEIR. The most-complete (and, as it happens I the 
worst-case) results all appear in Table 59, page 373; these represent the 
so-called "area concentrations" (from all YBC sources) of the BAAPCD 
guidelines. Earlier tables in the air-quality impact section show mobile-
and stationary-source components for this table. The so-called "sensitive 
receptor" calculations of Table 61 were added at the request of HUD. 
They represent the streetside CO concentrations resulting from mobile 
sources only; no further conclusions are drawn from them. Table S-1, 
page S-13, Summary Volume, is being revised per the ABAG suggestion, 
as follows (based on the information in Table 59 [revised per Response 
No. 123] I with a factor of 1. applied to the YBC concentrations to 
provide for addition of 27% background, and with no factor-of-1.27 
correction for Base Year San Francisco concentrations, which already 
include background, being projections of actual measurements). 
"Carbon monoxide (CO) 
(8-hour averaging) 
1980 A = B > Existing* > c > D > Standard 
1988 A = D > B > c > Existing > Standard 
Sulfur Oxides (SOx) 
(24-hour averaging) 
1980 Existing > A = B > Standard > c = D 
1988 A = D > B = Existing > c > Standard 
Nitrogen Oxides (NOx) 
(1-hour averaging) 
1980 Existing = Standard > A = B > c = D 
1988 Existing > Standard > A = D > B > c 
*"Existing" refers to base-year levels in the cited year. 
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Suspended Particulates (SP) 
(24-hour averaging) 
1980 Existing > Standard > A = B > C = D 
1988 Existing > A = D > Standard > B > C 
The NOx rankings take into account the NO/NOx ratio, per pp. 376-377." 
The same summary is being added to Table 59, with the explanation of the 
method for adding background appended to it, and a table of concen-
trations including background added also. 
Comment No. 81: "The air quality analysis in the environmental impact 
section of the DEIR is confusing. Several tables and portions of the 
analysis present differing insights into air pollution generated as a result 
of implementing the project. A table needs to be included at the 
beginning of the section which presents a quantitative estimate of total 
future air pollutant concentrations which are compared to air quality 
standards . 11 
Resflonse No. 81: See Response No. 80. The table of concentrations 
(inc uding background) added to Table 59 by that response is responsive 
to this comment also. 
Comment No. 82: "The DEIR also needs to present additional information 
regarding mitigation measures. The presentation needs to distinguish 
between all those measures which are feasible and those which are actually 
part of the YBC proposal. Further, the presentation needs a quantitative 
analysis of the effect of implementing the measures. Among those 
measures which are feasible could be the creation of an auto-free zone for 
the YBC area. This action would likely have the greatest effect on 
reducing CO concentrations and lessen the danger to very young and 
elderly area residents and those with respiratory problems who potentially 
suffer most from this pollutant." 
Response No. 82: Construction-emission mitigation measures (DEIR pages 
480-481) are part of the proposal. Indoor-outdoor mitigation measures 
(pages 481-482) are part of the proposal in the sense that HUD will 
require them (see Response No. 10). Transit improvement measures are 
feasible; no commitments have been made by the transit agencies, but they 
normally expand service to meet increasing demands. The planned addition 
of Muni Metro is a case in point. Encouraging the use of transit and the 
use of van and car pooling is a feasible measure, suggested in the EIR, 
but not part of the YBC proposal. Location of YBC driveways and 
truck-loading areas to improve traffic efficiency is part of the proposal 
(pages 475-477). Redevelopment of the central city is intrinsically an 
air-quality mitigation (pages 485-488). 
Stationary source mitigations (beyond those implied in energy conservation, 
which is built into the emission calculations) are not part of the YBC 
proposal (page 488). 
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With respect to the quantitative effectiveness of air-quality mitigation, the 
DEIR states (pages 380-381) that quantitative characterization of local air 
quality (specific locations and heights) in a fully developed (high -rise) 
urban environment is not feasible. Accordingly, the mitigating effects of 
building-system components (such as ventilating systems) cannot be 
quantified in terms of achievement of desired pollutant concentrations. 
Similarly, reductions of spot levels of carbon monoxide, for example, 
cannot be quantified for specific or composite traffic-improvement 
measures. In general, air quality (carbon monoxide) in YBC is dominated 
by non-YBC traffic. With respect to area-wide air-quality mitigation, the 
ABAG/EMTF Environmental Management Plan (EMP) now undergoing local 
review shows, for example, that the entire "Transportation -Control" and 
"Development and Land Use Management" package would reduce 
Hydrocarbon emissions (year 2, 000) by a total of 25 tons per day, which 
is only 3. 0% of the total reduction of 829 tons per day provided by the 
EMP 1s comprehensive strategy. 
It is unlikely that a decision would ever be made to create an auto-free 
zone for YBC only. The City is in the early stages of evaluating the 
possibility of an auto-restricted downtown zone. Provision would have to 
be made for access for transit, emergency services I mail delivery and 
service vehicles. It is not possible to make a quantitative estimate of the 
potential mitigating effect of an auto-restricted downtown zone in the 
absence of information about 1) the potential perimeter of the area; 2) the 
number and types of vehicles which would have to have access to the area 
to maintain downtown activities and preserve access for all groups of 
people I including the handicapped; and 3) the definition of mechanisms to 
separate authorized and unauthorized traffic I other than augmenting the 
police force by enough persons to provide continuous monitoring of every 
intersection on the perimeter of the auto-restricted area, which would be 
prohibitively expensive. 
The substance of all of the above discussion is being added to page 391 of 
the EIR. 
Chester Hartman I Letter to Dr. Selina Bendix, Environmental Review 
Officer I February 24, 1978 
Comment No. 83: "What is the basis on which the City Planning 
Commission regards this EIR as meeting legal requirements for such 
reports, given the fact that no approved project exists I and that the EIR 
acknowledges that the final project may be very different from any of the 
four alternatives presented? And what precedent is there, if any 1 for 
carrying out an EIR on this basis? If the legality of this EIR is 
challenged in court, what delays might be involved, and what impact would 
this have on costs and financial procedures?" 
Response No. 83: See Response No. 19. 
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Comment No. 84: "What is the basis on which the $750,000 figure has 
been computed?" (Chief Administrative Officer Roger Boas stated at the 
February 9 I 1978 hearing that the operating deficit for the convention 
center would be $750 I 000 annually for the first four years.) 
Response No. 84: The convention consulting firm of Event and Facility 
Consultants, in its January 1978 report to the City (see new Appendix D. 4 
for further reference to this report) states: 
"Projections were made on operating expense and revenue estimates based 
on figures from comparable convention centers in other major cities as well 
as estimated scheduling from the San Francisco Convention and Visitors 
Bureau. 
"Operational expenses include salary and wages, maintenance materials and 
supplies, operating materials and supplies, utilities contract services; 
insurance I administrative costs, contingencies and advertising and 
promotion. An 8% annual inflation has been assumed. 
"Revenue estimates are derived from projected rental income and food and 
beverage sales. Conservative estimates are that the Yerba Buena 
Convention Center will be used 120 days in its first year, 240 days in its 
second year, and 290 days in its third year - excluding entertainment, 
local and/or other non-convention oriented activities. 
"An increase of approximately 8% per year has been arbitrarily used for 
years three, four and five." 
See also Response No. 5. 
Comment No. 85: "What are the operating deficit estimates after the 
fourth year of operation?" 
Response No. 85: 
five-year period. 
of the number of 
type. 
The $750,000 figure was used as an average over the 
Estimates have not been made beyond five years because 
conjectural variants involved in any estimate of this 
Comment No. 86: "Are problems raised in using the hotel tax to pay 
operating deficits I in view of the wording of Proposition S?" 
Response No. 86: Proposition S does not prohibit the use of hotel tax 
revenues for payment of operating deficits, if any, of the convention 
center. A formal City Attorney's opinion would be sought prior to the 
consideration of this matter. 
Comment No. 87: "What problems for development financing arise when 
hotel tax revenues are used to cover variable operating losses as well as 
bond repayments?" 
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Response No. 87: Hotel tax revenues may be applied to variable operating 
losses only to the extent that such revenues first cover debt service on 
lease-revenue bonds. As will be indicated in a clarification on page 276 of 
the Final EIR I estimated revenues from the 4% of the hotel tax which would 
be allocated to the convention center would exceed the amount needed to 
pay the debt service on bonds by $2 1 800 I 000 per year by 1981-82. See 
also Response No. 11. 
Comment No. 88: "What are alternative financing projections I assuming the 
Board of Supervisors do not choose to raise the hotel tax to 8%? What are 
alternative financing. projections I assuming the Board of Supervisors raise 
the hotel tax to 8% but at a later date than July 1 1 1978? What is the 
breakdown of components of past hotel tax revenue increases I attributable 
to: a) increase in number of hotel rooms; b) changes in overall hotel 
room occupancy rates; c) increases in room charges? Given this 
breakdown and assumptions about future changes in each of these three 
factors, what rate of future hotel tax revenues changes can be predicted?" 
Response No. 88: An increase in the hotel tax is an implicit part of 
Proposition S and hence has been assumed in the analysis. The bond sale 
is dependent on the 2% increase in hotel tax. If the tax increase were 
delayed past the schedule date for bond sale I a cost increase due to 
inflation would likely result. Since the hotel tax was enacted I effective 
July 1 1 1961 1 hotel tax receipts have increased annually I as described in 
Response No. 18. 
Between 1969 and 1976 there was an increase of 8 1 427 hotel rooms I or an 
average annual increase of 8. 75% per year. During the same period there 
was an average 30% increase in hotel room expenditures. This rate of 
increase was probably due to the number of new high-quality rooms which 
were constructed, the high daily rates required to cover high construction 
costs I and the relatively high rate of generalized inflation experienced 
during this period. 
As stated on page 276 of the EIR I under the assumptions of the analysis I 
hotel tax revenues allocable to the convention center would rise to an 
annual rate of $8 1 300 I 000 if the total tax rate were raised to eight cents 
per dollar in July 1978 1 and to $10 1 000 1 000 a year by 1981-82. 
The annual tax rate and revenues received from the hotel tax are shown in 
the table in Response No. 18. See also Response No. 20. 
Comment No. 89: "What are the cost projections and financing alternatives 
for the convention center at possible "reinflation" rates higher than the 6% 
assumed in the EIR (say I 9% and 12%)?" 
Response No. 89: See Responses No. 18 and 20. 
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Comment No. 90: "What basis exists for concluding that \ million 
conventioneers and 6.5 million visitors to the theme park will not create 
additional needs for city police I fire I sanitation and other public 
services. ? " 
Resaonse No. 90: See Response No. 21 for a discussion of public service 
nee s and costs. 
Comment No. 91: "What services will not be available to the City's 
population as a result of using tax allocation funds to pay for YBC 
development? What tax rate increases will result from sequestering 
property tax revenues from YBC development to pay for YBC development? 
What is the amount of loss other taxing districts will suffer? What money 
will be lost to the general fund from development that would have occurred 
outside of YBC anyway?" 
Response No. 91: See Response No. 22. 
Comment No. 92: "What additional costs are incurred by the City in using 
the lease-revenue bond financing option I as opposed to general obligation 
bonds?" 
Response No. 92: See Response No. 22. 
Comment No. 93: "If the convention center is not a success I what will be 
the impact on the city's future bond issues? What additional costs will this 
create I and how will these be paid for?" 
Response No. 93: As stated in Response 22, general obligation bonds 
would not be used; the convention center would not affect the City's 
general obligation bonding status. 
Comment No. 94: "What is the legal basis for treating Proposition S of 
November 1976 as the authorization for issuance of YBC lease revenue 
bonds required under Proposition P of November 1976? If Proposition S 
does not qualify as legal authorization I what steps must be taken and what 
costs are involved in securing legal authorization? If this issue is 
subjected to court challenge 1 what delays are likely in the development 
process, and what impact would this have on costs and financial 
projections?" 
Response No. 94: See Response No. 17. 
Comment No. 95: "What services will not be available to the City's 
population as a result of allocating the present portion of the Hotel Tax, 
and all of the projected 2% increase, to pay for YBC development? What 
tax rate increases will result from sequestering this tax revenue for YBC 
as opposed to making it available to the general fund?" 
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Response No. 95: As the present hotel tax allocation is not expected to 
change as a result of the 2% increase from 6% to 8% approved by the voters 
under Proposition S, there will be no deletion of services to the City's 
population. There will be no effect on the property tax rate as a result 
of the action of the Board of Supervisors to increase the hotel tax from 6% 
to 8%. If the hotel tax were raised and not applied to a convention 
center, the additional funds generated could be applied to other city 
services or projects. 
Comment No. 96: "Given the trends in conventions noted at pp. 37-38 of 
the Appendix, what impacts are they likely to have on convention hall use, 
operating losses, hotel tax revenues, and the financing plan for the 
center? What is the estimated range of revenues/losses to the city 
treasury, and what is the estimated range of private sector income and 
employment benefits that can be expected from new convention business to 
SF (i.e. , that which would not come without building a new convention 
center), to offset the public expenditures and opportunity costs?" 
Response No. 96: The market demand for the convention center and 
revenues derived from it are discussed in the new Appendix D. 4 attached 
to the Final EIR. 
Comment No. 97: "What is the job creation potential, public cost, and tax 
revenues from "Alternative E": a YBC plan that combines the commercial 
recreational/entertainment park, mixed income housing, office and light 
industry?" 
Response No. 97: See Response No. 23. 
Comment No. 98: "Is the statement on p. 97 that in the 1965-76 period 
'over 2,000 hotel rooms have been constructed or remodeled' accurate?" 
Response No. 98: The number in the fourth paragraph on page 97 should 
be, and is being, changed to 8, 000. 
Comment No. 99: "Is the description of the convention center (p. S-5 and 
passim) as 'below ground' accurate, in view of the fact that, under 
current design, it will rise 12-17 feet above ground?" 
Response No. 99: It would be below ground in the same way that the 
Union Square Garage is below ground, i.e. , the surface is designed for 
use as a park with park-related buildings. As designed, a 42-foot hole 
must be dug to lay foundations for a building which would be 30 feet 
underground. The design includes 100,000 sq. ft. of exit stairs and 
ramps which would not be necessary if the building were above ground. 
See also Response No. 7. 
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Comment No. 100: "Regarding Commissioner Bierman's questions at the 
February 9 hearing on the effect of YBC on Muni's service (Table 52): 
Even assuming the 44% figure for current westbound Market St. 
demand/capacity ratio is correct, would it not be less misleading to 
indicate what proportion of riders face overcrowded conditions? What is 
really important to measure . . . is not buses/trolleys but people." 
Response No. 100: See Response No. 48. 
Comment No. 101: "While the EIR correctly distinguishes in tables 34 and 
36 between gross permanent (new) employment and net permanent 
employment additions for the YBC plan alternatives, no such distinction is 
made with respect to construction employment. Table 38 gives total 
person-years under each alternative. What is needed is a table 
(corresponding to Table 36), which gives net person-years of construction 
employment under each alternative - that is 1 factoring out construction 
employment that would occur elsewhere were YBC not built. Such a table 
would of course permit workers in need of jobs and union representatives 
to see what part of the employment potential attributed to YBC would 
occur without YBC." 
Response No. 101: Delineation of the gross/net permanent employment 
impact of YBC is reviewed in Response No. 6 and in revisions to page 252 
in the Final EIR contained in that Response. Best-case/worst-case 
estimates for net construction jobs can be obtained by the user of the EIR 
by proportion between the total construction jobs and total permanent jobs, 
using the data of Tables 38 and 34, respectively 1 and application of (new) 
Tables 36 and 37 (Response No. 6), to estimate net jobs. 
Comment No. 102: "On p. 265 assertions are made about Alternative D 
with regard to HUD's views. One of the reasons given for HUD's putative 
position is that the federal government already has invested at least $46.8 
million in the area. Under Alternative D I is there any reason to believe 
HUD would not be repaid from the proceeds of land sale?" 
Response No. 102: When the DEIR was in its initial stage of preparation, 
HUD was consulted concerning its view of the "no project" alternative, 
i.e. I Alternative D. The stated position of HUD was that the outstanding 
loan amount (currently $26.8 million) would have to be repaid from the sale 
of the land. 
Comment No. 103: "Should not Table 42 be revised to reflect the newer 
construction cost estimates shown on p. 275?" 
Response No. 103: Table 42 is being so revised. 
Comment No. 104: "Is the statement on p. 269 that maintenance costs of 
the convention center's open spaces and access ways should be recaptured 
through facility rentals accurate, in view of the earlier statement that the 
facility will lose money?" 
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Response No. 104: Maintenance of the landscaped areas adjacent to the 
lobby and the pedestrian access areas to the convention center would be 
to budget of the facility. 
Comment No. 105: 11 • • • Is it correct to list (p. 270) 'net operating 
income from public facilities I such as the convention center' . . . as one 
the unallocated YBC revenues?" 
Response No. 105: No. The convention center is projected to operate at 
a net deficit; therefore it would not provide surplus revenue to offset 
service costs. The fifth sentence in the last paragraph on p. 270 of the 
DEIR is being deleted. 
Comment No. 106: "Should not the potential YBC revenues listed in Table 
43 be divided into gross and net -- that is I indicating the sales tax, 
payroll taxes, utility invoice surcharges and parking surcharges that 
would accrue to the City regardless of YBC development and those which 
can be attributed to YBC? And should these not be placed in the context 
of YBC operating deficits, using precise numbers for these as well?" 
Response No. 106: In the revised Table 43 the worst case assumes that 
25% is attributable to YBC (net) and the best case assumes that 50% is 
attributable to YBC (net). A similar table in the new Appendix D .4 
applies to the convention center. 
Comment No. 107: "The data on taxable value added (Table 44) should be 
broken down by gross and net as well, to indicate which of these 
increases would have occurred without YBC and which are attributable to 
YBC. This gives a basis for determining the extent to which tax 
allocation financing in fact robs the city treasury of money that otherwise 
would accrue to it from the same development, had it occurred elsewhere 
in the city." 
Response No. 107: This has not been done because I as will be stated in a 
clarification on p. 278 of the EIR, the Redevelopment Agency does not 
propose to use tax allocation bonds for any of the YBC facilities. 
Comment No. 108: "What is the breakdown of the $12,000,000 'design and 
administration' figure given on p. 275?" 
Response No .108 : The breakdown is as follows: 
Architect & Engineering Services 
Construction Management, Testing & 
Inspection 
Utilities at Site and Relocation 
Insurance 
Bond Issuance 














Comment No. 109: "What is the 1. 30 factor used on p. 276 to demonstrate 
salability of bonds?" 
Response No. 109: The 1. 30 factor noted on p. 276 is the 30% coverage 
factor that is used to provide for unforeseen problems that would result in 
a drop in annual hotel tax revenues beyond that projected as a minimum to 
cover debt service. The estimates shown on p. 276 indicate that hotel tax 
allocation would be sufficient to pay the bonds ($7 ,200,000 a year) and 
leave $2,800,000 a year by 1981-82 for convention center operation and 
maintenance, if needed. 
Ban Area Air Pollution Control District, Milton Feldstein, Deputy Air 
Po ution Control Officer, February 23, 1978 
Comment No. 110: "We find that the air quality elements of the DEIR are 
comprehensive and thorough. Our review leads us to the following general 
conclusions: 
The four pollutants of main concern are CO, SO , total suspended 
particulate, and oxidant in that order. The draft EIR in our opinion 
adequately reveals the impacts for these pollutants. 
Excesses of the Federal and/or State ambient air quality standards 
can. be expected for CO, so2, particulates and hydrocarbons in the proJect area. 
CO excesses and to a lesser degree SO excesses are attributable to 
the project. The seriousness of these ~ir quality impacts will vary 
substantially according to the particular alternative selected, 
mitigation measures employed, and the substantially uncertain future 
energy and fuel usage situation. 
To the extent that the final Yerba Buena development alternative will 
be a combination of elements -- housing, office, commercial, 
convention center, etc., -- we believe that the DEIR should more 
clearly discuss the relative effects of various proportions of each 
component land use type upon pollution emissions from indirect 
sources, i.e. the potential increase of auto usage for trips to the 
CBD and usage of other transportation facilities. Especially the DEIR 
should present in a succinct form the air pollution implications of 
constructing additional office space in the area as opposed to 
constructing housing (in addition to elderly housing). Such 
construction could enhance the possibility of a resident work force for 
the CBD, in contrast to attracting an increasingly commuter work 






from Alternative to 
Alternative appear, for example, on pp. 365-367, , and 377 
text). The air-pollution implications "constructing additional 
space as opposed to constructing housing" are indicated partially in 
DEIR the tabulated differences quality between Alternatives 
A and D on the one hand, and Alternative C on the other (Table 59, p. 
) . implications are also shown partially the Environmental 
Management Plan discussion (pp. 483-488). No. 111 for 
other implications. 
Comment No. 111: "Although the DEIR does discuss the relationship 
Alternatives A through D in respect to various Maintenance 
Plan Objectives and Policies (pp. 485-489 , the analysis not clearly 
state that the most effective redevelopment approach in terms of reducing 
regionwide oxidant air pollution is that provides mainly 
development in the Yerba Buena area. 
"More housing development would increase the 
emissions. It magnifies the importance 
exposure to local 
mitigation 
measures." 
See Response No. Response No. 82 
limited effectiveness transportation/land-use 
strategy the ABAG/EMTF Environmental Management Plan). 
Alternative C is the least polluting alternative for several reasons. It is 
the lowest-density Alternative; with the highest ratio housing to 
commercial/industrial space it has a further in that it replaces oil 
with natural-gas burning. It is not immediately obvious that 
replacing other uses with housing (on an equal square-footage basis) 
would reduce "regionwide oxidant air pollution." This would occur only if 
new YBC residents were indeed closer to jobs than they would be 
if they lived other communities. Providing commercial/entertainment/ 
uses close to public may be more effective 
regional oxidant pollution same kinds uses 
communities with less-effective 
"We to point out that work is starting on modeling 
on a 1-km grid square using LIRAQ-1 model 
a prototype meteorological day application. This work is in connection 
the current Air Quality Maintenance effort involving BAAPCD, 
, MTC, and other agencies. Results are expected by June this 
Some comparisons should then be possible with the calculated CO 
Tables and 59. We any worthwhile comparisons 
the two modeling efforts be in the final EIR, provided 
AQMP are available in time. the LIRAQ results 
be helpful defining a in checking 
cited 391 of DEIR. 11 
Response No. 112: The FEIR is expected to be completed in March I 1978 I 
well before the June availability of the results of the new AQMP effort by 
BAAPCD, ABAG, MTC and other agencies. The new LIRAQ results will be 
taken into consideration by the City and the Redevelopment Agency in 
further environmental review of YBC components I as appropriate. 
Comment No. 113: "P. S-13: The option of circulating roof-top air should 
be re-examined as a potential mitigation measure for housing. It is not 
clear that CO will have a uniform vertical distribution under stable 
wintertime conditions. Usefulness of roof-top air intake will be dependent 
on the height of the. buildings. (See comment re. p. 128, Appendix.)" 
Response No. 113: Incorporation of the response to this comment in the 
Summary Volume would, in the judgment of the EIR preparers, add too 
much detail to what was intended as a brief summary of the DEIR. The 
full response to this comment will, therefore, be presented at Response 
No. 129, which deals with p. 128 of the Appendix Volume. 
Comment No. 114: "P. 161, "Pollutant Levels" paragraph: It is not 
accurate to describe 939 Ellis Street as the only San Francisco monitoring 
station. It is the closest monitoring station. Data is also available from 
the San Francisco East monitoring station at 900 23rd Street I sometimes 
known as the "Potrero" station." 
ResBonse No. 114: The Potrero Station was omitted from the DEIR 
tabu ation because it does not measure all the pollutants; specifically I it 
does not report oxidant concentrations in the BAAPCD Contaminant and 
Weather Summary. The text on p. 161 is being changed to show that 939 
Ellis Street is the closest, rather than the only, monitoring station in San 
Francisco. The sentence about the Potrero station is being added also. 
Comment No. 115: !I P. 161, "CO" paragraph: Inclusion of Potrero CO 
experience for 1976 would have added 3 more days over standard to those 
shown in Table 24 for San Francisco. We believe that use of the term 
'relatively clean' is misleading to describe the San Francisco CO 
experience; we suggest substituting 'is equivalent to other developed 
portions of the Central Bay Area.' " 
Response No. 115: The comment is well taken, particularly in light of the 
results of the calculations in the DEIR for the YBC area. The text on 
p. 161 is being revised to reflect the above Potrero station experience I 
and to state that San Francisco I rather than being relatively clean with 
respect to CO, is equivalent to other developed portions of the Central 
Bay Area, and clean compared to the South Bay (San Jose) area. 
Comment No. 116: "P. 165 I Table 25: This Table is taken from the 
BAAPCD's summary table of pollutant experience for 1976, and is 
misleading apart from its original context. Accordingly, the title should 
be changed from 'Applicable District Standards' to 'Applicable Federal or 





2) an excess 
averaged over 
monitoring 
required for the 
being revised 





"Appendix Volume P. 101 I Figure G-1: on the two trend lines are 
reversed! The legend should be corrected. As Figure stands I San 
Francisco shown as having a much worse oxidant problem 
than the rest of the I the should indicate that the 
District-wide trend line not based on all reporting stations I only the 
seven selected long-term stations. 11 -
labeling error been corrected. The legend is 
the limited data source. 
Comment No. 119: "P. 167, 'Oxidant' paragraph: The two sentences refer 
to San Francisco being the 'cleanest' location for oxidant in the Bay Area. 
Note that this conclusion is derived from Table 26 and that Table 26 is a 
limited tabulation of experience, i.e. I it shows only 8 of the 30 locations 
for which monitoring experience was summarized by the BAAPCD. We 
suggest Table 26 be replaced by the complete table of experience for 1976 
(available at the back of the December 1976 Contaminant and Weather 
Summary and attached hereto). 
"It will then be seen that there are two locations with 'cleaner' oxidant 
experience than San Francisco. " 
Response No. 119: Table 26 gives the number of times standards were 
exceeded at selected locations for oxidant and other pollutants in 1976. 
The oxidant standard was exceeded on two occasions in San Francisco. 
The data in BAAPCD's suggested replacement table show that other cities 
ranged from 1 occasion each for Kentfield and Santa Rosa to 32 for San 
Jose I 31 for Alum Rock (San Jose area) I and 30 for Gilroy. In view of 
the Air Resources Board statement (Comment No. 80) that the amount of 
data presented in the DEIR may be confusing, the additional data from 
BAAPCD are not being added. The fact that two Bay Area locations were 
"cleaner" with respect to oxidant than San Francisco will, however, be 
added on p. 167. 
Comment No. 120: "P. 168, 'Air Quality Management' paragraph: The Bay 
Area was originally designated as an AQMA for oxidant, TSP, and SO . 
The designation for so2 will likely be dropped. A designation for CO ~ill likely be added. The designation for TSP will likely be confined to 
Alameda County only." 
Response No. 120: The above information is being added to p. 168. 
Comment No. 121: "P. 170, Footnote 8: J. Sandberg (not Sanberg) is 
the Chief of the Meteorology and Data Analysis Section in the Technical 
Services Division, not a 'Standards Technician' as shown." 
Response No. 121: These errors are being corrected. 
Comment No. 122: "P. 358, last paragraph: The 24-hour TSP values 
mentioned in this paragraph ~re about 30 times higher than the primary 
federal standard of 260 ug/m . Mitigation measures discussed on p. 481 
indicate that YBC job descriptions 'might have' dust control measures as 
part of the specifications. We urge that the language on p. 481 be 
changed from 'might have' to 'will have'. Otherwise we note the real 
possibility of a substantial number of citizen complaints to the BAAPCD, 
causing the BAAPCD to take enforcement action against the construction 
activities on a nuisance basis. " 
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By of the convention center coordinator, 
Redevelopment Agency Thomas Conrad (personal 
3, 1978), language change is being 
to dust-control measures", rather than to 
as agency has committed itself to 
Public Works mitigation measures to which 
text refers. 
11 P. 372, middle paragraph: Referring to Table 59 
is made that 'Current and projected (base year) 
the BAAPCD monitoring station) also 
paragraph at the top of page 375 
and projected' concentrations were 
a 'roll-forward' calculation, but we are not 
like clarification and verification. In particular 
to see the complete detail of how such calculations for 1977, 
and 1988 were made for at the District monitoring station at 939 
Street. We are the detail for so2 because Table 59 lists for SO of 0.47 ppm in the year 1980 for 
at ~39 Ellis. We would like this value 
any case we want to understand how it was 
anomalously high the 1-hour SO row of Table 
59. An way to compute a 1-hour maximum in 19Bb is to convert 
the 24-hour SO maximum to a 1-hour maximum via a Larsen model 
calculation. We ~uggest it useful to do both types of calculation, 
'roll-forward' Larsen. note that the highest 1-hour S07" value that 
has to Street is . 04 ppm, in a -limited set 
1976 and 1977. 11 
year concentrations for 
monitoring station were 
for those pollutants 
monthly BAAPCD 
The roll-forward technique was 
8-hour; SO? 24-hour; N02 1-hour; and and 1-year. 
no measurements were available from the cited source I namely SO?. 
and , the Larsen technique, as shown in tne 
1975 B . A.A. P. C. D. for Air Quality Impact Analysis Area 
Computation Sheet , was used the DEIR to convert to these times from 
other times. ----------------
to correct some errors in calculation and 
base-year values (no changes -- N/C -- for 
are as follows: 
Pollutant Base Year 
1977 1980 1988 
Carbon Monoxide 
Max 1-hour cone N/C 22.1 ppm 20.5 ppm 
Max 8-hour cone N/C 11.1 10.3 
Sulfur Dioxide 
Max 1-hour cone N/C 0.21 0.20 
Max 24-hour cone N/C 0.082 0.080 
Avg 1-year cone N/C 0.016 0.015 
Nitrogen Dioxide 
Max 1-hour cone N/C 0.26 0.28 
Avg 1-year cone N/C 0.034 0.037 
The "roll-forward" technique was composed of the following elements: 
1) Projected emissions from all sources (tons/day) for 1977, 1980, 1988, 
District totals, as supplied by Nat Flynn, BAAPCD, were used as the 
starting point. 
2) To obtain San Francisco tons/day, we assumed a constant S. F. -to-
District ratio for any one pollutant (tons/day) for future years (since 
San Francisco tons/day projections were not available). 
3) Within the District's mobile source emissions projections (tons/day), 
adjustments for EPA Supplement No. 8 and NO emission changes 
(1980 and 1988) were made. x 
4) Future base-year concentrations were computed as: 
(1976 S.F. concentrations) X (Future year S.F. tons/day) 
(1976 S. F. tons/day). 
We will supply the District a copy of detailed "roll-forward" calculations if 
desired. 
The District is correct in its statement that the 0.47 figure for 1-hour so2 in 1980 is anomalously high. The corrected figure of 0. 21 would still be 
anomalously high on the basis of the District's dependence on the 0.04 ppm 
figure it quotes. The district comment makes the statement that ". . . 
the highest 1-hour SO value that has been observed to date at 939 Ellis 
Street is . 04 ppm, in ~ limited set of observations for the winters of 1976 
and 1977." However, we note from the December 1976 Contaminant and 
Weather Summary (issued by the District) that on December 1, 1976, a 
24-hour SO concentration of 53 ppb (0.053 ppm) was recorded. Thus 
even the 2;f-hour figure was higher than what the comment says was the 
highest 1-hour concentration. This would imply a much higher 1-hour 
concentration than the 0. 04 ppm figure. Specifically, with the Larsen 
technique (Area Computation Sheet #3, B.A. A. P. C. D. Guidelines for Air 
Quality Impact Analysis) the maximum 1-hour so2 concentration would be 0.12 ppm as derived from the monitored 24-hour concentration of 0.053 
ppm. 
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11 P. 376, third paragraph from top: The statement, 
are not being measured in San Francisco now' is 
hydrocarbon concentrations have been measured at 939 
Ellis Street for more than eight years. Methane concentrations have been 
measured at 939 Ellis Street for more than three years; non-methane 
hydrocarbon concentrations may be determined by differencing." 
Response No. 124: The statement is being revised to show that HC and 
methane concentrations are not reported in the cited source, namely the 
Contaminant and Weather Summary. 
Comment No. 125: a. 11 P. 384, last para~raph, last sentence: We would 
like to see a more detailed discussion ofow the 'less than 10%' figure was 
arrived at. We interpret 'less than 10%' to refer to the amount of 
emissions remaining in a 5-km grid square at 60 kms downwind. We 
interpret the figure of 'less than 5%' (previous sentence) to represent the 
fraction of the area of a 5-km grid square that is occupied by the YBC 
project. Has a photochemical calculation been made using the rate 
constants cited in footnote 11 
b. "P. 386, last ~aragraph, last sentence: (See comments elsewhere about 
the possibilities o fresh roof-top air to lower indoor CO concentrations.)" 
c. "P. 479: We note with approval the Redevelopment Agency's commitment 
to wind tunnel studies.!! 
d. "P. 481: ( 
[Repeat of b.] 
comments elsewhere about roof-top intake of fresh air.)" 
Response No. 125: a. Both interpretations are correct. The 
DEIR text is being to show that the "less than 5%" statement 
applies to a 5-km source square containing the YBC area. The 
photochemical calculation in the main SAI computer analysis (based on the 
DEIR emission inventory) used SAl's own lfchemistry", not that of the 
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory report cited in footnote 17. The DEIR 
argument to which the District comment refers (the DEIR's "third 
technique") required no further calculation; assumed implicitly all the 
parameters of the LIRAQ model. 
b. See Response No. As noted there, 
in takes will be dealt with Response No. 129 . 
the EIR are being made on pp. 386 and 481 . 
c. No response. 
response about roof-top 
Appropriate changes to 
Comment No. 126: "P. 482 and top of P. 485: This discussion of AQMP 
may need updating in terms of the December 1977 published plan, i.e. , 
any relevant changes between the September and December documents." 
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Response No. 126: It is not possible to continue to update any single EIR 
every time a potentially relevant document is published. If this were 
done, no EIR would ever be completed. The substance of these mitigation 
measures did not change between the September and December EMP 
documents. 
Comment No. 127: 11 P. 488: The reference to the BAAPCD Memo of May 
10 I 1976 is no longer pertinent. New Source Review procedures were 
changed by ARB action in December 1977. Reference should be made to 
Air Resources Board Resolution 77-53, December 20, 1977." 
Response No. 127: The DEIR was in press at the time the ARB Resolution 
became available. The EIR text (p. 488) is being revised to incorporate 
the new citation. 
Comment No. 128: "A endix Volume, P. 106, Section headed 'Back round 
for Bay Area Air Pollutant Isopleth Maps' (HUD maps : In t e ast 
paragraph, first sentence, the use of a 2- kffi by 2-km grid square 1973 
inventory is mentioned. However, a 1-km by 1-km emission inventory will 
soon be available from the AQMP process for the years 1975, 1985 and 
2000. These inventories will be much better than the 1973 emission 
inventory used by HUD in the following respects: 
1) 1-km square grid elements are four times smaller than 2-km square 
elements; 
2) Updated mobile source emission factors have been used; 
3) Much more detailed handling of population-distributed emissions has 
been accomplished. 
We suggest no use to be made of the 1973 HUD maps for decision purposes 
without first making spot check comparisons in selected grid squares with 
1975 results." 
Response No. 128: See Response No. 112. 
Comment No. 129: "Appendix Volume, P. 128, Paragraph on 'Vertical 
Variations in Pollutant Concentrations': This paragraph is speculative and 
should either be deleted or a more balanced discussion provided of the 
possible mitigating effects of circulating roof-top air. In the stable, 
nighttime, wintertime situations conducive to high CO buildups, the 
vertical gradient of a pollutant like CO will be controlled by the intensity 
of the stable layer, as well as its depth and the amount of vertical stirring 
induced by the urban roughness elements and the urban heat island. The 
paragraph seems to imply that shallow stable layers are sufficiently 
well-stirred to produce uniform or nearly uniform vertical profiles of CO, 
without mentioning that stability effectively dampens vertical mixing. In 
particular, intense stability in shallow nighttime I wintertime, surface-based 
inversions greatly dampens vertical motions. 
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We agree that roof-top air is 'not likely' to contain higher concentrations 
of CO than street level air. In fact we consider it most unlikely. We 
suggest that the merits of drawing fresh air from roof-top ventilation 
systems are greater than this paragraph indicates. The potential benefits 
depend on the height of the roof-top air intake. Thus I such benefits may 
not exist for an underground convention center with no access to 
relatively elevated roof-top air." 
Response No. 129: The District's comment is well taken. However I the 
expected violations of CO standards would be for 8-hour averaging I not 
for 1-hour averaging. For the longer period, the stability argument would 
be weaker. Nevertheless, the next-to-last sentence in the cited paragraph 
is being deleted, and the last sentence of the paragraph is being changed 
to: "It is most unlikely that under any atmospheric conditions rooftop air 
would contain higher concentrations of CO than street-level air. The 
advantage of rooftop air intakes increases with the height of the building." 
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See Recreation/Entertainment Park 
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[There are no pages 90-203 in this addendum volume (see Introduction). 
Text continues on page 203a]. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT 
YERBA BUENA CENTER 
ADDENDUM 
COMMENTS AND RESPONSES (MARCH 7, 1978) 
CORRECTIONS 
MARCH 23 I 1978 

These changes are in response to comments made by staff and commis-
sioners at the hearing on March 15, 1978 and subsequently, and to 
internal (EIR team) review. Page numbers refer to pages in the 7 March 
Comments and Responses portion of the Addendum. Text changes and 
additions are shown by underlining. The cited numerical errors have no 
effect on the text discussions or on other tables. 
Page 3, Response No. 1, third paragraph; second sentence should read: 
"For example, the San Francisco Parking Authority can recommend rates 
for a facility the City might operate within YBC; such a recommendation 
is subject to the approval of the Board of Supervisors." 
Page 3, Response No. 1, first paragraph; second sentence should read: 
"Some measures are an application of existing City policy, such as a City 
ordinance requirement for an allocation " -
Page 31, Table 10 (same changes in same Table on page 119): 
Column headed "S.F. ANNUAL TAXABLE PAYROLL1" --entry in "TOTAL 
PERMANENT JOBS" row: "$17,738,100" instead of "18,026,100". 
Column headed "ESTIMATED TOTAL ANNUAL S.F. RESIDENT PAYROLL 
INCOME" --entry in first "Delegate-induced jobs" row: "$5,502,000" 
instead of "5, 520, 000". 
Same column, --entry in "TOTAL PERMANENT JOBS" row: "$14,268,000" 
instead of "14,286,000". 
Page 49 I Response No. 48, Question re costs and usefulness of peak-of-
the-peak demand/capacity data for MUNI operations: 
Preliminary additional information from MUNI sources confirms that a study 
limited to YBC-area P.M. peak-of-the-peak MUNI operations would cost of 
the order of $100,000 (G. Cauthen, 3/22/78). It would not be useful (at 
least not at that price), as the limited geographical area involved would 
not provide a basis for planning, which has to be done on a systemwide 
basis (size of the fleet, scope of the maintenance operation and facilities I 
size and location of storage facilities) (G. Cauthen I 3/22/78; L. Freeman I 
3/23/78). 
The following changes have been made in Appendix D. 4. Pages 90-127 
have not been reproduced in this Addendum volume. 
Page 90 I first paragraph I last line: 
11 $338" instead of "$388 11 • 
Last paragraph I line 3: "66%" instead of "68%". 
203a 
Page 94 I Table at end of page: 
Label for bottom line should be "All conventions". Final entry under 
"Average Delegate Number" is correct. It is a (rounded-off) weighted 
average for all conventions I not a sum. 
Page 103 I Table at end of page: 
Total under "Year 4" should be "$1 1 631 1 317" instead of "$1,631 1 327". 
(Make same correction in table on page 106. ) As the Year 2 I 3 and 4 
figures are projections forward from the Year 1 figures I which themselves 
are expressed in terms of the nearest $1 1 000 I all figures in this table 
should be read as being rounded off to the nearest $1 1 000. 
Page 105 I Table 5: 
Column headed "ANNUAL OPERATING REVENUES2" 1 Total in "YBC
4 
(EST.)" row should be "$1 1 295 1 000" instead of "$1 1 045 I 000." The correct 
figure is the total that appears in the column for "Year 1" in the table on 
page 103. 
Page 106 1 Table (see page 103 corrections also): 
Under "Year 4" I "Operating Revenues" should be "1 1 631 1 317" instead of 
"$1 1 631, 327". "Operating Profit (Loss)" should be "$784 1 559" instead of 
"$784 1 549". The comment about rounding to the nearest $1,000 applies 
here also. 
Page 111 1 "NEW DELEGATE EFFECTS ON OFF-SITE TOURISM INDUSTRIES" 1 
first paragraph I line 1: 
should be ". . . 53 associations . . . " instead of ". . . 52 
associations . . . " 
Page 117 I Table 8 (correction given at hearing on March 15 1 1978): 
Column headed "NET DELEGATE SPENDING" I entry in "Restaurants" 
row should be "13. 86" instead of "3. 86". 
Page 119 I Table 10: 
Same changes as on Page 31 1 above. 
Page 123 1 Table: 
Total under "BEST CASE" would be "$3 1 132 1 500" instead of "$3 1 132 1 000" 1 
with literal adding. With proper rounding off (note that most entries are 
rounded off to the nearest $1 1 000), the figure stands at "$3 1 132 1 000". No 
change needed. 
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A. LIST OF COMMENTERS 
Name Comment Nos. Page 
Chester Hartman, 130-146 205 
Citizens Committee on 
Yerba Buena Center 
Mike Davis, 147 217 
Citizens Committee on 
Yerba Buena Center 
Victor Honig, 148-153 217 
Citizens Committee on 
Yerba Buena Center 
Ted Frazier, None 
San Francisco Coalition 
Nancy McKay None 





B. WRITTEN COMMENTS SUBMITTED AT PUBLIC HEARING, 
APRIL 11 I 1978 
Chester Hartman 
Comment No. 130: " . . What are the costs, in public moneys, of 
building the (convention) center. The DEIR . . . does not offer, in one 
place and in easily comprehended form, the 'bottom line' bill to the public 
treasury. . . . The total cost, according to official documents, appears to 
be around $300 million. . . . 
Development costs (bond repayments and hotel tax 
revenues prior to use of bond moneys --
pp. 275-276 DEIR) 
Operating losses from YBC and Brooks Hall/ 
Civic Auditorium (p. 12, 3/7/78 DEIR Addendum) 
Development costs of other public areas (p. 268 
DEIR -- estimates for Alts. A & B have been 
tripled to derive total bond payback costs, using 
same ratio given for convention center development 
$234 . 5 million 
$32-48 million 
costs) $24-32 million 
$290.5-314.5 million 
"Beyond these firm figures, there are the unknown or open ended costs: 
The 'additional rental' called for in the proposed YBC lease 
agreement; this is an unstipulated amount, over and above the 
$10. 2 million annual 'base rental', for such items as insurance, 
taxes, and the Redevelopment Agency's administrative costs. 
Advertising and promotion expenses for the new convention 
center. . . . While this may be an item in the Convention & 
Visitors Bureau budget, virtually all of their funds come from 
the City, and the expected increase in their advertising and 
205 
promotion budget costs will surely lead to a request for 
additional City subsidies. 
Future capital costs for 'modernization'. As with all such 
facilities I 10-15 years down the line they suddenly are declared 
'obsolete'. Based on past experience with other facilities I some 
order of magnitude figure for this cost should be included in the 
EIR I or at a minimum, a statement that such future costs are 
inevitable. 
"No figure is included for increased City services 1 as the DEIR maintains 
the City will incur no increased costs for police I fire I street cleaning, 
Muni and other population-oriented services; nor is any figure given for 
the cost of a future parking facility, should the city suddenly decide one 
is vitally needed." 
Response No. 130: The total cost of land acquisition, site and building 
design, project administration, and construction of the center would be 
$100 million per current estimates and the financing costs would be $124.5 
million over the 30-year life of the bond issue. Other YBC area 
improvements, such as the pedestrian concourse in CB-1 and CB-2, and 
the BART access improvements, are not tied to development of the 
convention center alone, and would be installed with or without the center, 
although perhaps in a different manner. Therefore, these costs should 
not be included in the total cost of the convention center. 
If deficits are included, the estimates and the financing costs (interest and 
underwriting expenses) should be shown on a present worth basis in 
current dollars for comparison with other current community projects. The 
financing costs on a present worth basis would total about $50 million and 
·. the potential deficits would range from $32 to $48 million. 
The estimated cost for the additional annual rental noted in the draft lease 
is $250,000 with the major item being the estimated insurance cost of 
approximately $200,000 per year. 
The current budget for the San Francisco Convention and Visitors Bureau 
(CVB) is $1,549,000 which comes from private and public (hotel tax) 
sources. The largest portion of this budget--$666,000--is now earmarked 
for the Convention Division. 
In the past, the Convention and Visitors Bureau has had the responsibility 
for all convention and exhibit space bookings which are made over one 
year in advance for Brooks Hall and Civic Auditorium as well as for the 
previously proposed YBC Convention Center. No costs have been 
projected for a Yerba Buena Convention Center (YBCC) marketing 
program. Current plans are that the Convention and Visitors Bureau 
would continue to have the major responsibility for all convention and 
exhibit space bookings, including YBCC when it would be built. The CVB 
budget would need to be increased by approximately $100,000 per year for 
the YBCC marketing program; funds would come from private and/or hotel 
tax funds. 
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Most modernization programs in convention exhibit halls are due to a need 
for more space. Some U.S. facilities built over 20 years ago have had 
additional problems from ceiling height restrictions I column spacing I and 
insufficient number and size of meeting rooms. The YBCC designers are 
attempting to provide as much flexibility in meeting room arrangements as 
possible to preclude a future space problem. 
Concerning public service costs I a letter was submitted by Robert E. 
Rose I Chief of the Division of Planning & Research 1 dated March 21 1 1978 I 
to reaffirm the position of the Fire Department. A copy of the letter is 
attached. Concerning street cleaning 1 Myron Tatarian I Director of Public 
Works I stated on Mar_ch 16 1 1978 that the YBC area currently receives 
regular mechanical cleaning and that he does not foresee any increase in 
the cost of cleaning streets in YBC. During construction it would be the 
responsibility of developers and contractors on each parcel to keep the 
streets at an acceptable level of cleanliness by removing debris and 
keeping the streets free of soil removed from construction sites. 
Response No. 21 1 page 18 I discusses other service costs. 
Comment No. 131: "We are dismayed at the unreliable, shoddy 
methodology used in the DEIR to predict the amount of new convention 
business that will come to SF as a result of constructing the new facility. 
. . . Appendix D .4 of the DEIR uses two methods to arrive at a 'worst 
case' scenario. The first . . . method was to ask the SF Convention & 
Visitors Bureau which conventions will come to SF only if the new center 
is built; that figure then was arbitrarily reduced by 30% 1 presumably to 
add a note of fairness and conservatism to the procedure. . . . This 
methodology has two crucial, and related defects. 
"The first is that the Convention & Visitors Bureau can hardly be 
regarded as an impartial, reliable information source; the Bureau, has 
been the leading advocate of the new convention center. The second 
defect is that those the CVB asked cannot be relied on to furnish accurate 
responses: they are under no obligation to use or pay for the center, so 
why not say yes to such a question? . . . The EIR has no business 
relying on the Convention & Visitors Bureau for so crucial a piece of 
information. 
"The second methodology used in the DEIR, as a 'check' on the first, is 
. . . (a) statistical projection technique I which in effect assumes the very 
thing one is trying to ascertain. Specifically, past growth rates in 
conventions were assumed to continue into the future. . . . The past 
distributions of conventions by size were applied to future projected 
totals. . . . The result: 'proof' that new big conventions will come to SF. 
"We do not regard the statement of benefits in the DEIR as accurate or 
adequate. . . . We do not at this time have the full and objective 
information on future use of the new convention center needed to make a 
sound public decision." 
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M;rJREW C CASPER 
c,....·~j;. OF O~P:u:n~n:NT 
E'-"~ET 0 CONDON 
o;:: P;,;rv (;-<IE> 0< DEPARTMENT 
Selina Bendix 
SAN FRANCISCO FIR~ DEPARTMENT 
March 21, 1978 
Environmental Review Officer 
Department of City Planning 
100 Larkin Street 
San Francisco, CA 94102 
Re: Verba Center Environmental Impact Report and Statement 
Dear Dr. Bendix: 
2'50GOLOENGA7c I 
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 
After our recent telephone conversations about the impact of the 
Verba Buena Center Project on the Fire Department I felt it necessary 
to re-affirm the Fire Department 1 s statement in the Environmental Impact 
Report and Statement. 
Section VI E. of the report states: "The fire protection require-
ments of each of the alternatives can be met by the San Francisco Fire 
Department without any increase in firemen, inspectors, or equipment, 
because the level of service now offered is consistent with full urban 
development. No new stations would have to be built and none would require 
expansion. 11 
The stations that would serve Verba Buena Center have a natural 
strategic placement in their present locations. Four stations virtually 
surround the area and are located at 416 Jessie Street, 676 Howard Street, 
36 Bluxome Street, and 356 7th Street. 
The Chief of Department is familiar with the statement in the Envi-
ronmenta 1 Impact Report and Statement ar,d is in agreement vii th it. 
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Robert E. Rose, Chief 
/ 
ITivision of Planning & Research 
Response No. 131: San Francisco Convention & Visitors Bureau projections 
were not reduced by any factor. The difference between best-case and 
worst-case assumptions lies rotational cycle used. The best case 
uses a five-year rotation and the worst case a 6. 7 year average; 
i. e. , a convention would come to San Francisco every five years to 6. 7 
years in its normal traveling between convention cities. 
The EIR consultants have no reason to believe that San Francisco 
Convention & Visitors Bureau surveys and statistics are less reliable than 
those available on an aggregated, nationally averaged basis. Problems 
with the reliability of visitor industry surveys are compounded when 
moving from locally generated information to general data from national or 
regional sources. Predicting the future characteristics of the convention 
trade over time is difficult but the EIR estimates of impacts from operation 
of a new center in San Francisco require only that the reader accept the 
1981 estimates as reasonably valid, as these are based on recent and 
prevailing delegate counts and activity levels. To accept less would imply 
that the reader believes that San Francisco, for whatever reasons, would 
suddenly become less attractive to the convention visitor than competing 
locations or that the national convention market would incur substantial 
reductions before 1981. What occurs after 1981 is of concern but it does 
not affect the assumptions used to generate the economic and fiscal impacts 
discussed in the EIR because these assumptions do not involve projections 
beyond 1981. 
The EIR best-case and worst-case assumptions for delegate attendance I 
large convention bookings, delegate spending I etc. are based upon a 
short-range projection (1981), in which the accuracy of extrapolation and 
prediction is greater than for longer periods of time. 
If San Francisco had the facilities to accommodate larger conventions now I 
it is probable that the total number of conventions in 1977 would have 
exceeded the experienced 905. Applying the national large (3 I 000 or more 
delegates requiring more than 100,000 sq. ft.) convention of 1. 5% 
to total 1977 bookings would have produced 13 to 14 that 
size. Increasing the 905 total to account for national conventions not now 
finding San Francisco facilities adequate would increase 
convention attendance. The 1981 EIR estimate of the 
of the national pool of large conventions from which San Francisco would 
draw its YBC patronage is 15; this number appears to be conservative 
when related to the total activity in recent years. 
The best-case/worst-case levels of new convention activity of 7 to 10 
annually (see Appendix D-4, Table 7, page 115) include, in addition to a 
draw from San Francisco's share of the pool of large conventions I the 
following: 1) medium to large conventions that presently do not come to 
San Francisco even though their space needs could be met in Brooks Hall; 
2) conventions that have come to San Francisco in the past but have 
indicated that they will not return until a new facility is available; and 3) 
groups that find it difficult to hold conventions in San Francisco due to 
the congested booking situation in Brooks Hall. Therefore I the 
best-case/worst-case levels of 7 to 10 require less than half of the national 
large convention pool to generate the EIR levels of net new delegate 





Comment No. 132: "We regard as far too high the rental rate of $10,000 a 
day for the new convention center use by Event and Facilities Consultants 
in their 1-13-78 report, and in turn a major element in computing the 
operating deficit for the facility. . . . (We) ask that the YBC operating 
loss estimates be recalculated using a more realistic figure. " 
Response No. 132: The following quote is taken from page 5, Paragraph 
d, of the January 13, 1978 report of Event and Facility Consultants: "The 
$10,000 assumed figure appears reasonable and well in accord with existing 
rates elsewhere in the United States". 
A comparison of current Brooks Hall-Civic Auditorium rates, rates of the 
previously proposed convention center, and the proposed 1978 YBCC rental 
rates used in the analysis by Event and Facilities Consultants follows. 
COMPARISON OF RENTAL RATES, BROOKS HALL / CIVIC AUDITORIUM, 
THE 1974 YBCC, AND THE PROPOSED YBCC 
Daily Rate 
in 1977 Net Leasable Charge for Move In 
Sample1d~ 
Large Show 
Dollars Square Feet and Move Out Revenue Revenue*1ri~ 
1977, Brooks 
Hall/Civic 
Auditorium $ 3,300 77 '200 ~ rate for move-in $23,100 $0.075 
and -out 
1974 YBCC 6' 9001• 165,000 ~ rate for move-in 48,600 0.074 
and -out 
Currently pro-
posed YBCC 10,000 195,000 None. Was assumed 40,000 0.051 
for estimating pur-
poses to be included 
within $10,000 figure. 
*The daily rate of the 1974 YBCC, based on 1974 level dollars, was $6,000; 
the $6,900 figure is based on a 5% inflation rate for 1975, 1976 and 1977. 
**Assumed 3 days In - 4 Show Days - 3 days Out 
***Comparative Revenue per Net Sq. Ft. per Show Day (4 days in example) 
Comment No. 133: "We regard the $75/day average convention delegate 
expenditure as possibly too high. Can it be substantiated and 
documented? (By comparison, we note that the 3-10-78 Addendum to 
Oakland's UDAG Application for its new convention center estimates 
average daily expenditures at $60/day.) 
Response No. 133: Estimates of delegate spending are taken from the most 
recent convention delegates expenditure survey made by the International 
Association of Convention & Visitors Bureaus for the year 1973. The daily 
level in Oakland I should delegates gather there I would tend to be less 
than in San Francisco due to the differential costs of lodging I 
entertainment and transportation in the two cities. See also Response 
No. 148. 
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Comment No. 134: "The proposed 158,000 square foot Oakland Convention 
Center is not mentioned anywhere in the DEIR .... (It is interesting to 
review the similar roseate projections made by Oakland's officials and 
consultants . . . in presenting their case for a new convention facility.)" 
Response No. 134: Convention activity in an Oakland facility 1 should it be 
developed, would probably have a different character, due to the 
differences between San Francisco and Oakland in tourist attractions I 
availability of hotel rooms, and similar factors governing the overall appeal 
of a city in the national convention market. 
Comment No. 135: "The crucial issue of whether hotel tax projections are 
accurate, raised in my previous set of comments, has by no means been 
adequately answered. Merely projecting past growth rates into the future 
may be seriously misleading. It is important to break down the 
components of increase according to their source: increased number of 
hotel rooms, changed occupancy rates, increased room rates. Once the 
various components of the past increase have been factored out, future 
projections can be made much more reliably. . . . No adjustment in hotel 
occupancy rates has been made to account for a lower demand factor due 
to the assumed increase in the hotel tax, from 6% to 8% .... No mention 
is made of exogenous factors which can affect hotel occupancy rates: for 
example I the energy crisis, urban violence I or boycotts. " 
Response No. 135: Accurate data on hotel occupancy rates and the 
average costs per room per annum are not available from industry sources I 
nor are records of the net annual change in transient hotel rooms available 
from any known source I public or private. Actual hotel tax receipts as 
stated in Response No. 181 pages 14 and 15, have increased since 1961 at 
an average rate of 16% a year compounded. Two increases in the hotel tax 
occurred during this period which raised the tax from 3% to 6%. 
Projections were made through 1981-82 only on the basis of a 6% growth 
rate 1 and I for financing purposes it was assumed that there would be no 
growth in the hotel tax revenue after 1981-82. As noted in Response 11 I 
page 12 1 any funds in excess of the debt service could be used for 
operation and maintenance costs. Low-frequency events cannot be 
predicted with any mathematical certainty. 
Comment No. 136: "What is the basis on which the YBC staff . . . 
increased the projected rate of hotel tax receipts to 10% annually, 
contradicting the assumptions and projections made by Blyth Eastman Dillon 
& Co. of a 7. 7% annual growth rate (in its 12-10-76 letter to Thomas 
Mellon)?" 
Res~onse No. 136: The validity of the use of this revised projection was 
ver!ied by Blyth Eastman Dillon in their previously cited letter of August 
171 1977. 
A rate of 6% per year was used by Bartle Wells in the analysis contained 
in the Draft EIR I page 275. This independent analysis also projected that 
the hotel tax could support a bond issue of approximately $85 1 000 1 000. 
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Comment No. 137: "Incomplete answer was given to the inquiry in my 
previous set of comments as to whether there is precedent for carrying out 
and approving an EIR before there is an approved project." 
Response No. 137: The response to Mr. Hartman's question is . covered by 
Response No. 19 on page 16 of the Addendum: Comments and Responses, 
dated March 7, 1978. The response provided has been reviewed by legal 
counsel and is considered to be adequate. In the March 6, 1978 issue of 
the California EIR Monitor, Norman Hill, Special Assistant to the Director 
of Resources, commented favorably upon the concept that EIR's give equal 
consideration to alternatives without identifying a recommended project. 
Comment No. 138: "We would like to have a clear, unambiguous statement 
as to the nature of the bond issue proposed for the YBC convention 
center. We have been told . . . that the bonds will be 'lease revenue 
bonds', backed only by the hotel tax allocated for that amount. But we 
think a clear written description of the bond instrument is needed." 
Response No. 138: As indicated on page 161 of the Addendum: Errata 
and Clarifications, dated March 14, 1978, the third full paragraph on page 
276 of the Draft EIR is changed so that the last sentence reads: "Bonds 
would be marketed on the basis of a City lease-revenue- obligation not to 
exceed the hotel taxes allocated to the convention center by ordinance." 
Comment No. 139: "My inquiry in the previous set of comments about 
different assumed inflation rates was answered with a general statement 
that in essence inflation rates cancel themselves out, as hotel tax revenues 
will increase parl passu with cost increases. What reason is there to 
believe that hote rates can increase so easily and rapidly, to keep pace 
with things over which there is far less control, such as materials costs I 
wage rates, interest rates, and operating deficits for the convention hall?" 
Response No. 139: Lodging industry accounting firms maintain annual 
records of hotel rates I operating costs, profits and the like on national 
and regional bases. A review of annual reports from two hotel accounting 
firms--Laventhol, Krekstein, Horwath & Horwath and Harris, Kerr Foster & 
Company--indicates that average rates in quality accommodations serving 
the convention trade and business or pleasure visitors have exceeded 
changes in the cost of goods and services since the mid-sixties. Annual 
increases in major hotel room rates, for whatever reason, could at some 
point result in some decrease in demand. The overall volume of revenues 
from which hotel tax revenues are calculated could grow, even with 
reduced occupancy rates, due to the higher rates in the occupied rooms. 
See also Response No. 135. 
Comment No. 140: "I would ask that Response No. 22 in the 3-7-78 DEIR 
Addendum be checked for accuracy and completeness. Can it be that the 
difference in total public costs between general obligation bonds and lease 
revenue bonds is as little as $3 million on so large a payback? Does the 
calculation given take into account payments from accumulated hotel tax 
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revenues before formal bond repayments begin (under the lease revenue 
option)? And why would the bond issue be higher under g.o. 's than it is 
using lease revenue's?" 
Response No. 140: Response No. 22 in the Addendum: Comments and 
Responses I dated March 7, 1978 I is accurate and complete in its reply to 
Comment No. 22 which did not raise the issue of account payments from 
accumulated hotel tax revenues. 
The following analysis takes into account payments made from accumulated 
hotel tax revenues. 
It is difficult to compare the cost of financing a given 
project through lease revenue bonds with the cost with general 
obligation bonds because there are many ways in which a general 
obligation bond issue could be used to finance the Yerba Buena 
Convention Center. Bond service could be deferred until 
completion or not deferred 1 bonds could be made payable over 
differing lengths of time, and hotel tax revenues collected 
during design and construction could be used to differing 
extents to pay for construction. 
The attached table compares the cost of lease revenue and 
general obligation financing using one of many possible sets of 
assumptions. 
1. The two types of bonds would be sold at the same time. 
2. The last of the bonds of each type would be retired at the 
same time. 
3. Comparable interest rates are used I showing a 3/8 percent 
higher interest rate for lease revenue bonds. Lease 
revenue bonds usually command a higher rate than general 
obligation bonds. 
4. During design and construction the same amounts of hotel 
tax accumulations are applied to construction under the 
lease revenue bonds and partly to construction and partly 
to interest on the general obligation bonds. 
5. The lease revenue financing method is "charged" with 
$300,000 a year for insurance not required and not usually 
provided under general obligation bond financing. 
6. The lease revenue financing method is "credited" with 
money earned each year from investment of the bond 
reserve fund. 
The comparison does not consider the value to the city of 
not having to self-insure the convention center with lease 
revenue financing. Nor does it consider any possible economic 
effects of reducing the city's bonded debt capacity by issuing 
general obligation bonds. Such estimates are considered to be 
too speculative and conjectural. 
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Construction Fund Sources 
Project cost 
Paid from hotel taxes 
Paid from bonds 
Bond Amount 
Construction funds for project 
Interest funded.by bonds 
Bond Reserve Fund 
Earnings on funds during 
construction 





Earnings during construction 
Earnings on Reserve Fund @7.5% 
Total 


























1Balance of hotel taxes allocable to convention center January 1982 
($14,900,000) would be used to pay bond interest January 1, 1979, 
the assumed day of bond sale. 
230 years@ 7.50 percent/year, with only interest payments for the 
first three years. 
3 20 years@ 7.125 percent/year, with only interest payments for 
the first three years. 
Comment No. 141: "The EIR should clarify whether or not tax allocation 
bonds may be used for some elements of the project. . . . If they may be 
used I what funds and/or services will not be available as a result of 
sequestering these tax revenues?" 
Resfconse No. 141: Tax increment bonds are one of the options which 
coua be utilized to finance some of the public improvement activities in the 
YBC area. Tax increment bonds are not proposed for financing the 
Convention Center. If tax increment bonds are in fact utilized in the 
project area I the magnitude of such tax increments cannot be estimated at 
this time. Therefore I it is not possible to estimate either the funds or 
services currently being financed by the general funds which may not then 
be available. 
Comment No. 142: "The EIR should discuss the potential impact of 
passage of Prop 13. Will tax increment financing then be an option?" 
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Response No. 142: If Proposition 13, the Jarvis-Gann tax initiative, is 
adopted by the voters at the June 1978 election, the possibility of utilizing 
tax increment financing or general obligation bonds would be severely 
limited. Revenue bond financing would not be directly affected, but the 
market for such bonds would probably be limited. It the 2% increase in 
the hotel tax were not adopted by the Board of Supervisors by 
June 30, 1978 and Proposition 13 were approved, then approval by 
two-thirds of the electorate would be required to increase the tax. 
Comment No. 143: "According to the 6-15-76 report 'YBC Convention 
Facilities: Economic Trends and User Needs' prepared by the Mayor's 
Economic Analysis Unit for the Mayor's Select Comm. on YBC 1 'just as 
visitor trade stimulates local spending, it also increases demand for certain 
goods and services and thus adds to inflation' (p. 2). What is the 
magnitude of this negative impact on the local population as a result of 
YBC development? If order of magnitude numbers are not available I the 
EIR should at least contain a descriptive statement of the two-sided nature 
of tourism's economic effects." 
Response No. 143: No numerical estimates of the inflationary impacts of 
additional visitor spending are available, nor easily offered. Increased 
demand over a period of time for hotel rooms, restaurant seats I parking 
garage spaces, common carrier and public transportation services I etc. 
raises the prices ·of these goods and services to the population at large. 
Concurrently, additional income to the population at large would come into 
circulation as hotel employees I cab drivers I waiters I culinary workers and 
public employees spend their wages earned in a higher demand-pull cycle. 
The net effect of upward shifts in the cost of goods and services due to 
the visitor industry and income gains to the community at large would also 
be subject to factors affecting the national economy and cannot be 
predicted with sufficient accuracy to warrant discussion. 
Comment No. 144: "The absence of a parking facility in the new 
convention center I and the general shortage of parking in the surrounding 
area I will probably have a negative impact on attendance at more 
consumer-oriented shows. . . . Is this factor taken into account in the 
EIR analysis?" 
Response No. 144: The impact of the existing and proposed parking 
supply upon the convention center is considered in the Draft EIR. I pages 
345-346 and in Response No. 52 I page 52. 
The specific shows referenced as being consumer-oriented (the San 
Francisco Gift Show, the Pacific Horticultural Show, and the Pacific 
Automotive Show) are all closed shows and not open to the public. Some 
shows may cause some parking problems in the YBC area; as the great 
majority of such shows would be scheduled for nights and weekends, there 
would be space available at the Fifth and Mission Garage and at other 
public parking facilities in the YBC area. 
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Comment No. 145: "The figure of $32-48 million given as the combined 
Brooks Hall-Civic Auditorium and YBC convention center deficit over the 
life of the YBC bonds would appear to be too low. The $48 million 
maximum is apparently based on the 'worst case' assumption of a combined 
$1.6 million annual figure . . . carried out over a 30-year period. But 
this does not account for inflation, which, even if applied uniformly to 
revenues and costs, would increase the deficit. A $1. 6 million combined 
loss figure which increased at a 8% annual rate for 27 years . . . would 
total far more than $48 million. " 
Response No. 145: The $32-$48 million range used in the EIR is 
illustrated in current, uninflated, 1977 dollars to facilitate the comparison 
with other current values used throughout the report. 
Comment No. 146: "We still believe it would be highly useful to work out 
an alternative plan that does not include the convention center but does 
include the entertainment/theme park on the central blocks, plus the other 
uses contained in the Redevelopment Agency's proposed revisions .... If 
the convention center cannot proceed . . . that may be the most likely 
culmination of the YBC project. We think it is important for public 
decision-making that this alternative and its impacts be spelled out. 11 
Response No. 146: In the simplest calculation, removing the convention 
center component of Alternatives A and B would have the following 
economic impacts: 
1) 1700 to 3400 new jobs would not be generated on a permanent 
basis, resulting in a reduced taxable payroll for the City of $16 million to 
$30 million ; 
2) 1840 person-years of construction jobs would be lost, resulting in 
a payroll reduction of $34 million. 
3) $32.5 million wholesale value in building materials would not be 
consumed; 
4) There would be losses of $26 million to $50 million in delegate 
spending. 
5) Future growth in San Francisco's convention business could be 
restricted to smaller attendance groups competing for Brooks Hall I Civic 
Auditorium space; 
6) Construction of additional new hotel rooms could be modified, 
bringing about additional decreases in local employment and income 
paten tials . 
7) Operating losses from the new facility ( $605,000 to $1,089,000 
annually in 1977 dollars) would not occur; 
8) Additional annual losses at Brooks Hall I Civic Auditorium 
(estimated at $95,000 to $146,000) would not be incurred; 
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9) Administrative, legal and miscellaneous City operating expenses 
connected with the new YBC facility would not be required; 
10) The proposed 2% increase in the citywide hotel tax would not be 
necessary to retire bonds sold to construct the new center. 
The "SUMMARY IMPACTS" Table on page 122 of Appendix D.4 contains the 
background on the economic impacts mentioned above, including the 
amounts calculated for new employment payrolls. 
Effects on the recreation/entertainment (theme) park would include the 
following: 
1) Cost of land for the recreation entertainment park site would 
increase because that use would have to bear the full cost of CB-3; 
2) Cost of construction of the theme park would increase due to the 
need for standard excavation and foundation procedures in CB-3 in lieu of 
a concrete slab base provided by the convention center; 
3) The potential attendance at the theme park would decrease by that 
portion of the 420,000 persons to 775,000 persons who would be attending 
conventions and who would visit the park. 
Mike Davis, Citizens Committee on Yerba Buena Center 
Comment No. 147: ". . . the data from the 1972 survey is not correctly 
presented. According to the June 1976 analysis of user trends done by 
the Mayor's Select Committee on YBC ... there were only 44 respondents 
to that survey, not the 63 that is used in Appendix D. The 63 figure is 
yet another projection, this one done by the Redevelopment Agency itself." 
Response No. 147: Appendix D.4 refers to the summary evaluation of 
several surveys which were conducted in addition to the McCue, Boone and 
Tomsick surveys. These additional surveys included survey estimates 
made by John McGillis, YBC convention consultant, in December 1971 and a 
survey by Robert Sullivan dated October 12, 1971. The last paragraph on 
page 98 of Appendix D. 4 states that the Sullivan and McGillis data were 
included. Paragraph 3 on page 99 refers to the "conclusions 
reached from the . . . surveys". 
Mr. Davis discussed other issues which are covered in responses to Mr. 
Hartman above and Mr. Honig below. See Comments 130, 131, 133, 148, 
149, and 151. 
Victor Honig, Citizens Committee on Yerba Buena Center 
Comment No. 148: "At page 90 we read: 'The San Francisco Convention 
and VIsitors Bureau estimate . that the "average convention delegate 
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spends approximately $75 per day and stays 4. 5 days -- for an average 
expenditure of $388 per visit. . . . 1 On page 92 we are presented with 
Table 2 which gives all kinds of 'data' concerning conventions, computed 
by the San Francisco Convention and Visitors Bureau. We can extrapolate 







So, where do we get the estimate shown at page 90 -- and how can we 
rely upon the figure of $455 estimated for 1981? 
"The table shows delegate spending to have increased by an average of 
21% per annum. Yet, the average expenditure per visit increased by only 
7%! Which figures do you believe -- and how meaningful are they?" 
Response No. 148: The estimate of the Convention and Visitors Bureau of 
$75 per convention delegate per day, an average stay in San Francisco of 
4.5 days, and an average expenditure of $338 (the current figures as 
noted in the Addendum: Corrections dated March 23, 1978) per visit, is 
based upon a survey conducted in 1973 under the auspices of the 
International Association of Convention & Visitors Bureaus. Fifty 
associations were selected at random, and spending patterns of 9,000 
delegates were studied in detail. Results from the 1973 survey were 
adjusted and updated to allow for inflation by the San Francisco 
Convention & Visitors Bureau. 
A 7% per year projected growth in average delegate expenditures per visit 
from 1973 to 1977 would result in a projected average expenditure per 
delegate of $352 in 1977. The San Francisco Convention & Visitors Bureau 
has reduced this to $338 per delegate per visit in order to be 
conservative. The EIR consultants have used a range of $340 to $360 per 
delegate visits expressed in 1977 dollars for best-case and worst-case 
projections in Tables 7 and 8 of Appendix D.4. 
Because average expenditures per delegate per visit would depend upon a 
number of factors, such as the size of the delegate's party (spouse or 
other family members) , the average length of stay in San Francisco, the 
point of origin of the delegate, and the relative status and economic 
well-being of each convention group visiting San Francisco, per capita 
delegate expenditures in San Francisco would vary from year to year. A 
number of national associations that have previously held their conventions 
in San Francisco on a regular rotational basis have cancelled future 
convention activity in San Francisco because of dissatisfaction with existing 
facilities. These include the American Dental Association, the American 
Heart Association, and the National Soft Drink Association (Report to the 
Mayor's Select Committee, May 1976 by the CVB). The loss of affluent 
associations to the San Francisco market, and the substitution of less 
affluent conventions, could ultimately reduce the per capita delegate 
expenditures. 
Because average convention expenditures per visit are a function of a 
number of variables, random sampling of actual delegates from a variety of 
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actual conventions provide the most accurate method of determining 
changing trends in convention delegate spending behavior. Such a survey 
would require months or years, and the information to be obtained was not 
deemed to be worth the expense and delay. 
In Appendix D .4, the use of past growth rates to project future events 
was minimized. The only projection from Table 2, page 92, which was 
used for estimating future market demand is the projection in column 2 of 
the total number of conventions estimated to be in San Francisco in 1981. 
The estimated 1981 figure of 1,010 conventions was obtained by using the 
4% average annual growth rate experienced since 1965, and adjusting it 
downward to 3% per year to reflect the 1977 actual convention experience 
of 905 conventions held in San Francisco that year. 
Comment No. 149: "From page 94 to 99 we have a discussion of the 
number and kinds of conventions we can expect to attract. What data is 
all of this based upon? 
"At page 93 we read: 'Published data on total United States convention 
experience is both scarce and subject to reporting error.' On the same 
page: 'Data compiled by World Convention Dates suggests' (and) based 
upon this suggestion the EIR goes on to calculate that we will focus on 3% 
of the total U.S. convention industry, or from 270 to 350 total U.S. 
conventions each year.' 
"At page 97 we are told: 'The San Francisco Convention and Visitors 
Bureau has conducted a recent survey which purports to show that over a 
five-year period some 53 association managers have indicated that they 
would hold their conventions in San Francisco only if the YBC hall is 
built. . . . This Convention and Visitors Bureau survey appears to be 
incomplete in several areas. . . . The 'worst case' scenario is largely 
based on the difficulty in validating existing survey work.' Would you 
invest your money in a $300 million project based upon this kind of data?" 
Response No. 149: Data used is cited in the EIR. EIR consultants were 
requested to minimize mathematical computations within the text of the 
report. Some chain calculations within the EIR have been abbreviated for 
the sake of clarity for a non-technical reader. 
The best- and worst-case approach shows a range of results which would 
probably bracket the actual results should the Convention Center be built. 
See also Response No. 131. 
Comment No. 150: "On pages 98-99 we read: 'The most comprehensive 
survey of market demand for YBC exhibition space was conducted in 1972 
by McCue, Boone, Tomsick; Robert Sullivan; and John McGillis .... 
Delegates would use the YBC exhibition facilities an average of 164 days 
each year with 67 of those days actual show days and 98 days used for 
setting up and taking down.' At page 103 the EIR continues: 'The 
convention consulting firm of EVENT & FACILITY CONSULTANTS of 
Portland, Oregon, in January, 1978 evaluated the Convention and Visitors 
Bureau data and determined that during its first full year of operation 
YBC could expect an equivalent of 95 'full hall' show days. ' 
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"All of the operating projections (pages 103 to 107) are based upon this 
determination. If the McCue, Boone, Tomsick et al was the most 
comprehensive survey, why wasn't it used to make operating projections? 
"If we were to use the projections of McCue, Boone & Tomsick, et al we 
could have the following 'best case' and 'worst case' scenario: - -
Hall Rentals -- 67 days @ $10,000 $670,000 + 10% $737,000 
Food and Beverages -- same as on page 103. 
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 
(in thousands) 
Hall Rentals $ 737 $ 745 $ 752 $ 760 $ 768 
Foods & Beverages 250 270 292 315 340 
Total Revenue 987 1,015 1,044 1,075 1,108 
Operating Expenses 1!900 2!052 2,216 2!416 2!609 
"Best Case" Loss $( 913) $(1!037) $(1!172) $ (1 !341) $(1!501) 
"Worst Case" Loss+80% $(1,643) $ (1 !867) $(2,111) $(2!414) $(2!702) 
"So we build a facility on which we can lose money. 
"At page 101 we are told: 'In addition, there may be considerable 
pressure by San Francisco hotel associations to keep YBC rents at a low 
level, virtually assuring rising operating deficits each year as inflation 
drives up YBC operating costs. 
"While YBC facility is planned to be 350 ,000+ feet and to have 225,000 
square feet of space in the main exhibit hall (p. 93) we are told that the 
net rentable space will only be approximately 125,000 square feet (p. 100 
and see p. 4 EVENT & FACILITY CONSULTANTS report.) 
"Nowhere in the EIR are we given a complete analysis of the projected 
losses in operations of Brooks Hall once YBC facility is in use. That's 
another impact on the taxpayers! So, while the hotel tax might be 
sufficient to support an annual rental of $7.2 million based upon a bond 
issue of $78. 5 million at 7. 5%, where would the money to subsidize the 
losses of both YBC and Brooks Hall come from not to speak of the cost of 
the concourse and public areas?" 
Response No. 150: The projection of 95 "full hall" show days by Event 
and Facility Consultants was based on a projection by CVB of the needs of 
a cross section of conventions that were currently scheduled into San 
Francisco in 1980, 1981, 1982 or which were considered by CVB as prime 
candidates for the hall at that time should the convention center be 
completed by July 1981. 
When considered against the total market of conventions in the U.S. which 
could use between one-half and all of the YBC convention center space, 
and who are not committed geographically to other halls, the projection of 
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95 "equivalent full hall" use days is considered reasonable. Up to 10% of 
the total use of the hall can be expected for local shows, if the space is 
available. 
The 165 use days projected by McCue I Boone I and Tomsick and the 
average 180 use days projected by Event and Facility Consultants fall 
between the best case (216 days) and the worst case (132 days) which was 
used in the D. 4 evaluation. 
The assumption of 165 use-days in the McCue 1 Boone I and Tomsick study 
produced revenue on a net basis as follows: 
67 days x $6,000 
96 days x $6,000 x !z for move-in and move-out 
3 years inflation at 5% per year 
$789 1500 .;. 165 I 000 net sq. ft. provided by the 










The Event and Facility Consultants estimate produced the following result: 
95 days x $10,000 = $950,000 .;. 195 I 000 net sq. ft. provided by the 
presently proposed convention center = $4.87 per net sq. ft. 
A difference of 2% in cost per sq. ft. is not statistically significant in an 
estimate. 
There are 275,000 gross sq. ft. in the proposed Yerba Buena Convention 
Center, with an additional 30,000 gross sq. ft. available for exhibit space 
use on the same level in the large meeting room with a 20-foot high 
ceiling. The net leasable sq. ft. in the total of 305 I 000 gross sq. ft. is 
195 I 000 sq. ft. This 64% ratio of net to gross is achieved through the 
column-free design; the standard ratio for other convention centers is 50% 
or less. Event and Facility Consultants used a figure of 125,000 net sq. 
ft. for the center portion of the main hall to reflect a conservative 
estimate of potential revenues. ' 
The impact of the new YBC facility on the operation of Brooks Hall is 
discussed on pages 95, 98 and 108 of Appendix D. 4 and the financial 
impact is included in D. 4 calculations which are summarized on page 122. 
It was proposed by the Chief Administrative Officer of the City of San 
Francisco in December 1977 that the excess revenue from the 4% hotel tax 
which is above the lease payments for the Yerba Buena Convention Center 
be used to cover any operating losses from the Yerba Buena Convention 
Center. Any action to implement this proposal would require approval by 
the Board of Supervisors. See also Response No. 11 on page 12 of 
Addendum: Comments and Responses, dated March 7, 1978. 
The other YBC area improvements such as the concourse, public areas, 
and the BART access improvement, are not tied to the development of the 
convention center alone and could be installed with or without the center I 
although perhaps in a different manner. See also Response No. 130. 
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Comment No. 151: "At page 122 we are presented with a chart 'Summary 
Impacts' which purports to balance losses of operation as against 'new' 
payroll for S. F. residents. Please note that the losses are shown at their 
first year or lowest, while the figures for payroll seem to have as little 
validity and basis as all other items in this document." 
Response No. 151: The Summary Impacts table on page 122 of the 
Appendix D. 4 makes no attempt to balance operating losses against 'new' 
payroll for San Francisco residents. The table merely summarizes material 
which appears in other parts of Appendix D. 4. Both operating losses and 
new payroll for San Francisco residents are discussed in detail elsewhere 
in Appendix D.4 or in responses to comments. 
Comment No. 152: "The figures for employment are based upon only 60% 
for San Francisco residents. Yet, we have been told by union officials 
that more than 60% of their members reside outside of San Francisco --
especially in the construction union." 
Response No. 152: Generalizations about the relationship between the 
place of residence of San Francisco union members 1 and the potential YBC 
employee place of residence, are difficult to make. Each construction 
union would determine its own policy of whether to give hiring hall 
preference to l,lnion members living in San Francisco for YBC 
construction-related jobs. See also Response No. 6, page 6. 
Comment No. 153: "I agree with the statements made at page 97 
concerning additional surveys which must be done and that no valid 
present surveys of this type currently exist on the present YBC exhibition 
facility." 
Response No. 153: The comment which was made regarding the statement 
on page 97 of Appendix D. 4 that "no valid present surveys of this type 
currently exist on the present YBC exhibition facility" was taken out of 
context. The complete paragraph is as follows: 
"The most obvious method of determining if the proposed YBC 
exhibition facility can capture roughly 15% of the total of 135 to 
180 of the largest U.S. conventions requiring 100,000 to 250,000 
sq. ft. of exhibit space --would be to ask the 135 to 180 
associations sponsoring these conventions if they will use the 
YBC facilities, if so I how often, and how many delegates and 
use days would be contemplated. A survey of this type could 
be best validated by asking the trade association managers who 
respond affirmatively to the survey to book space in the 
proposed YBC facility. Although such a survey sounds 
relatively easy to conduct, a valid survey of this type cannot be 
conducted and validated until a preliminary design for the 
proposed facility has been worked out, and some assurance can 
be given to prospective facility users that the convention center 
will in fact be built. Although comprehensive surveys were 
conducted in 1972 to determine annual total demand for the 
earlier YBC Exhibition and Sports Arena complex/ no valid 
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recent surveys of this type currently exist on the present YBC 
exhibition facility." 
The San Francisco Convention & Visitors Bureau has conducted more 
recent surveys to determine foreseeable use of the proposed convention 
center I but no comprehensive surveys of all of the 135 to 180 potential 
YBC user associations I asking for estimated delegates I use days I space 
requirements I etc I are known to have been conducted I as stated in the 
paragraph quoted above. 
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C. ORAL COMMENTS MADE AT PUBLIC HEARING, APRIL 11, 1978 
Chester Hartman 1 Mike Davis and Victor Honig read from the written 
comments which they submitted. Responses to these comments are 
contained in Section B beginning on page 205. Ted Frazier and Nancy 
McKay also spoke but did not discuss or comment specifically on the 
Addendum -- Comments and Responses and Appendix D .4', dated March 7 I 
1978 I or on the Errata and Clarifications I dated March 14, 1978. As the 
hearing on April 11 was called to receive oral public testimony on those 
two documents only, no responses are made here to their comments. 
Comments raised by Commissioner Bierman follow below. 
Commissioner Sue Bierman 
Comment No. 154: "I have been troubled . . . using (Convention and 
Visitors Bureau) data for an EIR. I am just wondering whether that 
is reliable or not. 
Response No. 154: (Dr. Selina Bendix, Environmental Officer) 
11 Suppose we were not to use the Convention Bureau as a source of 
information, then what do we do? Let's conduct a survey of our own. 
We go to people who schedule conventions I and as has been mentioned 
earlier by one of the people who testified, they are not committing 
themselves to anything if they say, 'Sure, we would like to go to San 
Francisco if you had a nice, new convention center.' So there is probably 
an error if we do a survey of our own. 
"What else can we do? We can look at the actual experience of convention 
centers in other cities. But other cities are not San Francisco. It may be 
parochial of me I but I think most of us feel that San Francisco is a little 
different from other cities and the experience of other cities is not 
necessarily translatable adequately to an experience in San Francisco. 
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"What else can we do? We can look at the experience with our existing 
convention facilities. But they're limited to the kind of conventions they 
can handle. 
"Whatever source of information I can see offhand has got its limitations, 
therefore I think all we can do is use what information we have and state 
clearly what we see to be the limitations I and state what this may do to 
the quality of the conclusions that we come to. 
"And make it clear that there are some things in this world that you 
simply cannot pin down about the future, because we don't have a crystal 
ball." 
Comment No. 155: "The Art Commission the other day gave some kind of 
tentative approval (to the design of) the convention center. . How 
come none of that is covered in the EIR?" 
Response No. 155: (Dr. Selina Bendix) "The design of the convention 
center, should it be built I will not be totally and finally settled until the 
construction is complete. There is no way the EIR can reflect the entire 
evolution of design of the convention center. The EIR contains the 
information which was available at the time the EIR was written. Updating 
the EIR week by week as additional design measures were evolved would 
involve the expenditure of an inordinate amount of public funds to print 
additional material and probably would even generate a great deal of 
confusion ... 
"I think it is not a practical matter for EIR inclusion I and once again 
becomes one of those things that must be dealt with outside of the EIR 
process. Certainly, it is appropriate for the EIR to deal with the major 
questions of the potential for the location of ingress and egress to affect 
traffic patterns. I think these matters are dealt with in a general fashion I 
and they're probably dealt with on a level of specificity appropriate to the 
EIR process. 
"I would once again remind you of my comments at some of the previous 
meetings that in a project much less important than the Yerba Buena 
Center you could 1 if you put in all the available information that could 
possibly be found over a sufficient length of time I write something of the 
length of the Encyclopedia Britannica 1 and it would still not be complete. 
We do have to draw the line someplace." 
Comment No. 156: "The thing that worried me was those entrances. Do 
you feel that it is safely covered? ... There is no talk of how dangerous 
they would be for gathering places for muggings and this sort of thing. 
. . . Do you think that having a doorway that opens right onto the street 
is better than a long driveway that is below grade part of the way?" 
Response No. 156: (Dr. Selina Bendix) "It is very difficult to predict 
what the average San Francisco mugger is going to consider is the most 
desirable location. I would presume should the convention center be built I 
and should a problem develop I that further mitigaton measures beyond 
those conceivable at this time would be taken. I don't think it would be 
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possible to solve all 
possible to with 
problems 
ones." 
Comment No. page 
architectural ratings of buildings 
very little explanation of what 
were rated as best architecturally. lf 
advance. I think it is only 
Errata, talking about 
it has a sort of a table and there's 
I could not . . . tell which 
digit in the rating code represents an 
architectural rating of each building ranging from a low 
of 5. The letter and second digit represent the style of 
the building. Each style included in the YBC building inventory is 
identified in the listing on page 149. The last digit represents a summary 
rating including each building's environmental and urban design setting. 
Of the eleven buildings in YBC included in the inventory I the Jessie 
Street Substation has the highest individual architectural rating I i.e. 1 4 I 
and the highest total environmental rating I i.e. I 5. The lowest rating is 
that of the Clemen tina Towers which is 0 and 0. 
Comment No. 158: "On page 181 (it is mentioned that) 20 percent of the 
Community Development Block Grants could be used for the deficit. I did 
not know that before. Is it true?" 
Response No. 158: (Thomas Conrad, Chief, Planning and Programming, 
San Francisco Redevelopment Agency) Under the block grant program of 
the Housing and Community Development Act of 1974, there is a provision 
that if an existing redevelopment project that predates the 1974 Housing 
Act has a shortfall between project land disposition proceeds and what is 
owed to the federal government in the way of loan obligations, HUD may I 
at their choice, withhold up to 20 percent of the Community Development 
Block Grant allocation for that city for each given year to cover the 
deficit. 
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RESOLUTION NO. 56-78 
(Adopted April ~5 1 1978) 
FINDING AND CERTIFYING THAT THE FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL 
IMPACT REPORT CONCERNING PROJECT ACTIVITIES IN THE 
YERBA BUENA CENTER REDEVELOPMENT PROJECT AREA IS 
ADEQUATE, ACCURATE AND OBJECTIVE 
WHEREAS, the provisions of California Environmental 
Qu~lity Act of 1970, as amended, and the provisions of Title 14 
California Administrat e Code, Guidelines for Implementation 
of the California Environmental Quality Act of 1970 (hereinafter 
ncEQ.i\" and "State Guidelines", respectively) require the prepara-
tion of an Environmental Impact Report (here fter "EIR") for 
any project or activity proposed to be undertaken directly by a 
public agency or financially assisted a public agency, where 
such project or activity may have a significant effect on the 
environment; and 
WHEREAS, in 1973 the City and County of San Francisco 
(hereinafter "City") prepared and certified an EIR covering 
certain proposed activities, including a convention center and 
exhibit hall, within the Yerba Buena Center development Area 
(hereinafter "YBC"), an area located in the South of Market 
district of San Francisco whose boundaries extend approximately 
from Market Street, between Second and Fifth Streets, south to 
Harrison Street and the Bay Bridge Skyway, a legal description 
of such area being appended to the Redevelopment Plan approved 
and adopted by the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County 
of San Francisco (hereinafter "Agency") on December 7, 1965, and 
adopted and approved by the Board of Supervisors of the City by 
Ordinance 98-66, dated April 29, 1966, as amended, ereinafter 
"Redevelopment Plan"); and 
WHEREAS, in November, 1976, the voters of the Ci 
approved a declaration of policy that the City construct a 
convention center and exhibit hall in YBC; and 
WHEREAS, the site configuration and method of financing 
of the convention center and exhibit hall as approved by the 
voters in November, 1976 differ from the design and financing of 
the convention center and exhibit hall analyzed in the 1973 EIR; 
and 
WHEREAS, certain possible uses of land within YBC are 
being re-evaluated and may possibly be changed, which would 
require an amendment of the Redevelopment Plan; and 
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WHEREAS, the City and the Agency have jointly determined 
that a new EIR should be prepared covering potential redevelop-
ment activities in connection witk YBC, including the convention 
center and exhibit hall approved by the vot~rs in November, 1976 
and a possible amendment of the Redevelopment Plan; and 
WHEREAS, the City and the Agency agreed that they '-vould 
act jointly as lead agency in the preparation, review and certi-
fication of the EIR for YBC; and 
WHEREAS, to confirm and further implement such agreement 
the City and the Agency have entered into an Agreement to Act 
Jointly as Lead Agency; and 
WHEREAS, CEQA and the State Guidelines require that an 
EIR be prepared as early as possible in the planning process to 
enable environmental considerations to influence project program 
and design; and 
WHEREAS, Section 15068 of the State Guidelines permits 
agencies to write EIRs in advance for entire programs in order 
to be prepared for project applications to come; and 
WHEREAS, Section 15069 of the State Guidelines provides 
that where individual ~rejects or a phased project will be under-
taken and the total undertaking comprises a project with signifi-
cant environmental effect, a single EIR must be prepared for 
the ultimate project, and further provides that where one project 
is part of several similar projects but is not part of a larger 
undertdking a single EIR may be prepared in the discretion of 
the lead agency covering all of the similar projects; and 
WHEREAS, Section 1506l(e) of the State Guidelines provides 
that all undertakings or activities pursuant to or in furtherance. 
of a redevelopment plan constitute a single project for purposes 
of CEQA; and 
WHEREAS, in recognition of and in compliance with the 
provisions of CEQA and the State Guidelines, the new EIR prepared 
for YBC activities describes and analyzes as the underlying 
activity or "project" (1) the proposed convention center and 
exhibit hall in the overall framework of four alternat~ve plans 
and variants thereof, and (2) the possibility of an amendment to the 
Redevelopment Plan, focusing on the fou-r alternative plans and 
variants thereof whicl1 activities would constitute a re-affirma-
tion of· YBC "Redevelopment; and 
WHEREAS, the City and the Agency jointly selected 
Environmental Science Associates, Inc., as their consultant to 
assist the Staffs of the City and the Agency in the preparation 




, prior to 
and pursuant to 
and during the process of preparing the 
Sections 15063, 15066 and 15085(b) of 




iate public agencies as set rth in 
ft EIR so wi e United States 
an Development, and (ii) actively 
proce s to consult with persons and 
to be concerned with the environmental 
ties; 
WHEREAS, pursuant to Section 15085(c) of the State· 
Gui lines and ction 31.26(f) of the San Francisco Administra-
tive "Code"), and in conformance with Section 
16( 's Reso ion No. 59-77, adopted March 8, 1977 
(here upon completion of the Draft EIR, a 
Notice of Completion was led with the Secretary for the Resources 
Agen of the State of California which briefly described the 
project, its proposed location and an address where copies of the 
Draft EIR were avail le the period during which public 
comments lvould be received, and a public notice of the completion 
of the EIR and a lie hearing thereon was posted on the 
site the area re e ject is to be located, in the offices 
of the San Francisco Department of City Plannin~ and the offices 
of the Ag was published in the San Francisco Examiner 
newspaper. copy of the ft EIR was distributed to the San 
Francisco Plann ssioners and the Agency Commissioners; and 
WHEREAS suant to Section 15161.5 of the State Guide-
lines, the Dra IR was submitted to e State Clearinghouse for 
review appropriate state encies; and 
WHEREAS, 
15164 of the State 
in conformance th 
ctions 1508S(d), 151G3(b) and 
idel s and Section 31.27 of the Code, and 
ction 17 of the Resolution, the City and 
ies of the aft EIR available to the 
review, incl ing distribution of 
lie libraries, have encouraged both 
the Agency have 
public for inspection 
copies to appropriate 
formal and in rmal 
evaluate adverse 
issues, and have 
having special 
lie participation so as to receive and 
favorable public reactions on environmental 
consult with and obtained comments from persons 
ertise with respect to environmental impacts 
involved; 
WHEREAS, rsuant to the terms of the Agreement to Act 
Jointly As Lead Ag the Procedures Committee Report 
rendered pursuant thereto, and in accordance with the provisions 
of the Code and the Resolution, the San Francisco City Planning 
Commission (hereinafter "City Planning Commission") and the Agency 
have heretofore given due notice of and duly held on February 9, 
1978, a joint public hear g by the City Planning Com~issioners and 
Agency Commissioners on the Draft EIR, and, to facilitate further 
public input, have permitted the submission of written comments on 
the Draft EIR until bruary 25, 1978; and 
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WliEREAS, pursuant to the terms of the Agreement to Act 
Joirttly As Lead Agency and the aforesaid Procedures Committee 
Report, and in accordance with Section 15165 of the State 
Guidelines and Section 31.27(b) (3) of the Code, and in confor-
mance with Section 17(b}(3) of the Resolution, the City Planning 
Commissioners and the Agency Commissioners have heard, reviewed and 
evaluated the public testimony and discussions of the Draft EIR 
presented at the joint public hearing of February 9, 1978 and the 
written comments received from members of the public on or before 
February 25, 1978; and 
'~EREAS, pursuant to Sections 15161.5 and 15167 of the 
State Guidelines and Section 31.27(a) of the Code, and in confor-
mance with Section 17(a) of the Resolution, the Staffs of the City 
and the Agency have received and reviewed comments from the 
reviewing state and other public agencies, regardless of whether 
any such agency's comments were solicited; and 
WHEREAS, pursuant to Sections 15146 and 15166 of the 
State Guidelines and Section 31.28 of the Code, and in conformance 
with Section 18 of the Resolution, comments received through the 
consultation process have been kept on file by the City and have 
been available for public inspection, and the Staffs of the City 
and t-he Agency have responded to comments that h..'lve been received 
by describing the disposition of the significant environmental 
issues that were raised; and 
WHEREAS, pursuant to Sections 15085(f) and 15146 of the 
State Guidelines and Section 31.28 of the Code, and in ~onformance 
with Section 18 of the Resolution, the Staffs of the Agency and 
the Office of Environmental Review of the San Francisco Department 
of City Planning, in consultation and cooperation with their 
consultants, have prepared a Final EIR for the consideration of 
the City Planning Commissioners and the Agency Commissioners; no\v, 
therefore, be it 
RESOLVED, by the San Francisco Redevelopment Agency Commis-
sioners, after due consideration, that: 
A. The.San Francisco Redevelopment Agency Commissioners 
hereby make the following findings: 
1. From May, 1977 to January, 1978, the Staffs of 
the Agency and the Office of Environmental Revie\v in the 
San Francisco Department of City Planning, in coordination 
with their consultants, Environmental Science Associates, 
Inc., jointly prepared the new Draft EIR for YBC. 
2. The Agency Commissioners received, reviewed and 
evaluated the Draft EIR. The arrangement and contents of 
the Draft EIR were in conformance with Sections 15140 
et ~- of the State Guidelines, Section 31.26 of the 
t'Odc, and Section 16 of the Resolution, including but not 
limited to the following requirements: The Draft EIR 
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contained a description of the proposed activities for 
YBC, a description of the environmental setting, a 
description and assessment of the significant environmental 
effects of the activities, mitigation measures and alter-
natives, and 1 other elements required under the State 
Gu fines. 
3. The Draft EIR was distributed to other governmental 
agencies, private organizations, and interested individuals 
including, but not limited to, those listed in the Distri-
bution List in Section XIII of the Draft EIR in conformance 
with Sections 15160-15167 and 15085 of the State Guidelines, 
Section 31.27 of the Code and Section 17 of the Resolution. 
4. The public review period for the Draft EIR 
consisted of SO days from January 6, 1978 to and 
including February 25, 1978. During this time period, 
comments \vere accepted in a variety of \vays, including 
public testimony presented to the City Planning Co~missioners 
and the Agency Commissioners at a joint public hearing, 
written comments by private individuals, organizations, 
and representatives of public agencies, and continuing 
staff research and analysis. This review period has 
provided adequate opportunity for public agencies and 
members of the public to examine and comment on the Draft 
EIR, as required under Section 15160 of the State Guidelines. 
5. All comments on the Draft Environmental Impact 
Report were evaluated by the Staffs of the City and the 
Agency for appropriate responses as soon as such comments 
were received. The Staffs have selected the significant 
environmental points raised in the review and consultation 
process, and have responded to each one. 
6. The Addenda to the Draft EIR, containing Errata 
and Clarifications, a list of persons commeniing on the 
Draft EIR, and the significant comments on the Draft EIR 
and responses thereto, were prepared in accordance with 
Sections 15085 and 15146 of the State Guidelines, Section 
31.28 of the Code and Section 18 of the Resolution, and 
are in conformance therewith. 
7. The Draft EIR and Addenda containing the Errata and 
Clarifications, the list of persons commenting on the Draft 
EIR, and the significant comments on the Draft EIR and 
responses thereto, comprise the Final EIR. 
8. The Agency Commissioners have received, reviewed 
and evaluated the Errata, Clarifications, list of persons 
commenting on the Draft EIR, and the comments on the 
Draft EIR, including all of the significant comm~nts and 




9. The Agency Commissioners have received, reviewed 
and evaluated the responses to the significant comments 
contained in the Addenda to the Draft EIR, and find that 
responses to be comprehensive and ~horough and in compli-
ance with the requirements of Section 15146 of the State 
Guidelines as to format, content, analysis and sufficiency. 
10. The Final EIR appropriately emphasizes feasible 
mitigation measures and alternatives designed to reduce 
or avoid the significant effects of the activities 
described therein, as provided in Section 21003 of CEQA 
and Section 15011.6 of the State Guidelines. 
B. In recognition of the foregoing, and after full review, 
consideration and evaluation of the information, assessment, 
an~lysis, comments and responses contained in the Final EIR as 
submitted, the San Francisco Redevelopment Agency Commissioners 
hereby find and certify that: 
1. All applicable procedural requirements of CEQA, 
the State Guidelines, the Code and the Resolution relating 
to the preparation and review of the Draft EIR for YBC 
and the preparation, review and certification of the 
Final EIR for YBC have been complied with by the City and 
the Agency. 
2. The Final EIR fully complies with the standards 
of adequacy set forth in the State Guidelines. 
3. The Final EIR constitutes a full and detailed 
disclosure and analysis of the environmental impact of 
the YBC activities discussed in the Final EIR consistent 
with the requirementscof Section 15147 of the State 
Guidelines. 
4. As implementation of the YBC redevelopment project 
proceeds, major activities subsequent to the construction 
of the convention center and exhibit hall shall be subject 
to further environmental review as necessary or appropriate 
in light of more specific information which may subsequently 
become known. 
5. The overall redevelopment activities in YBC, as 
described in the Final EIR, including but not limited to 
construction of the convention center and exhibit hall 
and possible amendment of the Redevelopment Plan, will 




FURTHER RESOLVED, by the San Francisco Redevelopment 
Agency, that the San Francisco Redevelopment Agency Commissioners 
do hereby find and certify that the Final Environmental Impa~t 
Report concerning the Ycrba Buena Center activities described 
therein, including construction of the convention center and 
exhibit hall and possible amendment of the Redevelopment Plan, is 
adequate, accurate and objective, and has been completed in compli-
ance with the requirements of CEQA, the State Guidelines, and 
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CITY PLANNING C<»IMISSION 
RESOLUTION NO. 7944 
•mEREAS, The provisions of the California Environmental Quality Act of 1970, 
as amended, and the provisions of Title 14, California Administrative Code, 
Guidelines for Implementation of the California Environmental Quality Act of 1970 
(hereinafter "CEQA" and "State Guidelines," respectively) require the preparation 
of an Environmental Impact Report (hereinafter "EIR") for any project or activity 
proposed to be undertaken by a public agency or financially assisted by a public 
agency, where such project or activity may have a significant effect on the envir-
onment; and 
WHEREAS, In 1973 the City and County of San Francisco (hereinafter "City") 
prepared and certified an EIR covering certain proposed activities, including a 
convention center and exhibit hall, within the Yerba Buena Center Redevelopment 
Area (hereinafter ''YBC"), an area located in the South of Market district of San 
Francisco whose boundaries extend approximately from Market Street, between Second 
and Fifth Streets, south to Harrison Street and the Bay Bridge Skyway, a legal 
description of such area being appended to the Redevelopment Plan approved and 
adopted by the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco (here-
inafter "Agency") on December 7, 1965, and adopted and approved by the Board of 
Supervisors of the City by Ordinance 98-66, dated April 29, 1966, as amended, 
(hereinafter "Redevelopment Plan"); and 
WHEREAS, In November 1976, the voters of the City approved a declaration of 
policy that the City construct a convention center and exhibit hall which is to be 
constructed underground, if financially feasible, in YBC; and 
WHEREAS, The site configuration and method of financing of the convention 
center and exhibit hall as approved by the voters in November 1976 differ from the 
design and financing of the convention center and exhibit hall analyzed in the 
1973 EIR; aud 
WHEREAS, Certain possible uses of land within YBC are being reevaluated and 
may possibly be changed, which would require an amendment of the Redevelopment 
Plan; and 
WHEr~s. The City and the Agency have jointly determined that a new EIR 
should be prepared covering potential redevelopment activities in connection with 
YBC, including the convention center and exhibit hall approved by the voters in 
November 1976 and a possible amendment of the Redevelopment Plan; and 
WHEREAS, The City and the Agency agreed that they would act jointly as lead 
agency in the preparation, review and certification of the EIR for YBC; and 
WHEREAS, To confirm and further implement such agreement, the City and the 
Agency have entered into an Agreement To Act Jointly As Lead Agency; and 
WHEREAS, CEQA and the State Guidelines require that an EIR be prepared as 
early as possible in the planning process to enable environmental considerations 
to influence project program and design; and 
WHEREAS, Section 15068 of the State Guidelines permits agencies to write EIRs 
in advance for entire programs in order to be prepared for project applications to 
come; and 
WHEREAS, Section 15069 of the State Guidelines provides that where individual 
projects or a phased project will be undertaken and the total undertaking com-
prises a project with significant environmental effect, a single EIR must be pre-
pared for the ultimate project, and further provides that where one project is part 
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of several similar projects but is not part of a larger undertaking a single EIR 
may be prepared at the discretion of the lead agency covering all of the similar 
projects; and 
WHEREAS, Section 1506l(e) of the State Guidelines provides that all under-
takings or activities pursuant to or in furtherance of a redevelopment plan 
constitute a single project for purposes of CEQA; and 
WHEREAS, In recognition of and in compliance with the provisions of CEQA and 
the State Guidelines, the new EIR prepared for YBC activities describes and 
analyzes as the underlying activity or "project" (1) the proposed convention 
center and exhibit hall in the overall framework of four alternative plans and 
variants thereof, and (2) the possibility of an amendment to the Redevelopment 
Plan, focusing on the four alternative plans and variants thereof, which activi-
ties would constitute a reaffirmation of YBC redevelopment; and 
WHEREAS, The City and the Agency jointly selected Environmental Science 
Associates, Inc. as their consultant to assist the Staffs of the City and the 
Agency in the preparation of the new EIR; and 
WHEREAS, Prior to and during the process of preparing the Draft EIR and pur-
suant to Sections 15063, 15066 and 15085(b) of the State Guidelines, the Staffs of 
the City and the Agency (i) consulted with appropriate public agencies as set 
forth in Section XII of the Draft EIR and also with the United States Department 
of Housing and Urban Development, and (ii) actively instituted meetings and pro-
cedures to consult with persons and organizations believed to be concerned with 
the environmental effects of such activities; and 
WHEREAS, Pursuant to Section 15085(c) of the State Guidelines and Section 
31.26(f) of the San Francisco Administrative Code (hereinafter "Code"), and in 
conformance with Section 16(f) of the Agency's Resolution No. 59-77, adopted 
March 8, 1977 (hereinafter "Resolution"), upon completion of the Draft EIR, a 
Notice of Completion was filed with the Secretary for the Resources Agency of the 
State of California which briefly described the project, its proposed location, 
and an address where copies of the Draft EIR were available and the period during 
which public comments would be received, and a public notice of the completion of 
the Draft EIR and a public hearing thereon was posted on the site in the area 
where the project is to be located, in the offices of the San Francisco Department 
of City Planning, the offices of the Agency, and was published in the San Francisco 
Examiner, and a copy of the Draft EIR was distributed to the San Francisco City 
Planning Commissioners and the Agency Commissioners; and 
WHEREAS, Pursuant to Section 15161.5 of the State Guidelines, the Draft EIR 
was submitted to the State Clearinghouse for review by appropriate state agencies; 
and 
WHEREAS, Pursuant to Sections 15085(d), 15163(b) and 15164 of the State 
Guidelines and Section 31.27 of the Code, and in conformance with Section 17 of 
the Resolution, the City and the Agency have made copies of the Draft EIR avail-
able to the public for inspection and review, including distribution of copies to 
appropriate public libraries, have encouraged both formal and informal public 
participation so as to receive and evaluate adverse and favorable public reactions 
on environmental issues, and have consulted with and obtained comments from persons 
having special expertise with respect to environmental impacts involved; and 
WHEREAS, Pursuant to the terms of the Agreement To Act Jointly As Lead Agency 
and the Procedures Committee Report rendered pursuant thereto, and in accordance 
with the provisions of the Code and the Resolution, the San Francisco City Planning 
Commission (hereinafter "City Planning Commission") and the Agency have heretofore 
given due notice of and duly held on February 9, 1978, a joint public bearing by 
the City Planning Commissioners and Agency Commissioners on the Draft EIR, and, to 
facilitate further public input, have permitted the submission of written comments 
on the Draft EIR until February 25, 1978; and 
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WHEREAS, Pursuant to the terms of the Agreement To Act Jointly As Lead Agency 
and the aforesaid Procedures Committee Report, and in accordance with Sectiop 
15165 of the State Guidelines and Section 31.27(b)(3) of the Code, and in conform-
ance with Section 17(b)(3) of the Resolution, the City Planning Commissioners and 
the Agency Commissioners have beard, reviewed and eval~ated the public testimony 
and discussions of the Draft EIR presented at the joint public bearing of February 
9, 1978, and the written comments received from members of the public on or before 
February 25, 1978; and 
WHEREAS, Pursuant to Sections 15161.5 and 15167 of the State Guidelines and 
Section 31.27(a) of the Code, and in conformance with Section l7(a) of the 
Resolution, the Staffs of the City and the Agency have received and reviewed com-
ments from the reviewing state and other public agencies, regardless of whether 
any such agency's comments were solicited; and 
WHEREAS, Pursuant to Sections 15146 and 15166 of the State Guidelines and 
Section 31.28 of the Code, and in conformance with Section 18 of the Resolution, 
comments received through the consultation process have been kept on file by the 
City and have been available for public inspection, and the Staffs of the City and 
the Agency have responded to comments that have been received by describing the 
disposition of the significant environmental issues that were raised; and 
WHEREAS, Pursuant to Sections 15085(f) and 15146 of the State Guidelines and 
Section 31.28 of the Code, and in conformance with Section 18 of the Resolution, 
the Staffs of the Agency and the Office of Environmental Review of the San 
Francisco Department of City Planning, in consultation and cooperation with their 
consultants, have prepared a Final EIR for the consideration of the City Planning 
Commissioners and the Agency Commissioners; 
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY PLANNING COMMISSION, AFTER DUE 
CONSIDERATION, THAT: 
A. The City Planning Commission hereby makes the following findings: 
1. From ~~y 1977 to January 1978, the Staffs of the Agency and the 
Office of Environmental Review in the Department of City Planning, in 
coordination with their consultants, Environmental Science Associates, 
Inc., jointly prepared the new Draft EIR for YBC. 
2. The City Planning Commission received, reviewed and evaluated 
the Draft EIR. The arrangement and contents of the Draft EIR were in 
conformance with Sections 15140 et ~· of the State Guidelines, 
Section 31.26 of the Code, and Section 16 of the Resolution, including 
but not limited to the following requirements: The Draft EIR contained 
a description of the proposed activities for YBC, a description of the 
environmental setting, a description and assessment of the significant 
environmental effects of the activities, mitigation measures and alter-
natives, and all other elements required under the State Guidelines. 
3. The Draft EIR was distributed to other governmental agencies, 
pri~ate organizations, and interested individuals including, but not 
limited to, those listed in the Distribution List in Section XIII of 
the Draft EIR in conformance with Sections 1Sl6G-15167 and 15085 of the 
State Guidelines, Section 31.27 of the Code and Section 17 of the 
Resolution. 
4. The public review period for the Draft EIR consisted of SO days 
from January 6. 1978 to and including February 25, 1978. During this 
time period, comments were accepted in a variety of ways, including 
public testimony presented to the City Planning Commissioners and the 
Agency Commissioners at a joint public hearing, written comments by 
private individuals, organizations, and representatives of public 
agencies, and continuing staff research and analysis. This review 
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period has provided adequate opportunity for public agencies and 
members of the public to examine and comment on the Draft EIR, as 
required under Section 15160 of the State Guidelines. 
5. All c~ents on the Draft EIR were evaluated by the Staffs 
of the City and the Agency for appropriate responses as soon as 
such comments were received. The Staffs have selected the signi-
ficant environmental points raised in the review and consultation 
process, and have responded to each one. 
6. The Addenda to the Draft EIR, containing Errata and Clari-
fications, a list of persons commenting on the Draft EIR, and the 
significant comments on the Draft EIR and responses thereto, were 
prepared in accordance with Sections 15085 and 15146 of the State 
Guidelines, Section 31.28 of the Code and Section 18 of the 
Resolution, and are in conformance therewith. 
7. The Draft EIR and Addenda containing the Errata and Clari-
fications, the list of persons commenting on the Draft EIR, and the 
significant comments on the Draft EIR and responses thereto, comprise 
the Final EIR. 
8. The City Planning Commission has received, reviewed and 
evaluated the Errata and Clarifications, list of persons commenting 
on the Draft EIR, and the comments on the Draft EIR, including all 
of the significant comments and responses thereto, contained in the 
Addenda to the Draft EIR. 
9. The City Planning Commission has received, reviewed and 
~aluated the responses to the significant comments contained in the 
Addenda to the Draft EIR, and finds the responses to be comprehensive 
and thorough and in compliance with the requirements of Section 15146 
of the State Guidelines as to format, content, analysis and sufficiency. 
10. The Final EIR appropriately emphasizes feasible mitigation 
measures and alternatives designed to reduce or avoid the significant 
effects of the activities described therein, as provided in Section 
21003 of CEQA and Section 15011.6 of the State Guidelines. 
B. In recognition of the foregoing, and after full review, consideration 
and evaluation of the information, assessment, analysis, comments and responses 
contained in the Final EIR as submitted, the City Planning Commission hereby 
finds and certifies that: 
1. All applicable procedural requirements of CEQA, the State 
Guidelines, the Code and the Resolution relating to the preparation 
and review of the Draft EIR for YBC and the preparation, review and 
certification of the Final EIR for YBC have been complied with by the 
City and the Agency. 
2. The Final EtR fully complies with the standards of adequacy 
set forth in the State Guidelines. 
3. The Final EIR constitutes a full and detailed disclosure 
and analysis of the environmental impact of the YBC activities dis-
cussed in the Final EIR consistent with the requirements of Section 
15147 of the State Guidelines. 
4. As implementation of the YBC redevelopment program proceeds, 
major activities subsequent to the convention center and exhibit 
hall shall be subject to further environmental review as necessary 
or appropriate in light of more specific information which may sub-
sequently become known. 
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5. The overall redevelopment activities in YBC, as described 
in the Final EIR, including but not limited to construction of 
the convention center and exhibit hall and possible amendment of 
the Redevelopment Plan, will have a significant effect on the 
environment. 
BE IT THEREFORE FURTHER RESOLVED BY THE SAN FRANCISCO CITY PLANNING 
COtniiSSION, That the San Francisco City Planning Commission does hereby find and 
certify that the Final Environmental Impact Report concerning Yerba Buena Center 
activities described therein, including construction of the convention center and 
exhibit ball and possible amendment of the Redevelopment Plan. is adequate, 
accurate and objective, and has been completed in compliance with the requirements 
of CEQA, the State Guidelines, and applicable provisions of the Code and Resolu-
tion. 
BE IT THEREFORE FURTHER RESOLVED BY THE SAN FRANCISCO CITY PLANNING 
COMMISSION, That the San Francisco City Planning Commission does hereby direct 
that the Final EIR be transmitted to the Board of Supervisors of the City and 
County of San Francisco as the Final Environmental Impact Report covering the YBC 
activities described therein, including construction of the convention center and 
exhibit hall and possible amendment of the Redevelopment Plan. 
I hereby certify that the foregoing Resolution was ADOPTED by the City 
Planning Commission at its regular meeting of April 25, 1978. 
Lee Woods, Jr. 
Secretary 
AYES: Commissioners Bierman, Carey, Dearman, Nakashima, Rosenblatt 
NOES: Commissioner Starbuck 
ABSENT: Commissioner Elliott 
PASSED: April 25, 1978 
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